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Politics this week 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 

 
More than 800 people were confirmed dead and hundreds more were missing after an enormous 
earthquake, followed by a tsunami, struck south-central Chile. The government declared a state of 
catastrophe in two regions and sent troops to keep order after looting triggered by a slow start to the aid 
operation. See article 

Authorities in Guatemala arrested the national police chief and the head of the anti-narcotics unit on 
charges of aiding drug-traffickers. The police chief is the second to be sacked over drugs charges within 
six months.  

On a tour of Latin America, Hillary Clinton, the American secretary of state, urged Britain and Argentina to 
begin talks over the Falkland Islands. That delighted Argentina’s president, Cristina Fernández de 
Kirchner, and was a snub to Britain, which believes that its sovereignty over the Falklands is non-
negotiable.  

The European Union and Colombia and Peru concluded negotiations for a free-trade agreement. 

 
Thaksin and revenue review 

Thailand’s Supreme Court ruled on the assets of Thaksin Shinawatra, an exiled former prime minister. 
Frozen accounts belonging to Mr Thaksin contain the equivalent $2 billion. About 60% of this—which the 
court argued he earned through policies favourable to his companies while he was in office—will be 
confiscated by the state. The rest will be returned to Mr Thaksin. He still has many supporters in Thailand, 
who are planning a big rally in Bangkok on March 14th. See article 

After an election that foreign monitors criticised as highly flawed, Tajikistan’s ruling party was returned 
to parliament with 72% of the vote and 53 out of 63 seats. See article 

Police in the Indian city of Kolkata said they had arrested one of the senior leaders of the country’s 
Maoist Naxalite rebellion, Venkateswar Reddy, known as Telegu Deepak. 

In an unusually co-ordinated campaign, more than a dozen Chinese newspapers published an editorial 

  



calling for a reform of the household-registration (“hukou”) system, which deprives tens of millions of 
rural migrants of access to many public services in the country’s big cities. The editorial soon vanished 
from most of the papers’ websites. See article 

 
There were chaotic scenes inside and outside Indonesia’s parliament, as it debated the government’s 
rescue in 2008 of Bank Century. Parliament voted that the bail-out was illegal, but, in a victory for the 
president, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, it did not directly implicate his vice-president and finance minister. 
See article 

 
Olympic hurdles 

Under pressure from the European Union, Greece’s government approved a new austerity plan of tax 
rises and spending cuts worth €4.8 billion ($6.5 billion). The markets were impressed: Greek bond yields 
fell, though the government’s hopes of getting some kind of EU guarantee on its debt have not been met. 
See article 

Ukraine’s prime minister, Yulia Tymoshenko, was forced out after losing a parliamentary vote of 
confidence. Ms Tymoshenko lost the recent presidential election to Viktor Yanukovich, who will now 
bargain with other parties in an attempt to form a new governing coalition.  

The former Bosnian Serb leader, Radovan Karadzic, began his defence before a war-crimes tribunal at 
The Hague by saying that claims of atrocities, such as the Srebrenica massacre, were “myths”. A former 
Bosniak leader, Ejup Ganic, was arrested in London at Serbia’s request. See article 

Germany’s constitutional court overturned a 2008 anti-terrorism law requiring telecoms data to be kept 
for six months, because it invades people’s privacy.  

Ian Paisley announced his retirement as an MP. Mr Paisley co-founded Northern Ireland’s Democratic 
Unionist Party in 1971 and was soon a thorn in the side of the Westminster establishment, accusing it of 
betraying Ulster by pushing for closer ties with Ireland. A staunch anti-Catholic in office, Mr Paisley 
eventually played a full part in the peace process.  

 
Vulnerable roots of democracy 

Tension rose in the run-up to a general election in Iraq on March 7th. No electoral alliance was set to win 
an outright majority of the 325 parliamentary seats. A suicide-bomber in the religiously mixed city of 
Baquba, north of Baghdad, killed at least 33 people. See article



It was announced that Barack Obama’s envoy to the Middle East, George Mitchell, would set off to the 
region in another effort to start “proximity talks” between Israelis and Palestinians under American 
mediation. Negotiations have stalled for over a year. The Arab League welcomed the news.  

Meanwhile, Palestinians expressed anger over what they see as Israeli settlers’ encroachment onto East 
Jerusalem, where Arabs have predominated. Binyamin Netanyahu, Israel’s prime minister, told the 
mayor of Jerusalem to postpone a plan for an Israeli building project that would demolish Palestinian 
homes. See article 

Agathe Habyarimana, widow of the Rwandan president whose assassination triggered the genocide in 
Rwanda in 1994, was detained near Paris in connection with the killings. The arrest came soon after 
Nicolas Sarkozy made a conciliatory visit to Rwanda, where the government thinks France could have 
done more to prevent the bloodbath. See article 

 
The push to the finish line 

Barack Obama called on senators to pass health-care reform by a simple majority vote if need be. The 
tactic, to overcome a Republican filibuster, would see a bill proceed in a “reconciliation” package, a 
process that has been used before by both parties, but which the Republicans insist is now being 
employed by Democrats to ram through unpopular legislation. See article 

 
Charles Rangel stepped down as chairman of the powerful House Ways and Means Committee. Mr 
Rangel, who represents Harlem, is ensnared in a number of ethics investigations, including into his use of 
four Manhattan apartments and income from his villa in the Dominican Republic. See article 

David Paterson, who became governor of New York after the resignation of Eliot Spitzer in 2008, ended 
his campaign for election amid allegations of a cover-up of charges of domestic abuse against one of his 
political aides.  
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Business this week 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Prudential, a British financial company, announced plans to buy the Asian life-insurance business of 
American International Group for $35.5 billion. AIG will use the money to help it repay some of the 
remainder of the $182 billion bail-out it received from the American government (the insurer recently 
reported an $8.9 billion quarterly loss), while Prudential will boost its already considerable presence in 
Asia. It is raising $20 billion in a rights issue to help fund the transaction. Its share price fell by 20% in 
the days following the deal’s announcement. See article 

Goldman Sachs listed “negative publicity” about pay as a potential “risk factor” this year, acknowledging 
that “adverse press coverage” and statements by regulators could impact staff morale and hurt 
operations. Separately, the Wall Street bank disclosed that it made at least $100m on each of 131 
separate trading days last year, beating its previous record of 90 days in 2008.  

HSBC reported a 24% drop in pre-tax profit for 2009, to $7.1 billion. The bank was hurt by provisions for 
loan impairment charges mostly arising from its business in the Middle East and its consumer-lending unit 
in America, which is being scaled down. Earlier, Lloyds Banking Group posted an annual pre-tax loss of 
£6.3 billion ($9.5 billion), stemming from charges on bad loans at HBOS, which Lloyds rescued in a 
takeover backed by the British government in 2008.  

 
Hedging bets 

Regulators in Europe and Hong Kong proposed new disclosure rules on the short-selling of shares. 
Europe wants traders to notify authorities when their net short position reaches 0.2% of the outstanding 
equity, and to alert markets when it is more than 0.5%. Hong Kong put forward a requirement that short-
sellers submit weekly reports detailing their positions at certain benchmarks. Short-selling was banned on 
some stocks during the financial crisis. America unveiled its own curbs recently. 

The White House produced formal legislation that would restrict some banking activities, such as 
proprietary trading. Known as the Volcker rule, the proposal faces stiff resistance in Congress, where a 
separate overhaul of financial regulation is being considered.  

Ford sold 142,006 cars in America in February according to Autodata, 
overtaking General Motors (just) in monthly sales for the first time 
since 1998. Toyota’s sales fell amid bad press about its safety recall of 
millions of vehicles. This week GM announced its own recall of 1.3m 
Chevrolet and Pontiac models because of steering problems that can 
occur when the cars travel at less than 15mph (24kph).  

 

Goods news 

A widely tracked index of global trade volumes compiled by the Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, a 
Dutch research institute, rose by 4.8% for December, a record rate. Global trade was 15% above the 
trough reached in May 2009.  

Apple lodged a lawsuit against HTC, claiming that the Taiwanese company had infringed 20 patents for 
the iPhone’s user interface, underlying architecture and hardware in its smart-phones that are powered by 

  



Google’s Android operating system. Steve Jobs, Apple’s chief executive, said that “competition is healthy, 
but competitors should create their own original technology, not steal ours.” See article 

Germany’s Merck diversified its drugs business by securing a friendly $7.2 billion agreement to buy 
Millipore, which is based in Massachusetts and makes equipment for (and provides services to) the 
bioscience industry.  

Meanwhile, in a less amiable takeover attempt, the bid from Japan’s Astellas Pharma for OSI turned 
hostile. It offered $3.5 billion for Long Island-based OSI, which specialises in cancer treatments, and went 
to court to prevent it from trying to block an acquisition with a poison pill.  

CF Industries revived its interest in Terra Industries by offering $4.7 billion for its rival, which recently 
agreed to a friendly takeover from Norway’s Yara International. With demand growing for fertiliser in 
emerging markets, merger deals in the industry have sprouted vigorously.  

Another big initial public offering was launched in Brazil. OSX, a shipbuilding and oil-services firm 
controlled by Eike Batista, could raise up to $5.5 billion in its flotation.  

 
Readers’ choice 

A study from the Pew Research Centre found that the internet is now the third most popular source for 
news among Americans, behind local and national television and ahead of radio, and local and national 
newspapers. Among online users the most popular news subject was the weather. Separately, the 
Financial Times said it would soon allow readers to pay for articles online on a daily or weekly basis, 
charged for through PayPal. 
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Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 
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The war on baby girls  
 
Gendercide 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Killed, aborted or neglected, at least 100m girls have disappeared—and the number is rising 
 

 
IMAGINE you are one half of a young couple expecting your first child in a fast-growing, poor country. You 
are part of the new middle class; your income is rising; you want a small family. But traditional mores 
hold sway around you, most important in the preference for sons over daughters. Perhaps hard physical 
labour is still needed for the family to make its living. Perhaps only sons may inherit land. Perhaps a 
daughter is deemed to join another family on marriage and you want someone to care for you when you 
are old. Perhaps she needs a dowry.  

Now imagine that you have had an ultrasound scan; it costs $12, but you can afford that. The scan says 
the unborn child is a girl. You yourself would prefer a boy; the rest of your family clamours for one. You 
would never dream of killing a baby daughter, as they do out in the villages. But an abortion seems 
different. What do you do?  

For millions of couples, the answer is: abort the daughter, try for a son. In China and northern India more 
than 120 boys are being born for every 100 girls. Nature dictates that slightly more males are born than 
females to offset boys’ greater susceptibility to infant disease. But nothing on this scale.  

For those who oppose abortion, this is mass murder. For those such as this newspaper, who think abortion 
should be “safe, legal and rare” (to use Bill Clinton’s phrase), a lot depends on the circumstances, but the 
cumulative consequence for societies of such individual actions is catastrophic. China alone stands to have 
as many unmarried young men—“bare branches”, as they are known—as the entire population of young 
men in America. In any country rootless young males spell trouble; in Asian societies, where marriage and 
children are the recognised routes into society, single men are almost like outlaws. Crime rates, bride 
trafficking, sexual violence, even female suicide rates are all rising and will rise further as the lopsided 
generations reach their maturity (see article).  

It is no exaggeration to call this gendercide. Women are missing in their millions—aborted, killed, 
neglected to death. In 1990 an Indian economist, Amartya Sen, put the number at 100m; the toll is 
higher now. The crumb of comfort is that countries can mitigate the hurt, and that one, South Korea, has 
shown the worst can be avoided. Others need to learn from it if they are to stop the carnage.

  



 
The dearth and death of little sisters 

Most people know China and northern India have unnaturally large numbers of boys. But few appreciate 
how bad the problem is, or that it is rising. In China the imbalance between the sexes was 108 boys to 
100 girls for the generation born in the late 1980s; for the generation of the early 2000s, it was 124 to 
100. In some Chinese provinces the ratio is an unprecedented 130 to 100. The destruction is worst in 
China but has spread far beyond. Other East Asian countries, including Taiwan and Singapore, former 
communist states in the western Balkans and the Caucasus, and even sections of America’s population 
(Chinese- and Japanese-Americans, for example): all these have distorted sex ratios. Gendercide exists on 
almost every continent. It affects rich and poor; educated and illiterate; Hindu, Muslim, Confucian and 
Christian alike. 

Wealth does not stop it. Taiwan and Singapore have open, rich economies. Within China and India the 
areas with the worst sex ratios are the richest, best-educated ones. And China’s one-child policy can only 
be part of the problem, given that so many other countries are affected. 

In fact the destruction of baby girls is a product of three forces: the ancient preference for sons; a modern 
desire for smaller families; and ultrasound scanning and other technologies that identify the sex of a fetus. 
In societies where four or six children were common, a boy would almost certainly come along eventually; 
son preference did not need to exist at the expense of daughters. But now couples want two children—or, 
as in China, are allowed only one—they will sacrifice unborn daughters to their pursuit of a son. That is 
why sex ratios are most distorted in the modern, open parts of China and India. It is also why ratios are 
more skewed after the first child: parents may accept a daughter first time round but will do anything to 
ensure their next—and probably last—child is a boy. The boy-girl ratio is above 200 for a third child in 
some places. 

 
How to stop half the sky crashing down 

Baby girls are thus victims of a malign combination of ancient prejudice and modern preferences for small 
families. Only one country has managed to change this pattern. In the 1990s South Korea had a sex ratio 
almost as skewed as China’s. Now, it is heading towards normality. It has achieved this not deliberately, 
but because the culture changed. Female education, anti-discrimination suits and equal-rights rulings 
made son preference seem old-fashioned and unnecessary. The forces of modernity first exacerbated 
prejudice—then overwhelmed it.  

But this happened when South Korea was rich. If China or India—with incomes one-quarter and one-tenth 
Korea’s levels—wait until they are as wealthy, many generations will pass. To speed up change, they need 
to take actions that are in their own interests anyway. Most obviously China should scrap the one-child 
policy. The country’s leaders will resist this because they fear population growth; they also dismiss 
Western concerns about human rights. But the one-child limit is no longer needed to reduce fertility (if it 
ever was: other East Asian countries reduced the pressure on the population as much as China). And it 
massively distorts the country’s sex ratio, with devastating results. President Hu Jintao says that creating 
“a harmonious society” is his guiding principle; it cannot be achieved while a policy so profoundly perverts 
family life.  

And all countries need to raise the value of girls. They should encourage female education; abolish laws 
and customs that prevent daughters inheriting property; make examples of hospitals and clinics with 
impossible sex ratios; get women engaged in public life—using everything from television newsreaders to 
women traffic police. Mao Zedong said “women hold up half the sky.” The world needs to do more to 
prevent a gendercide that will have the sky crashing down.  
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Ashcroft and the Tories  
 
Friends like these 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The real issue raised by Lord Ashcroft’s tax status is David Cameron’s judgment 
 

 
THE ennobling of Michael Ashcroft, a controversial businessman and Conservative Party donor, in 2000 
was a messy matter; for he partly lived, and had extensive business interests, in Belize. As a condition of 
his peerage, he agreed to take up “permanent residence” in Britain. Ever since, senior Tories have been 
forced into humiliating contortions when asked whether Lord Ashcroft, who is now deputy chairman of the 
party, was resident in Britain for tax purposes: ask him, they blustered, knowing that he was unlikely to 
answer.  

Now he has. But his response has provoked new questions about his own affairs, and a big one about 
David Cameron, the current Tory leader—who, despite a recent dip in the polls, is still the man most likely 
to be prime minister after the general election that is expected to be held on May 6th. 

On March 1st Lord Ashcroft (pictured left, with Mr Cameron) revealed that when he signed a binding 
commitment to take up “permanent residence”, what it actually meant was “long-term” residence (see 
article), a status that let him claim exemption from British tax on his overseas earnings as a so-called 
“non-dom”. This is hard to square with the statement in 1999 by William Hague, then Conservative leader 
and now shadow foreign secretary, that Lord Ashcroft’s residence pledge would cost him and benefit the 
Treasury by “tens of millions” of pounds. British law does not make tax status a qualification for sitting in 
the Lords. And Labour also numbers a non-dom lord among its big donors. But none of that exempts Lord 
Ashcroft from the obligations that he undertook.  

There are other worries about Lord Ashcroft. “If home is where the heart is,” his autobiography confides, 
“then Belize is my home.” The affection does not seem to be entirely reciprocated. Last year the prime 
minister of Belize referred to a “particular individual” who “is very close to approaching acquiring the 
status of an enemy of the people”. The Belizean government has fought bitter disputes with a bank 
controlled by Lord Ashcroft and a telecoms company that it says he also controls (his spokesman has said 
he doesn’t). How much that little country has benefited from his involvement is unclear. 

 
Cut him loose, Dave 

  



Lord Ashcroft’s importance to the Tories, on the other hand, is plain (another difference with Labour’s 
“non-doms”, who, as well as being less secretive, are much lesser political figures). He manages his 
party’s target-seats campaign for the forthcoming election. He has accompanied Mr Hague on official 
business. He has also been an exceptionally generous donor, giving or lending many millions of pounds in 
cash and kind. Especially in the late 1990s, when the party was, in Lord Ashcroft’s account, “a financial 
basket case”, his support was vital. 

But if Mr Hague’s embrace of Lord Ashcroft then was dubious but understandable, Mr Cameron’s 
intensification of the clinch since becoming leader in 2005 is much less so. Lord Ashcroft now accounts for 
a much smaller proportion of Tory funds (a firm associated with him that has made big donations has 
been investigated—and cleared—by electoral regulators). As this paper pointed out last year, the party 
could have survived without him and the bad publicity he attracted. Instead, Mr Cameron has clung to the 
man he made deputy chairman. 

The big question this affair raises concerns Mr Cameron’s judgment. He is seeking to portray himself both 
as an advocate of transparency and a resolute chief executive. Probably the Ashcroft furore will not in 
itself halt Mr Cameron’s march on Downing Street. But it raises doubts about his willingness to take tough, 
principled decisions if he gets there. To dispel them, Mr Cameron should cut Lord Ashcroft loose.  
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Dealing with budget deficits  
 
Who pays the bill? 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Throughout the rich world battle lines are being drawn in the coming fight over deficit 
reduction 
 

 
WHEN friends go out to dinner, the convivial atmosphere can be shattered once the waiter brings the bill. 
A pleasant evening can descend into a dispute about who had a starter and who ordered the lobster. 
Running a public-sector deficit is similar: the arguments start when the tab has to be paid.  

The battles will be all the more fierce this time around because the deficits are so large and likely in the 
short term to stay that way. With developed economies still weak, many governments are (often rightly) 
keen to run large deficits for a while longer. But the bond markets are getting impatient, especially with 
weaker European countries. Greece was forced to announce a third austerity package this week, after its 
initial efforts failed to reassure either the markets or its neighbours (see article). Although Britain has a 
lower debt-to-GDP ratio than Greece and its debt has an average maturity of 14 years, sterling also 
wobbled this week, with investors spooked by the prospect of a hung parliament. True, the three biggest 
rich-world economies, the United States, Germany and Japan, are under less pressure. But Japan has high 
debt levels and America has the government-bankrupting cost of ageing baby-boomers. 

If the world were run by economists, deficit reduction would be a very complicated balancing act. For 
politicians one question may well dominate all others: who is going to pay? The candidates differ from 
country to country, but the list usually includes taxpayers, public-sector workers, entitlement recipients 
(such as state pensioners or public-health users), foreign investors and future generations. Already battle 
lines are being drawn: witness the strikes by Greece’s public-sector unions and the tea parties thrown by 
America’s tax protesters. 

Two immediate answers appear, which should be easier for politicians to embrace than all those spending 
cuts and tax rises. The first is to be honest about the size of the problem. Public-sector accounting is 
Enronesque. Creditors will punish governments with dodgy numbers, as the Greeks have discovered. And 
voters can hardly make judgments about what to scale back if they do not know what promises have been 
made. Talk in continental Europe of an “Anglo-Saxon” conspiracy of greedy speculators is also dishonest. 
The speculators did not invent the deficits. As one bank analyst has tartly remarked: “You can’t blame the 
mirror for your ugly face.” 

  



The second is to focus on economic growth. Higher growth reassures markets, increases tax revenues and 
reduces spending on unemployment benefits and other welfare payments. So politicians should eschew 
policies that reduce the long-term growth rate, such as protectionism or higher taxes, and focus instead 
on measures that boost the growth potential, such as more flexible labour markets and other productivity-
enhancing reforms. No matter what taxes it raises, Japan will not solve its fiscal woes without faster 
growth. Many European governments are walking into the same trap. 

Even assuming that most governments tell the truth a bit more and their economies grow a bit faster, 
there will still be hard choices. The main fault-line is often intergenerational. Some promises, particularly 
on public-sector pensions and health care, may impose too great a burden on the next generation. Middle-
aged Americans have written cheques on the accounts of their children. Scaling back those promises, for 
example by raising the pension age, is a prerequisite for getting public finances in order just about 
everywhere, even if it will not do much to reduce the deficit in the short term.  

The more immediate fight, which is already starting to break out in many European countries, is between 
taxpayers and public-sector workers, and between raising taxes and cutting public spending (see article). 
Politically, the contest is evenly matched, pitting powerful unions against the biggest taxpayers—
corporations and high-earners—who often have the ear of politicians. In terms of economics, though, the 
bulk of the adjustment should come in the form of spending cuts. 

 
There is no alternative 

The state had to step in during the credit crunch, given the scale of the banking crisis, but this expansion 
of its scope should be temporary. This is not just ideological bias on our part; economic studies suggest 
that fiscal adjustments that rely on spending cuts do better than those based on tax rises. Yes, some tax 
rises may be necessary, if only out of the political necessity of persuading the electorate that the burden is 
being shared. But tax rises, like Japan’s in 1997, can kill a recovery. 

In the past some governments have dealt with debts by walking away from them. Iceland is voting on a 
milder form of that solution this weekend (see article). The graver threat this time is that countries are 
tempted to diminish their debts through higher inflation. But that would be a dangerous option to adopt 
and may not even be possible, given that markets can see such policies coming and demand higher bond 
yields. 

Whichever path governments choose will be hard. As a period of loose credit gives way to an era of 
austerity, the social cohesion of many nations will be put to the test. Not all countries will pass. Over the 
next few years the careers of many politicians will be made and broken in the bond market.  
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Iraq's election  
 
Don't wash your hands of it 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Iraq may ask for more American help. Barack Obama should not hold back 

SEVEN years after the Americans invaded Iraq and toppled Saddam 
Hussein, two momentous events are approaching: a general election 
on March 7th and the promised departure of all American combat 
troops by the end of August. Yet governments across the world, most 
notably Barack Obama’s, seem to have turned their attention 
elsewhere. Iraq is already yesterday’s story. This is a grave error. The 
country has been devastated, in good part thanks to the 
miscalculations of America and its Western allies. It is progressing 
shakily and still needs outside help. And it is vital to the stability of the 
region. The mission has by no means been accomplished. 

Iraq is far less dangerous than it was three years ago, when the Americans damped down a civil war with 
their last-gasp military surge. Since American troops withdrew to encampments outside the towns, their 
death rate has happily dived (see chart). But Iraq is still bloody. Several hundred Iraqis are still dying 
violently for political reasons every month—more, by the way, than in Afghanistan. Iraq’s nationalist 
insurgency has faded, but al-Qaeda is still wreaking carnage every month or so. Flashpoints, particularly 
along a “trigger line” between Iraq’s Arabs and Kurds, threaten the peace. Baghdad is not open for normal 
business, except for firms that can afford their own bomb-proof security systems.  

 
Not yet a functioning country 

The run-up to the coming election has been mixed. Despite its flaws, the election should fairly reflect the 
people’s wishes. This is still a rarity in the Arab world—and a cause for celebration. A few months ago, 
hopes were rising that cross-sectarian parties, appealing to both Sunnis and to the majority Shias, were 
gaining strength. But in January several hundred candidates were excluded because of their alleged 
former membership of Saddam’s Baath party—a shabby piece of chicanery that was bound to upset Iraq’s 
Sunni Arab minority. Although the leading Sunni candidates and their parties have resisted the temptation 
to call for a boycott, the ban pushed too many candidates back into an ugly sectarian struggle.  

The hope is that any new government—which will probably take several months to emerge—will need to 
look for allies across the spectrum. It is highly unlikely that any one electoral alliance will win a majority of 
seats. At least one alliance that is predicted to do well has a secular and admirably non-sectarian outlook. 
And, as before, the Kurds, whose autonomy is one of the few unalloyed successes of America’s invasion, 
are likely to be kingmakers.  

Yet, as our briefing shows (see article), Iraq is still bitterly divided. No leader or party has emerged that 
can truly command the loyalty of all its religious sects and ethnicities. The Kurds and the Arabs have yet 
to accommodate each others’ aspirations or banish the prospect of violence to achieve their aims. Iraq’s 
institutions are feeble and corrupt. Ministries are run as party fiefs. Public services, such as the supply of 
electricity, are dire. Professionals who fled the country in tens of thousands have yet to return. 

So it is still too soon for the outsiders who wrought much of the misery to rush for the exit. If the Iraqis 
ask for some or all of them to stay on, Mr Obama should say yes. American troops in crucial spots still 
hold the ring between rival groups. The American president has some semantic wiggle-room: he 
previously talked of leaving a “residual force” of up to 50,000 advisory troops after August. The “status of 
forces agreement” signed by the Iraqi government and President Bush before he left office stipulates that 
all American troops, whether “combat” or not, must be out by the end of next year. That too can be 
twiddled and extended. Only if the Iraqis’ own elected government asks all foreign troops to leave 
forthwith should they leave. Iraq, after all, is a sovereign country.

  



And, ultimately, it will fall to Iraqis to build a nation that is more than just a country in name. Sadly they 
still show few signs of doing so. Unless the next government breaks out of the cycle of sectarian 
patronage and corruption, it is entirely possible that another strongman, perhaps in cahoots with the 
army, will emerge to replace today’s pluralistic free-for-all with the sort of suffocating authoritarian rule 
prevalent elsewhere in the Arab world. That would be yet another tragedy. The cost of displacing Saddam 
was, in any case, far too high in blood and treasure. The case for removing him, made among others by 
The Economist, has not been vindicated. But if a solid peace and something resembling a democracy were 
entrenched, that at least would be a legacy worth leaving behind.  
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Indonesia's embattled reformers  
 
Time to show them what you're made of 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Even Javanese democrats cannot always rule by consensus 
 

 
IN THE coming days you will read plenty of good things about Indonesia. Barack Obama’s return later this 
month to his childhood home, Jakarta, will give an underreported country a moment in the international 
spotlight. It will be a chance for reminders that, just 12 years after the toppling of the 32-year Suharto 
dictatorship, the world’s third-most populous democracy seems remarkably stable; that, with more 
Muslims than any other country, it is a bastion of tolerance; that its economy has weathered the global 
downturn well; and that, in Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, it has a president who enjoys a huge popular 
mandate at home and respect abroad as a model reformer. All of this is true. So it is a shame that of late 
Indonesia’s politicians have been giving democracy a bad name, and that Mr Yudhoyono himself has been 
doing precious little in the way of either reforming or leading. 

This week saw a climax of sorts in a lengthy parliamentary probe into the government’s rescue in 2008 of 
Bank Century, a small local lender (see article). The debate in the lower house degenerated into rowdy 
uproar; outside police used water-cannon and tear gas to disperse a rent-a-mob. Were the bail-out really 
at issue, this might have been less ugly. But in fact, the probe had become a witch-hunt against the two 
leading reformers in Mr Yudhoyono’s cabinet—his vice-president, Boediono, and his finance minister, Sri 
Mulyani Indrawati. Both are technocrats rather than politicians. Both have good reputations for 
competence and honesty. Both, therefore, are the natural enemies of the businessmen and their politician 
cronies who lorded it in the Suharto days. Far from respecting Mr Yudhoyono’s decisive electoral mandate, 
the old elite has been trying to undermine it and scupper his reformist agenda. 

The president himself, however, must bear some of the blame for this. He did not come out clearly in 
support of his embattled colleagues until this week. He has preferred to try to placate all-comers in the 
name of consensus. That was his style throughout his first term, which ended last year. Back then he 
relied on a disparate coalition for a parliamentary majority, but now his Democratic Party is the largest in 
parliament. And yet he has continued to favour building and managing the largest possible coalition over 
decisive action. 

 
The benefit of the doubt 

  



The Bank Century affair is not the only time that Mr Yudhoyono’s actions have belied his reforming 
rhetoric. A campaign against graft by an anti-corruption commission, known as the KPK, was one reason 
for his government’s popularity. But as the KPK itself became the target last year of what looked like a 
vendetta by the police, Mr Yudhoyono did not always give it his full backing. Nor has he fulfilled his 
promise to reopen the investigation into the murder in 2004 of a human-rights activist, Munir bin Thalib, 
in which Indonesia’s security service is a suspect. That is typical of his government’s connivance at a 
culture of impunity and cover-up that has also seen a number of books on Indonesia’s recent history 
banned. 

Mr Yudhoyono continues to be viewed charitably. The commonest gibes are that he dithers, is weak and 
sacrifices too much in the name of consensus. In a country with a recent history of strongman-rule, those 
are not the worst sins. But they do leave open the question of whether Mr Yudhoyono is really, as his 
supporters would have it, a reformist break with the past, or just a chip off the Suharto-era block.  
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On Ukraine, health care, financial risk, Texas, the euro, computers 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
 
What happened in Ukraine  

SIR – Your leader on Ukraine characterised the demise of the orange coalition as a case study in how to 
“entrench” and to “squander” the gains from a revolution (“Bloodless orange”, February 13th). I could not 
agree more, but perhaps not in the way you described. “Revolution” was never the best term to depict the 
historic events of 2004. Ukraine did not undergo a transformation of state or society, as it did when an 
imperialist Russia was replaced by a communist one, or when the Soviet Union fragmented into 
independent states that embraced capitalism. Rather, Ukraine experienced an act of civil disobedience, 
one large enough to prevent an election from being stolen by an incumbent regime represented by its 
then candidate, Viktor Yanukovich. 

Move on to 2010 and Mr Yanukovich was declared Ukraine’s legitimately elected president after a run-off. 
Domestic and international independent election-monitors appear to have confirmed that. This subtle yet 
telling point should not be lost: if 2004 was a victory or “revolution” for the Ukrainian people, the fact that 
years later the vanquished emerged victorious by way of the ballot is equally significant.  

The orange leaders from 2004 lost in 2010 by wasting an opportunity for better governing and through 
poor campaigning. So yes, opportunity squandered. But democratic elections, at least for now, appear 
entrenched. 

Gavin Weise 
Deputy director for Europe International Foundation for Electoral Systems 
Washington, DC  

 
Obstructionist Republicans  

SIR – Although the present Democratic leadership in Congress is unfairly characterised as being 
somewhere to the left of Mao, the health-care reform bill it has cobbled together hardly represents a mad 
dash toward socialism (“What’s gone wrong in Washington?”, February 20th). A plan that preserves the 
employer-based system of health insurance within reasonable regulations is the very definition of 
moderation. Thus, the lack of any movement on health care is not the fault of Barack Obama, but lies with 
Republicans who, well ahead of time, decided they would make health-care reform the president’s political 
Waterloo. 

Daniel Ehlke 
New York 

* SIR – Where is the evidence for your assertion that Barack Obama handed over health care to his 
party’s left wing? Those on the Democratic left who wanted a single-payer system have been excluded 
from the start. Mr Obama even abandoned the notion of a government-backed insurance scheme, the so-
called “public option”, even though it was quite a moderate proposal. What exactly do you think qualifies 
as “left-wing”? 

James Doubek 
Washington, DC 

* SIR – One of your conclusions about “What’s gone wrong in Washington?” is that America’s Founding 
Fathers thought that such a huge country would be best governed locally. But how could they have 

  



possibly foreseen how large and powerful the United States would become, or the advance in 
communications that makes centralised government possible? The emphasis on states’ rights, and in 
particular the allocation of Senate seats by state, is quaint.  

Far from being the deliberative body it was intended to be, the Senate votes cynically and tactically. By 
blocking legislation, the minority can give the impression that the majority isn’t doing anything. And at the 
end of a presidential term nobody can really say which branch of government or which party deserves the 
credit or blame for what has transpired during that term. A parliamentary system is more conducive both 
to getting things done and to accountability. 

Tony Welsh 
Houston 

* SIR – When the Senate was created, with its two senators for each state, the ratio of residents in the 
most populous state, Virginia, to the least populous, Delaware, was less than 13 to one. Today, the same 
ratio of Californians to Wyomingites is around 68 to one.  

Brett Holleman 
New York 

* SIR – Your analysis (“A study in paralysis”, February 20th) of the paralysis in America’s political system 
posited that Barack Obama had entered a “Bermuda Triangle” of legislative inaction because of a Senate 
rule (on stopping a filibuster), an event (Scott Brown’s election to Ted Kennedy’s old seat in 
Massachusetts), and a trend (the polarisation of political parties over the past 20 years). The broad thrust 
of your analysis strikes me as right, though I think the polarisation issue has a longer and deeper history. 

This can be dated to Richard Nixon’s Southern strategy of 1968, which set in motion a trend toward a 
concentration of conservatives in the Republican Party, leaving the Democrats as the de facto liberal 
party. This shift gained further momentum in the so-called Reagan Revolution a decade or so later.  

A telling event illustrative of the forces set in motion was the switch by Senator Jim Jeffords from 
Republican to independent in 2001 on the ground that the Republican Party had left him behind in its 
move to the right. 

David Klock 
Former senior adviser 
United States Treasury Department 
Wallingford, Vermont 

 
Merry quants  

SIR – As a card-carrying technocrat I take exception to your characterisation of the financial crisis as 
technological in nature (Special report on financial risk, February 13th). There was no “technological shift” 
or “new technology-driven order” in the mismanagement of risk you described, but there was an over-
reliance on whizz-kid “quants” who didn’t know the difference between models and the real world. 
Mathematics and modelling are not the same as “technology”, even if the quants did use computers in 
their calculations. As for the folly of “trying ever harder to capture risk in mathematical formulae”, that is 
called “chasing zero” and is a serious mistake for any engineer to make.  

Banks should hire more engineers who know that “all models are wrong, some are useful”, who are 
trained to include safety factors in their calculations for that very reason, and who know that just because 
you can calculate to the fifth decimal place doesn’t mean that the last digit means anything. And when 
employing scientists, hire those who will remind you that as much as economics would like to be a 
science, it has a way to go yet. 

Richard Poeton 
Bennington, Vermont  

SIR – It is astonishing that you did not discuss the massive losses and risk-management failures that were 
caused by fraud and corruption, the Madoff saga being just one of many cases. Fraud was a material part 
of the mortgage collapse, a big factor in commercial property and loan losses and a component in 
investment banking and private-equity losses that did more damage than acknowledged. 



Mathematical models cannot predict or uncover fraud as well as some may think. Overhauling capital 
requirements and eliminating Level-3 risk might in some way minimise systemic risk and damage, but it 
will not eliminate the ongoing material risk associated with the continuing fraud schemes that today’s risk 
managers, boards and banks do not seem to take all that seriously.  

We need more independent people on risk committees who recognise fraud. No risk manager can be really 
useful without being able to analyse whether the multiple sales and lending activities of his institution will 
fall victim to those who understand how best to steal.  

Jeff Klink 
President and chief executive Klink & Co., Inc 
New York 

* SIR – I take issue with your claim that the failures of complex models “point to greater use of judgment 
and less reliance on numbers in future”. Instead, both should be replaced with respect for uncertainty. I 
am an engineer and in my field we have a saying about models: “garbage in, garbage out”, or when your 
inputs or assumptions don’t match the expectations of the model, then the output of the model will be a 
waste.  

If a model overestimates the lift around an aircraft’s wing, then the actual plane might not get off the 
ground. This gives rise to a culture that understands that paper and computers can only go so far to 
predict reality, and that uncertainty abounds until a track record is established. Perhaps, if a financial 
institution sacrificed gains in the bubble by replacing reliance on judgment and numbers with more 
accommodation of uncertainty, then it would have come out of the crisis leaps and bounds ahead of the 
competition. 

Steve Bryant 
Houston 

* SIR – Far from reducing the prop-trading activities of investment banks, the best way to manage risk 
and deal with compensation issues is to make it intrinsic to every bank’s business. Traders and bankers 
would consider their risk-taking more carefully if a reasonable proportion of their previous year’s bonus, 
say 50%, were used to mirror the following year’s activity.  

For example, if a trader takes 10% of his book for a ten-year swap, then 5% of his previous year’s bonus 
is used for the same position. Likewise a banker arranging a structured finance has a proportion of his 
bonus in the junior debt arising from that transaction. 

Oliver Blaydon 
Head of risk 
eg. 1 
London 

* SIR – You depicted the reckless disconnect between the default rates predicted by the ratings agencies 
and the actual default rates. Ratings firms assert that they are not liable for losses suffered by those 
relying on their credit reports as those reports are protected as free speech.  

But Oliver Wendell Holmes long ago reasoned that free speech does not protect a person who falsely 
shouts “Fire!” in a theatre. The logical equivalent of his reasoning also is true: free speech cannot be used 
to protect one who falsely shouts that “All is well”, when in fact a financial fire is raging all around.  

Jeff Meller 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

* SIR –Part of the blame for the financial crisis lies with the news media, which did not investigate in any 
depth the issues and events that played out before the crisis. This has happened in the past, a good 
example being the South Sea Company in England, which in 1720 caused the first major financial crisis 
and bubble. 

Local media, including Jonathan Swift in the Examiner, and Daniel Defoe, provided unconditional support 
for the investment company to the extent that Isaac Newton and thousands of ordinary citizens invested 
and lost. When the South Sea Company exploded its bubble in much the same way as the recent 
subprime bubble, the London property rental market was overvalued by 40%. Had the media been less 



enthusiastic and more investigative, things may have been different. 

Richard Stanton 
Director 
Department of media and communication 
University of Sydney  

 
Death row in Texas  

SIR – Any article considering the presidential ambitions of Rick Perry, the governor of Texas, is incomplete 
unless it mentions Cameron Todd Willingham (“The survivor”, February 20th). Willingham was executed in 
Texas in 2004 for the murder of his young children. Strong evidence suggests that he may have been 
wrongly put to death. The Texas Forensic Science Commission, a state panel, prepared a report that 
would have discussed the case’s flaws, but Mr Perry removed three members of the commission, including 
its chairman.  

Mr Perry’s rigid conservatism does not allow for the possibility that the state might have made a mistake 
when it took Willingham’s life, and the governor seems happy to deny the last bit of justice available to 
Willingham in order to validate his own ideology. On that basis Mr Perry is not a man fit for higher office.  

Andrew Dugan 
Raleigh, North Carolina  

 
The euro’s time of reckoning  

SIR – The euro zone appears to be impotent and has proven itself incapable of helping a euro-member 
country in distress (“Leant on”, February 20th). This is not a Greek tragedy but a European comedy. The 
Franco-German axis created a pan-European financial system with no emergency safeguards, akin to a 
building with no emergency exits. An IMF-type of structure could have been created long ago. After all, 
the IMF model has been functioning for 60 years and has proven itself by bailing out numerous countries 
over the years. 

It is a pity to see “Old Europe” pull apart at the seams, but there is no cohesion, no vision and no will to 
create a viable supranational United States of Europe. The national governments endlessly squabble and 
pander to their voters and the European Union’s mechanisms are weak, moribund and out of touch with 
citizens.  

Why is it, for example, that I get far more news coverage in Europe on what the American government is 
doing than on what the European Commission is legislating?  

Jeffrey Gerakis 
Berlin  

 
A non-operating system  

SIR – I found it ironic that you concluded an article on noise- cancelling technology by referring to a new 
microphone from Microsoft that should ensure “there is no longer any reason for people to shout at their 
computers” (“Opting for the quiet life”, February 13th). Anyone using Microsoft Windows has every good 
reason to shout at his computer, and frequently. 

Adrian Juncosa 
Truckee, California  

 
 

* Letter appears online only 
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Iraq's election  
 
Don't wash your hands of it 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Iraq may ask for more American help. Barack Obama should not hold back 

SEVEN years after the Americans invaded Iraq and toppled Saddam 
Hussein, two momentous events are approaching: a general election 
on March 7th and the promised departure of all American combat 
troops by the end of August. Yet governments across the world, most 
notably Barack Obama’s, seem to have turned their attention 
elsewhere. Iraq is already yesterday’s story. This is a grave error. The 
country has been devastated, in good part thanks to the 
miscalculations of America and its Western allies. It is progressing 
shakily and still needs outside help. And it is vital to the stability of the 
region. The mission has by no means been accomplished. 

Iraq is far less dangerous than it was three years ago, when the Americans damped down a civil war with 
their last-gasp military surge. Since American troops withdrew to encampments outside the towns, their 
death rate has happily dived (see chart). But Iraq is still bloody. Several hundred Iraqis are still dying 
violently for political reasons every month—more, by the way, than in Afghanistan. Iraq’s nationalist 
insurgency has faded, but al-Qaeda is still wreaking carnage every month or so. Flashpoints, particularly 
along a “trigger line” between Iraq’s Arabs and Kurds, threaten the peace. Baghdad is not open for normal 
business, except for firms that can afford their own bomb-proof security systems.  

 
Not yet a functioning country 

The run-up to the coming election has been mixed. Despite its flaws, the election should fairly reflect the 
people’s wishes. This is still a rarity in the Arab world—and a cause for celebration. A few months ago, 
hopes were rising that cross-sectarian parties, appealing to both Sunnis and to the majority Shias, were 
gaining strength. But in January several hundred candidates were excluded because of their alleged 
former membership of Saddam’s Baath party—a shabby piece of chicanery that was bound to upset Iraq’s 
Sunni Arab minority. Although the leading Sunni candidates and their parties have resisted the temptation 
to call for a boycott, the ban pushed too many candidates back into an ugly sectarian struggle.  

The hope is that any new government—which will probably take several months to emerge—will need to 
look for allies across the spectrum. It is highly unlikely that any one electoral alliance will win a majority of 
seats. At least one alliance that is predicted to do well has a secular and admirably non-sectarian outlook. 
And, as before, the Kurds, whose autonomy is one of the few unalloyed successes of America’s invasion, 
are likely to be kingmakers.  

Yet, as our briefing shows (see article), Iraq is still bitterly divided. No leader or party has emerged that 
can truly command the loyalty of all its religious sects and ethnicities. The Kurds and the Arabs have yet 
to accommodate each others’ aspirations or banish the prospect of violence to achieve their aims. Iraq’s 
institutions are feeble and corrupt. Ministries are run as party fiefs. Public services, such as the supply of 
electricity, are dire. Professionals who fled the country in tens of thousands have yet to return. 

So it is still too soon for the outsiders who wrought much of the misery to rush for the exit. If the Iraqis 
ask for some or all of them to stay on, Mr Obama should say yes. American troops in crucial spots still 
hold the ring between rival groups. The American president has some semantic wiggle-room: he 
previously talked of leaving a “residual force” of up to 50,000 advisory troops after August. The “status of 
forces agreement” signed by the Iraqi government and President Bush before he left office stipulates that 
all American troops, whether “combat” or not, must be out by the end of next year. That too can be 
twiddled and extended. Only if the Iraqis’ own elected government asks all foreign troops to leave 
forthwith should they leave. Iraq, after all, is a sovereign country.

  



And, ultimately, it will fall to Iraqis to build a nation that is more than just a country in name. Sadly they 
still show few signs of doing so. Unless the next government breaks out of the cycle of sectarian 
patronage and corruption, it is entirely possible that another strongman, perhaps in cahoots with the 
army, will emerge to replace today’s pluralistic free-for-all with the sort of suffocating authoritarian rule 
prevalent elsewhere in the Arab world. That would be yet another tragedy. The cost of displacing Saddam 
was, in any case, far too high in blood and treasure. The case for removing him, made among others by 
The Economist, has not been vindicated. But if a solid peace and something resembling a democracy were 
entrenched, that at least would be a legacy worth leaving behind.  
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The scandals surrounding New York’s governor and its leading representative in Washington 
mark the demise of a powerful political machine 
 

 
IN LESS than a week the legendary “Harlem Clubhouse” has suffered two mortal blows. On March 3rd 
Charles Rangel (above), the last of the political machine’s original “Gang of Four” still in elected office, 
stepped down as chairman of the powerful Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives 
amid charges of ethics violations. Officially this is a temporary leave of absence, but he may not return. 
Five days earlier David Paterson, New York’s governor, ended his election campaign amid allegations that 
he had abused his position, and intense pressure for his resignation. Mr Paterson is the son of Basil, 
another member of the Gang of Four, which mentored both Malcolm X and Al Sharpton and, since the 
1960s, has been a launch-pad for New York’s black political leaders.  

The fall of the Clubhouse—not a physical place but an elitist fraternity—comes not long after its two 
greatest triumphs. Mr Rangel had become the first black chairman of the powerful spending committee, 
after a long wait, in 2007, at the age of 76. Mr Paterson became New York’s first black governor—as well 
as its first legally blind one—in the wake of another scandal, as Eliot Spitzer, his predecessor and running-
mate, was forced to resign after being caught consorting with prostitutes. At first, the unexpected 
promotion of Mr Paterson was widely welcomed; he was a likeable, pragmatic alternative to the arrogant 
Mr Spitzer, and seemingly scandal-free. (Asked if he had ever gone with prostitutes, he quipped: “Only 
the lobbyists.”) However, it was not a good omen that the day after taking office he was forced to admit 
to a string of adulterous affairs. 

According to a recent exposé in the New York Times, David Johnson, one of the governor’s closest 
advisers, was involved in domestic violence. Mr Paterson is said to have meddled in the matter by 
telephoning Mr Johnson’s accuser in a bid to dissuade her from taking legal action. He also supposedly 
asked state workers to ring the woman. The state police intervened as well, prompting the governor’s 
chief law-enforcement officer to resign in disgust and the state police superintendent to retire 
unexpectedly. Pushed in part by other leading Clubhouse members and Democratic Party leaders, Mr 
Paterson announced on February 26th that he was abandoning his campaign for the governorship, only six 
days after launching it. (Ironically, the Gang of Four—Mr Rangel, Mr Paterson senior, David Dinkins, a 
former mayor of New York, and Percy Sutton, a former Manhattan borough president—had criticised the 

  



original selection of the younger Mr Paterson as a candidate for the post of lieutenant-governor.) 

Governor Paterson claims he quit the race because he is “realistic about politics” and can now concentrate 
on running the state, with its crippling $8.2 billion deficit. But even before this controversy, his popularity 
had plummeted and political gaffes had almost destroyed his credibility. He mucked up the process of 
filling Hillary Clinton’s vacant Senate seat by drawing out the selection process needlessly, alienating his 
former supporters in the Kennedy clan by toying with, and then not appointing, Caroline Kennedy. Last 
year he insinuated that he was the victim of racially clouded media attacks and predicted that Barack 
Obama would be the next target, a charge from which the president quickly distanced himself. Last 
September the White House was said to have urged Mr Paterson to step aside to allow a clear run for 
Andrew Cuomo, the state attorney-general and son of a former governor.  

Mr Cuomo, once married to a Kennedy, alienated the Gang of Four when he ran against their anointed 
choice in a failed 2002 campaign for governor. His office is investigating “Aide-Gate”, so the attorney-
general is unlikely to announce a run until the case is over. Mr Paterson, with arm raised, swore during a 
recent press conference, “I have never abused my office, not now, not ever.” He is determined to serve 
the 300 or so days left of his term. But this looks less and less likely. Everyone—editorial boards, party 
and legislative leaders, and Kirsten Gillibrand, whom he appointed senator last year instead of Ms 
Kennedy—is calling for him to resign.  

 
Hank Sheinkopf, a political consultant, thinks Mr Paterson could be gone within a month. If he were a 
bookmaker, he says, “I’d give it seven-to-one odds”—though a recent Marist poll showed that 66% of New 
Yorkers want the governor to finish his term. Thanks to a court ruling last year, which granted Mr 
Paterson the power to appoint Richard Ravitch as his lieutenant-governor, there is, at least, someone with 
gravitas and integrity ready to assume leadership. Those qualities have long been in short supply in New 
York’s capital, which has been nicknamed “Dysfunctional Albany” and is frequently cited as the nation’s 
worst state government—a title for which there is intense competition.  

 
Quite a record 

“Corruption and ineptitude are bipartisan, but Dems at the moment seem to have the edge in criminality 
and incompetence,” observes Doug Muzzio of Baruch College. Several former Democratic assemblymen 
have rap-sheets. One was sentenced to ten years last May for racketeering; another is serving six years 
for fraud after a 30-year career in the state Assembly. Hiram Monserrate was expelled from the state 
Senate last month after he was convicted of attacking his girlfriend. Other legislators are under 
investigation. Mr Paterson, a state legislator for two decades before he became lieutenant-governor, is as 
much a product of corrupt Albany as of the Harlem Clubhouse.  

In fact the Gang of Four’s power has been waning for some time. Fred Siegel, of the conservative 
Manhattan Institute, remarks that “Playing the race card is not the trump card it once was.” So perhaps 
Mr Rangel’s departure as head of the Ways and Means Committee is not the beginning of the end, but the 

Paterson tries to explain



end itself. The veteran congressman, who first won national attention for his effective questioning during 
the Nixon impeachment hearings, has been investigated several times in recent years. His ethics stumbles 
(which included not paying taxes on a Caribbean villa, and taking a number of sun-filled trips which were 
paid for by corporations), were many and well known, yet went unpunished by Congress until last month, 
when he was admonished by the House Ethics Committee for violating gift rules. Republicans and some 
fellow Democrats called on him to resign. A proposed Republican resolution would have pushed him out, 
and he remains under investigation. His prolonged survival in such a powerful position says as much about 
Congress as the Paterson scandal does about Albany. 

The decline of the old Harlem machine is creating a vacuum which other minority groups from Brooklyn 
and Queens can fill. And it may help the Working Families Party, a progressive political party largely made 
up of labour unions, which already has more grassroots support than the fragmented Democrats. The 
state party was recently frightened by the possibility that Harold Ford, a black former Tennessee 
congressman, might run against Ms Gillibrand. (He has now ruled it out.) Leaders wanted to avoid a 
primary, fearing that the charismatic Mr Ford could divide their members and strengthen the state 
Republicans. Running for office in New York is expensive: a primary could cost $10m and a general 
election $20m. Jay Jacobs, the state party chairman, told Mr Ford that there are other options for him in 
New York politics.  

Could that include becoming governor? Mr Cuomo will probably be the Democrats’ choice—barring a 
rumoured, but surely implausible, run by Mrs Clinton. Rick Lazio, an also-ran for the Senate in 2000, is 
hoping to be on the Republican ticket; Rudy Giuliani, the former mayor of New York, apparently meant it 
when, late last year, he said he was not interested. And then there is Kristin Davis, the so-called 
“Manhattan Madam” who supplied call-girls for Mr Spitzer, who is running as an independent. She could 
hardly be any more scandalous than the princes of the political dynasty she aims to replace.  
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Health-care reform  
 
The die is cast 
Mar 4th 2010 | WASHINGTON, DC  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Barack Obama unveils his final strategy for pushing health reform 
 

 
“EVERYTHING there is to say about health care has been said and just about everyone has said it…now is 
the time to make a decision.” So declared President Barack Obama on March 3rd to an audience of doctors 
and nurses gathered at the White House. After a year of dithering, he is now leaping into action.  

His speech contained no policy surprises, but is worth noting for three reasons. First, he instructed 
congressional Democrats to embrace several Republican proposals—for example, modest measures to 
reform malpractice laws and fight insurance fraud—that were put forward during last week’s bipartisan 
summit on reform. Second, he made it clear that he now wants Democrats to forge ahead with whatever 
procedural manoeuvres are necessary to pass his health bill. And finally, he declared that he wanted to 
see “an up-or-down vote” in the “next few weeks”. 

Grand ambition aside, Mr Obama’s decision remains a huge gamble. The opposition remains unbowed. 
Representative Ron Kind, a Democrat, says his party is willing to incorporate those Republican proposals 
into any final reform package—but that prospect has not won over a single vote. John Boehner, the 
Republican leader in the House, still wants to scrap Mr Obama’s plan in favour of “step-by-step” reform. 
But Senator Ron Wyden, a bipartisan-minded Democrat, says incrementalism cannot work. The pieces of 
health reform are so interlinked that any such scheme simply “does less but costs more”. 

Passing reform without Republican support will probably involve House Democrats passing an exact 
version of the health bill passed by the Senate before Christmas. Both houses must also pass a “sidecar” 
or “corrections” bill to capture any other provisions. This latter effort relies on a loophole, used by both 
parties in the past, that allows budget-related provisions to pass through the Senate with just 51 votes 
rather than a filibuster-proof 60 (a margin the Democrats no longer enjoy).

  



There are several potential snags in the House. One is that the Democrats simply may not have the votes. 
The Senate bill contains no provision for a government-run insurer, which angers leftists; some want to 
revive this controversial notion. Abortion could also scupper things, as the Senate bill’s provisions on the 
matter do not please some conservative House Democrats. And since the House bill passed three 
Democrats have died or retired, while only one Republican has. 

The Senate may also prove problematic. In theory only financial provisions can be passed using the 
reconciliation approach; abortion, for example, cannot. So all eyes are on the upper chamber’s 
parliamentarian (its official adviser on procedure, currently Alan Frumin), whose rulings carry great 
weight. It must be noted, however, that Republicans fired the previous Senate parliamentarian when they 
found his rulings inconvenient.  

Despite these obstacles, Democrats now seem eager to push a package through. One reason, Mr Obama 
argued, is to prove to a cynical public that the federal government works: “At stake right now is not just 
our ability to solve this problem, but our ability to solve any problem.” 

A bigger reason, argues Mark McClellan, a former Bush administration official now at the Brookings 
Institution, a think-tank, is the fact that Democrats are going to get attacked anyway for their past votes 
in favour of reform. “Why not pass it,” he asks, “since doing so now is clearly better for Democrats than 
failure?” 
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California's elections  
 
The other Brown 
Mar 4th 2010 | LOS ANGELES  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A late, and philosophical, return to political campaigning 
 

 
THE dark, floppy hair has gone, and the face is a little rounder, but otherwise Jerry Brown, at 71, looks 
much as he did when he slept on a futon on the floor of his office and squired Linda Ronstadt round town. 
He was California’s Democratic governor then, from 1975 to 1983, and on March 2nd he officially 
announced that he hopes to be governor again.  

Apart from a spell studying Buddhism in the East—no surprise to anyone—Governor Moonbeam has never 
disappeared from California politics. He has been mayor of Oakland and is now the state’s attorney-
general. He has a Jesuit education, a prodigious intellect, a fine pedigree (his father, Pat Brown, was one 
of the state’s best and most popular governors) and a protean political identity that allows him to become 
almost any sort of candidate, as needed. “Action and contemplation joined together”, he said in full Zen 
mode last June, “is what I would call the highest path that we can follow.” 

A celebrity himself, he will probably face another one. Meg Whitman, the front-runner among the 
Republican candidates, made her name as boss of eBay, nursing the online marketplace from 30 
employees in 1998 to 15,000 in 2008. Her only remaining challenger is the state’s insurance 
commissioner, Steve Poizner, who is also rich from his Silicon Valley days but fading fast. Ms Whitman is 
bombarding him with negative ads, hoping to finish him off. 

She claims that her business skills are exactly what California needs. This is not entirely convincing. She 
ran eBay well in its early years, then missed the trends known as “Web 2.0” and made a financially 
disastrous acquisition. However, she seems to be a quick study where government is concerned.  

The same managerial nous is claimed by a remarkably similar Republican candidate in the Senate race. 
Carly Fiorina is running for the seat of Barbara Boxer, one of the most liberal members of Congress. Ms 
Fiorina was once boss of HP, a printer- and computer-maker. She is trying to make voters overlook the 
fact that HP was worth much less when she left than when she came, not to mention that the board 
ousted her in 2005. Her grasp of governance matters is superficial: she recently seemed to think that 
California could declare bankruptcy. And her campaign and advertising have been bizarre.  

  

Beaming down again



Her weakness has persuaded another Republican, Tom Campbell, who was running for governor, to switch 
to the Senate race. He has instantly become the Republican front-runner. Mr Campbell is a libertarian 
professor; he has also been a congressman, representing San José, as well as director of the state 
department of finance. His knowledge of government arcana is daunting, but his manner can be wonkish. 
He is not one to channel anger. But he is clearly hoping for an anti-incumbent surge against Ms Boxer, 
who has been in the House or Senate for almost three decades and whose poll lead is narrow. 

The main effect of Mr Campbell’s switch to the Senate race, however, has been to elevate Ms Whitman in 
the governor’s contest. There, her chief advantage is that she has oodles of her own money to spend on 
her campaign, whereas Mr Brown has very little. Yet in California, where independent lobbies were 
spending freely in campaigns even before the Supreme Court recently allowed it, penury need not spell 
political death. Already, a liberal group calling itself “Level the Playing Field 2010” is attacking Ms Whitman 
to stop her “buying” the governorship. 

Mr Brown, who would be California’s oldest governor ever (older even than Ronald Reagan), admits that 
the job is fiendish and thankless. But he is looking forward to “the combat…the conflict and the 
exploration”. And the toughness of the post is all the more reason, he says, to elect somebody who knows 
the ropes and who has “no future” afterwards. 
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The New Orleans police  
 
A bad shoot 
Mar 4th 2010 | NEW ORLEANS  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Gradually, the story emerges of what happened on the Danziger bridge 
 

 
A WEEK after Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans, on September 4th 2005, the police shot six civilians 
as they were crossing the Danziger bridge across the Industrial Canal. Two were killed; the others were 
seriously wounded, one losing an arm. On February 24th a high-ranking officer with a long police career 
pleaded guilty to orchestrating a vast cover-up of what took place there. It is likely to be only the start of 
a traumatic reckoning for the city’s long-troubled police department.  

Police officers at first portrayed the shoot-out as a heroic victory by lawmen over the lawless. The official 
version was that some of the civilians involved had been shooting at the police, but the police rallied and 
justice prevailed. That story was quickly contested. No guns were collected from the scene, and the 
victims said the police’s claims were bunk. They insisted they were ambushed by officers, though some 
also mentioned a group of teenagers near the bridge shooting at passers-by. One of the dead, shot in the 
back by police, was retarded, and the other victims were generally respectable citizens. 

A state grand jury saw things the victims’ way, and charged seven officers with murder. But that case fell 
apart because of a mistake by local prosecutors. Federal investigators promised to take another look, but 
the true picture of what happened on the bridge nearly five years ago has been slow to take shape. 

Last week’s guilty plea offered a startling new perspective. Lieutenant Michael Lohman admitted that he 
had immediately recognised the Danziger incident as a “bad shoot”, and set about concealing it. He 
agreed that a gun should be planted under the bridge, reminding a subordinate to make sure the weapon 
was “clean”. He got so frustrated with the same underling’s progress on a whitewashing report that he 
took a stab at it himself. 

Other federal charges are on the way, and not just in this case. The FBI has confirmed that its agents are 
investigating several other post-Katrina shootings by the police. Most of these were highlighted in a recent 
series co-written by the local Times-Picayune and an investigative website, ProPublica.org. 

In one case evidence has surfaced that officers shot a man they suspected of looting. Then, when a good 

  

The gunslingers’ krewe 



Samaritan brought the man to a nearby police encampment for help, officers handcuffed the would-be 
saviour while the shot man expired in the back of his car. Later the car was found burned beside the 
Mississippi River levee, with a charred corpse inside. 

All these incidents took place at a time of chaos, when communications were disrupted and officers were 
understandably frazzled. There was a sense that the city was descending into a Hobbesian hell—although 
that impression was fed by misinformation, much of it spread by the police themselves. And even if there 
are mitigating circumstances, the cases cannot be chalked up as simply collateral damage from the 
hurricane.  

Mr Lohman’s plea revealed deeper truths about the department, none of them pleasant. The alleged 
willingness of a large group of officers to go along with a cover-up suggests an abiding culture of 
corruption, as does the seemingly practised way in which the gun was planted under the bridge. 

The new revelations, as they trickle out, will further tarnish the department’s reputation. It is already so 
bad that, according to a recent survey by the New Orleans Crime Fighting Coalition, only two in five 
citizens trust it. The nadir possibly came in the mid-1990s, when policemen were running all manner of 
drug and protection rackets, with one officer murdering her own partner in the course of a robbery. 

But the scandal may have a couple of silver linings. The federal investigations will highlight the 
department’s problems, weed out compromised officers and, with luck, lead to more federal oversight. 
And the timing is good. The city’s mayor, Ray Nagin, is on his way out; with him will go the current police 
chief, Warren Riley, who got a battlefield promotion after Katrina. The next chief will come in knowing just 
how deep the department’s difficulties go. 

The new mayor, Mitch Landrieu, has convened a 24-member committee to help him find the best 
candidate for the job. They mean to scour the whole country. Mr Landrieu has acknowledged that this will 
be the most important appointment he will make. Eliot Ness, are you out there? 
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Guns and the law  
 
Old McDonald hadn't an arm 
Mar 4th 2010 | WASHINGTON, DC  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The Supreme Court is poised to strike down gun controls 

IT HELPS to have a sympathetic plaintiff. Otis McDonald is a 76-year-old African-American grandpa. His 
folks were sharecroppers in Louisiana. He grew up hunting squirrels, racoons and possums. He served in 
the army and worked hard all his life. And now he lives in a rough part of Chicago, where teenage thugs 
have broken into his modest house three times, pinched his TV and threatened to kill him. He wants a 
handgun to defend his family. And the city of Chicago says he can’t have one.  

Now a gun-grabbing liberal might point out that Mr McDonald already owns a hunting rifle, which was one 
of the things those thugs broke into his home to steal. But Mr McDonald will have none of this. The 
advantage of a handgun is that the bad guys don’t know whether or not you’re packing heat. So they 
might think twice about messing with you.  

Mr McDonald’s lawsuit against Chicago’s gun laws reached the Supreme Court this week. It was the 
moment gun-lovers had been waiting for since 2008, when the court struck down as unconstitutional a 
similar handgun ban in Washington, DC. By a 5-4 majority, the justices ruled then that the second 
amendment’s right “to keep and bear arms” applies to individuals, not just members of a militia. The 
question now is whether this right applies only in a federal enclave such as Washington, DC, or 
nationwide. Judging by the questions the justices threw at Chicago’s lawyer on March 2nd, the answer is 
“nationwide”.  

The first ten amendments to the constitution (the Bill of Rights) originally bound only the federal 
government. But the rights contained in them, such as free speech, have mostly been applied to the 
states via the “due process” clause of the 14th amendment. (“Nor shall any state deprive any person of 
life, liberty or property without due process of law…”) This is the most likely way that the court’s slim 
majority will extend gun rights to the whole country.  

But Mr McDonald’s lawyer, Alan Gura, offered a second route. The 14th amendment also bars the states 
from abridging the “privileges and immunities” (19th-century-speak for “rights”) of citizens of the United 
States. This clause has fallen into disuse since 1873, when the court decided, for convoluted reasons, that 
it applied only to national rights, such as the right to be protected while at sea. Mr Gura suggested that 
the court should overrule its precedent of 1873 and use the “privileges and immunities” clause to uphold 
gun rights throughout America.  

This probably will not happen. Chief Justice John Roberts, among others, seems reluctant to open a new 
avenue for judges to strike down state laws. He fretted that Mr Gura’s approach “would give judges a lot 
more power and flexibility in determining what rights they think a good idea”. Applying the whole Bill of 
Rights to the states would suddenly create a right to jury trials in civil cases. It would also bar prosecutors 
from indicting criminal suspects without a grand jury, thus changing the rules in 28 states. And 
conservatives fear that newly-empowered liberal judges might one day create a right to gay marriage or 
government-provided health care. So the court will tread warily. Striking down the nation’s gun bans is 
radical enough.  

Paul Helmke, a gun-control campaigner, argued on the court’s steps that a defeat for Chicago would 
enrich “gun-pushers” and allow criminals to claim a right to use guns to “defend drug deals gone bad”. A 
few yards away, gun-lovers waved a poster showing a black man with a gun with the slogan: “Civil rights 
legislation did not stop Klan riders. Men like him did.” 
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The Texas governor's race  
 
Romping home 
Mar 4th 2010 | DRIFTWOOD, TEXAS  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Rick Perry and Bill White move from the primary to the real election 

THERE’S no sense changing horses in midstream. On March 2nd Texan voters decided that Rick Perry, 
already in his tenth year as governor, will be the Republican nominee once more. “Looks like he’s going to 
keep that title for quite a while,” said Granger Smith, a country singer, before resuming his honky-tonk 
song at Mr Perry’s election-night party. Supporters ate piles of beef brisket and toasted marshmallows at 
the fire pit. Not even a third of the votes were in when Kay Bailey Hutchison, the state’s senior senator, 
called Mr Perry to concede. The governor ended up with 51%, leaving Mrs Hutchison with 30% and a third 
candidate, Debra Medina, with 19%. 

Party bosses dread primary fights, which often leave the victor poor and bloodied for the actual election. 
But intra-party warfare can be productive if it forces the candidate to stake his ground or sharpen her 
message. Watchers thought the Texas gubernatorial primary could turn into a battle for the soul of the 
Republican Party, a contest between Mr Perry’s come-and-take-it conservatism and Mrs Hutchison’s more 
genteel, pearly style. As it turned out, the primary was not such a crucible. In fact, it was barely a 
contest.  

Mrs Hutchison entered the race as the most popular Republican in Texas—more popular than Mr Perry, 
and more popular than George Bush had been just a few years earlier. And she briefly had the poll 
numbers to prove it. But as soon as Mr Perry started chipping away at her lead, Mrs Hutchison faltered. 
For the last few months her campaign seemed oddly deflated and unfocused. By February, trailing badly, 
she acknowledged what had been obvious for some time: Mr Perry’s attacks were working. 

The two candidates were not far apart on the issues. Mrs Hutchison claimed that during Mr Perry’s tenure 
the state’s education system has stagnated, state agencies have been mismanaged and cronyism has 
flourished. Those are serious charges, but not philosophical ones. 

In that sense, Mr Perry missed an opportunity, too. Not having been tested, he had no occasion to 
improve. So he will leave the primary season no stronger than he was before, and his next opponent is 
scrappier than Mrs Hutchison proved to be. Bill White, the former mayor of Houston, dominated as 
expected among the Democrats. He walloped Farouk Shami, a hair-care mogul, despite Mr Shami’s last-
minute volley, a campaign ad in the form of a rap: “Farouk, Farouk, Farouk is on fire/Serving the 
community his number-one desire.” Stay tuned for the showdown. 
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Almond pollination in California  
 
Vitamin Bee 
Mar 4th 2010 | LOS ANGELES  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A new attempt to save the most vital workers in the orchards 
 

 
AT THIS time of year Gordon Wardell loves to stand amid the almond blossoms in California’s San Joaquin 
valley, listening to the “low-pitch, warm, happy hum” of millions of bees. But the bees are not as happy as 
they sound, which is why Mr Wardell, who has a PhD in entomology and is a de facto bee doctor, is here.  

More than 80% of the world’s almonds are grown in California and, to pollinate them, the 7,000 or so 
growers hire about 1.4m of America’s 2.3m commercial hives. Thousands of trucks deliver the hives in 
February—from Maine, Florida, the Carolinas and elsewhere—and will soon pick them up again. The bees’ 
job is to flit from one blossom to the next, gorging themselves and in the process spreading the trees’ 
sexual dust.  

Since 2006, however, bees have been suffering from “colony collapse disorder” (CCD), a mysterious 
affliction that has drastically reduced their numbers. As a result, says Joe MacIlvaine, the president of 
Paramount Farming and the largest almond-grower in the world, the rental cost of a hive has tripled in the 
past five years to about $150. Bee rental now accounts for 15% of Paramount’s costs. 

So Paramount has hired Mr Wardell, who has been studying bees for 30 years and CCD since it broke out. 
Its cause may be mobile-telephony radiation, viruses, fungi, mites and pesticides—or none of the above. 
In the absence of a clear explanation, Mr Wardell is concentrating on something different: nutrition. 

A healthy worker bee spends about four weeks in its hive, feeding on protein-rich pollen and nursing 
larvae, and then another two weeks in the field eating sugary honey until its proteins are depleted and it 
dies. For some reason bees are getting too little protein in the hive, thus dying after only about four 
weeks, almost as soon as they venture outside. So Mr Wardell is force-feeding them protein. He owns a 
patent for MegaBee, which he says “looks like cookie dough”. He puts a bit of this into the hives, blocking 
the bees’ entrance so that they have to chomp their way through it. As part of his new job, Mr Wardell is 
working with beekeepers across the country to supplement bee diets everywhere.  

  

Now fattened with cookie dough



So far he has noticed that hives are smaller this year and some colonies still collapsing. But he has hopes 
that his cookies will work, bringing more of a buzz next year.  
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Lexington  
 
Angry white men 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Will piqued pale males hand the Republicans a victory in November? 
 

 
RACISM explains a lot of white opposition to Barack Obama, say some Democrats. It would be foolish to 
dismiss this argument out of hand. Lexington walked into a shop in Millington, Tennessee last week and 
asked the white gentleman behind the counter what he thought of the 44th president. “He’s a fucking 
nigger,” came the reply. The shopkeeper then helpfully explained that he was “not bashful” about 
expressing his opinions.  

Bigotry cannot explain, however, why Mr Obama’s approval rating among white Americans has fallen since 
he took office, from roughly 60% to 40%. As the president pointed out in September: “I was actually 
black before the election.” White voters have changed their view of Mr Obama not because of his skin 
colour, but because of what he has done—and what he has failed to do—since he took office. And although 
he is not on the ballot this year, this matters. The less people admire the president, the less likely they 
are to vote for his party in the mid-terms.  

Consider David Peel, another white Tennessean whom Lexington met outside a hardware store in 
Millington. He had just bought some spare wheels for his trailer, which he planned to use for his weekend 
mission work: helping to rebuild a school playing field in a poor, black district of nearby Memphis. As a 
Christian, he says, he does not believe in race: “We are all brothers and sisters.” He thinks Mr Obama is a 
nice guy, but naive. He thinks it is a lousy idea to try terrorists in civilian courts, where a judge could 
“release them with a stroke of a pen”. He is appalled that the Obama administration wants terrorists to be 
swiftly informed of their right to remain silent. “If we Mirandise these guys, we aren’t going to get 
anything out of them,” he says.  

In 2008 Mr Peel voted for John Tanner, a Democrat, for the House of Representatives. Mr Tanner is the 
kind of Democrat who does best in the South: pro-gun, pro-life, fiscally hawkish and a co-founder of the 
moderate-to-conservative caucus of “Blue Dog” Democrats. But he is retiring this year. Mr Peel is thinking 
of voting for a Republican, any Republican, to replace him. Since Mr Peel is a trial lawyer, this would be 
against his economic interests, but moral issues matter more, he says. And top Democrats “are not 
remotely in touch with any of the people walking out of this store,” he adds, gesturing at the hardware 
shop behind him. He is not alone: although most of the counties that make up Mr Tanner’s district have 

  



been Democratic since the 19th century, the smart money says the seat will go red this year.  

Democrats have a Caucasian problem. It is not new: no Democratic presidential candidate has won the 
white vote since Lyndon Johnson. Mr Obama actually did better among whites than John Kerry did. But in 
the past year white voters have become grumpier, and this is especially true of white males. There is even 
talk of a repeat of 1994, when a surge of “angry white men” helped Republicans take over both chambers 
of Congress.  

Sixteen years ago, it was blue-collar white men who were the angriest. This year, too, they are smarting. 
The recession has hit hardest the most macho trades, such as building and manufacturing. Two-thirds of 
the jobs destroyed since it began belonged to blue-collar men. Black men have been worse affected than 
whites, but their loyalty to Mr Obama and his party is unshakeable. Not so for white men, whose 
unemployment rate was a comfortable 3.9% in 2006 and still only 6.8% when Mr Obama was elected, but 
is now a painful 10.3%. Those who can no longer provide for their families feel emasculated. Those who 
still have jobs fear losing them. Since Democrats now run Washington, Democrats get most of the blame. 
And white men are disproportionately sceptical of Mr Obama’s proposed solutions. Seven out of ten prefer 
small government to big government. “I don’t like the way they’re giving away all that money,” says 
Steve Roberts, a welder in Arkansas. “I think you should work for your money.” 

 
Neglected and frustrated 

Cultural issues add to Democrats’ woes with whites. Mr Obama’s first pick for the Supreme Court, Sonia 
Sotomayor, is best known for backing a plan to deny promotion to white firefighters because of their race. 
(That is not how she phrased it, but it is what happened.) On another occasion, the president accused the 
police of acting “stupidly” when they briefly arrested a friend of his, a black Harvard professor who was 
locked out of, and broke into, his own house. Many blacks sympathised with the professor because they, 
too, have been presumed criminal. But many whites sympathised with the cops because they, too, have 
been presumed racist, says David Paul Kuhn, author of “The Neglected Voter”, a fine book about white 
men and politics. Both episodes reinforced the stereotype that the Democratic Party favours everyone 
except white males.  

Perhaps in reaction to unified Democratic control in Washington, white men (among others) have grown 
more conservative in the past year. Support for gun rights rose from 51% to 64% between 2008 and 
2009. Ballot initiatives to protect “hunters’ rights” will pull deer-shooters to the polls. All this spells trouble 
for Democrats in swing states and districts. Because the party did so well in 2006 and 2008, it is 
defending a lot of seats in “enemy territory”. Because incumbent Democrats in such seats are nervous, 
many are reluctant to support Mr Obama’s most ambitious reforms. And a slew of Democratic retirements 
is tilting the field yet further towards the Grand Old Party. 

It will take more than a posse of piqued pale males to hand the Republicans control of Congress in 
November. White men are a shrinking share of the electorate: 36% in 2008, down from 43% in 1994. But 
still, the Democrats can hardly afford to alienate the nation’s largest ethnic group. And with the economy 
in the doldrums, it is not only white men who are angry. 
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Chile's earthquake 

Counting the cost
Mar 4th 2010 | SANTIAGO 
From The Economist print edition

A richer, better organised country fared less badly than Haiti. Even so, the government struggled to
respond to the massive scale of the destruction

THE mood in Chile over the past few days has swung as violently as buildings did in the early hours of
February 27th. The terror of the massive 8.8-magnitude earthquake—so intense that many still cannot bear to
talk about it—quickly turned to relief, at least in the capital, Santiago, which escaped relatively unscathed.
That was tribute to the quality of the country’s building standards. Even the sheet-glass of modern office and
apartment blocks was unbroken, despite the alarming swaying they suffered. But farther south, where the
devastation and disorder was much more severe, anger set in.

By March 3rd the deaths of over 800 people had been confirmed, but officials said that several hundred
remained missing. Worst hit were a string of towns and villages on the coast either side of Concepción, the
country’s second city, as well as the remote Juan Fernández islands. The earthquake triggered several giant
waves that swept away thousands of houses. The victims included fishermen and farm workers—some of
Chile’s poorest people—as well as campers and backpackers who had been enjoying the last week of the
country’s summer holidays.

The government seemed slow to react. Long accustomed to natural disasters, Chile has plenty of emergency
food rations, but aid started to reach the hardest-hit regions only three days after the quake. By then looting
was widespread in Concepción, a city of 600,000 people. A local official talked of a “social earthquake”.

Shaking Chileans’ image of themselves as a law-abiding people, the pillaging affected not only supermarkets
but also department stores, with looters taking things, such as plasma televisions, that hunger or cold could
not excuse. In response, President Michelle Bachelet declared the regions of Bío-Bío and Maule “catastrophe
zones” and sent 10,000 troops to keep order—the first time the army has been thus used since Chile returned
to democracy in 1990. A curfew and patrols by troops seemed to curb much of the anarchy.

http://www.economist.com/index.cfm
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Officials admit that they made mistakes. The most serious was the national emergency office’s early assurance
that there was no risk of a tsunami (it misplaced the quake’s epicentre as being on land). The government’s
slow response and failure to maintain order were partly caused by its reliance not on old-fashioned radios, but
on the internet and mobile telephones—both of which were knocked out by a power failure. For the first seven
hours the government thus had no information about conditions south of Santiago. At first it was ambivalent
about calling for international help.

Ms Bachelet has been a popular and successful president, but she is due to hand over power on March 11th,
bringing to an end 20 years of rule by the centre-left Concertación. It will fall to Sebastián Piñera, a centre-
right businessman who won January’s presidential election, to lead the reconstruction. He will inherit an
economy in which a recovery from recession has been abruptly cut short by widespread destruction to roads,
ports and businesses.

Eqecat, a risk-modelling company in California, won itself publicity with an instant assessment that the
earthquake could have caused $15-30 billion in damage, or up to 20% of Chile’s GDP. That is a guess, since
companies are still counting the cost. The forestry industry, which accounts for around 8% of exports and is
centred in the worst-hit regions, may be shut down for at least a month because of damage to factories and
to transport links, says Charles Kimber of Arauco, a big forestry firm. Winemakers, concentrated between
Maule and Santiago, suffered too. At some vineyards, storage tanks split open.

The government is faced with restoring roads and ports, building 500,000 new homes and repairing 1m others
that were damaged. It can draw on some $11 billion in a sovereign fund, most of it saved by Ms Bachelet’s
government from windfall revenues from copper exports. Mr Piñera has a big job on his hands.



 
Rebuilding Haiti  
 
Island in the sun 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Use solar power, not firewood 

IT MIGHT seem callous in the aftermath of 230,000 deaths in January’s earthquake to talk about the 
opportunity offered by the rebuilding of Haiti. But merely restoring the most benighted country in the 
Americas to its previous misery would be culpable. Among the opportunities is to improve Haiti’s energy 
infrastructure. 

Lacking domestic fossil-fuel supplies, Haiti was spending some $500m a year importing them. Its energy 
infrastructure was dismal, most Haitians having no access to electricity. Of those who do, perhaps half are 
hooked up illegally. The grid lost about half the generated energy, and missed out swathes of the country.

It would be far better for Haiti to switch to solar power, argues Jigar Shah, the bumptious chief executive 
of the Carbon War Room, a ginger-group in Washington, DC, who formerly ran SunEdison, a solar power 
company. His proposal is to start by using off-the-peg solar systems with associated batteries to do much 
of the work that diesel generators do in post-calamity situations (such as power hospitals). These should 
be backed up with millions of solar lanterns, which shine by night and recharge by day.  

After that, move on to rebuilding houses with cheap solar panels attached, and provide rural villages with 
minigrids that will allow people to use the power which is generated by the sun, by the wind, or by other 
means. The cost of such distributed generation systems, Mr Shah says, has fallen by half in the past 
decade, and they can be set up almost as fast as diesel generators. There are already Haitian enterprises 
which know how to install solar cells, and they could train others.  

Some solar units are already being used in the relief effort. Mr Shah hopes to get a great deal more solar 
investment committed at a donor meeting to be held at the United Nations later this month. A recent 
declaration by ministers at a UN Environment Programme meeting in Indonesia urged the UN to rebuild 
Haiti in an environmentally friendly manner.  

Solar power would not wipe away such endemic Haitian problems as unemployment, poverty and 
corruption. But it would reduce the incentive to cut down the country’s remaining trees for firewood, as 
well as making use of one its few abundant natural resources: sunshine. 
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Cuba and the United States  
 
Honeymoon cancelled 
Mar 4th 2010 | HAVANA  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
A familiar mistrust descends 
 

 
THE Cubans who hawk second-hand books from makeshift stalls in Havana’s Plaza de Armas were thrilled 
when Barack Obama was elected. Could millions of American tourists be far behind, they wondered. Word 
went out that the vendors were in the market for pre-revolutionary American paraphernalia such as Life 
magazines and Coca-Cola signs or newspapers from the Spanish-American War. But hopes that Mr Obama 
and his Cuban counterpart, Raúl Castro, would end a 50-year freeze in relations between their countries 
have proved wildly premature.  

Mr Obama began with some gestures. Last April his administration lifted curbs on visits and remittances 
by Cuban-Americans imposed by George Bush. It also said that it would allow American firms to provide 
telecoms services to Cuba. It quietly switched off an electronic ticker-tape on the wall of the United States’
Interest Section in Havana which had relayed news (propaganda, complained the Cubans, who erected a 
barricade to obscure it). The administration also restarted talks on practical issues, such as migration, that 
had been halted under Mr Bush. 

The latest round of talks took place in late February. They were overshadowed by familiar rows. The 
American officials demanded the release of Alan Gross, who was working under contract to USAID and 
was arrested in Havana in December. His family says he was helping Jewish groups in Cuba set up 
satellite-based internet connections; Cuba accuses him of spying. The American delegation also met a 
group of dissidents. That prompted a furious statement from Cuba’s foreign ministry that the visitors were 
less interested in improving relations than in “promoting subversion to overthrow the Cuban revolution”. 

Four days after the talks Orlando Zapata, an imprisoned dissident, died in custody in a Havana hospital 
after an 85-day hunger strike in protest at his treatment in jail. That prompted an outcry from 

  

Zapata, a martyr for human rights



international human-rights groups. Hundreds of police prevented all but a few dissidents from attending 
his funeral in his home town in eastern Cuba.  

Mr Zapata, a bricklayer from a poor family, was arrested in 2003 during a crackdown against Cuba’s small 
opposition movement. Not among the better-known dissidents, he was initially sentenced to three years 
for “disrespecting authority”, increased to 25 after he took part in prison protests. Mr Castro said that he 
regretted Mr Zapata’s death. The government insisted he was a common criminal. Certainly his death has 
embarrassed Mr Castro, as well as Brazil’s president, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, who was visiting Cuba at 
the time but refused to condemn it.  

However disgruntled they are with the everyday failures of the communist government, few Cubans dare 
brave the harassment meted out to active opponents. Those in the United States who argue that the 
American economic embargo merely serves to shore up the Castro regime hoped that Mr Obama’s team 
would agree with them. But it has become clear that the administration is not prepared to do battle with 
supporters of the embargo in Congress. Attempts to lift the ban on Americans travelling to the island have 
bogged down. “We made a big initial effort, but got nothing back” from the Cuban government, a State 
Department official said. Mr Castro has been emphatic that Cuba’s communist system is not up for 
negotiation with the United States.  

In December a judge in Miami resentenced to long prison terms two of five Cuban agents arrested in 1998 
for spying on anti-Castro Cuban-Americans. In January the administration included Cuba as one of just 14 
countries on a terrorist watch list under which airline passengers must undergo extra screening before 
flying.  

That provoked a diplomatic protest from Cuba, and the first government-organised anti-American rallies 
across the island since illness forced Fidel Castro to step down as president in 2006. When Raúl Castro 
announced Mr Gross’s arrest he said it proved that the Obama administration was out to topple the 
government and was no different from its predecessors. The honeymoon is over before it began. 
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After Canada's Olympics  
 
Golden glow 
Mar 4th 2010 | VANCOUVER  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Sporting success and brash patriotism 
 

 
CANADIANS used to think of themselves as being quiet, modest and unassertive. No longer. After their 
athletes topped the medals table with 14 golds at the winter Olympic games, some 100,000 flag-waving 
locals took to the streets of Vancouver and the nearby ski resort of Whistler, deliriously singing the 
national anthem. The crowning triumph had come with victory over the United States in the men’s ice-
hockey final. Even though this mood of brash patriotism had been building steadily both before and during 
the games, it took outsiders and even some Canadians by surprise. 

The Vancouver Olympics got off to a dreadful start. Early on the opening day, a Georgian athlete, Nodar 
Kumaritashvili, was killed during a practice run when his luge flipped over, throwing him into a steel pole 
and raising questions about the track’s safety. Foreign journalists pounced on a series of glitches. The 
Olympic torch did not burn properly during the opening ceremony, an ice-making machine broke down as 
did several buses, and unseasonably mild weather caused events to be postponed. Visitors to Vancouver 
were frustrated that the outdoor Olympic flame was cordoned off behind a chain-link fence (it was quickly 
opened up). “The worst games ever,” wrote a columnist in The Guardian, a British newspaper, much to 
the annoyance of Canadians. 

They weren’t. And they got better and better, especially for home fans. At the previous two Olympics held 
on their soil, Canadians had failed to win a single gold medal. Their success this time stemmed from a 
programme to finance athletes’ preparation and training, called “Own the Podium” and organised by the 
Canadian Olympic Committee five years ago. It had a budget of C$117m ($104m), raised from 
government and business, and it worked—although the Americans finished first in the overall medal count.

  

A Canadian about to lose her cool



This hard-nosed approach irritated some foreign athletes, who had less chance to practise at the facilities 
than did their Canadian rivals. The jingoistic mood may have added to the pressure on Canadian athletes, 
but Canadian success created an infectious public enthusiasm for the games on the streets of Vancouver, 
which impressed visiting officials from the 2012 London Olympics. 

Canadian success also inspired an outpouring of national pride that is unusual in a fissiparous country 
often seemingly racked by self-doubt. Whether the games have succeeded in rebranding Canada as a 
modern, youthful sporting power, as some of the organisers apparently hoped, remains to be seen.  

Now the bills will fall due. Last year Vancouver city council bailed out the developers building the Olympic 
village, because the softening of the property market made it hard to sell flats there. The Canadian 
Olympic Committee faces a $22m shortfall for “Own the Podium”, and the federal government has 
declined to stump up more. Two decades ago 50% of Canadian adults took part in sport of some kind. 
Now the figure is only 30%, and obesity rates are rising. Perhaps Canada was just renting the podium.  
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Presidential politics in Colombia  
 
After Uribe 
Mar 4th 2010 | BOGOTÁ  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Suddenly, a wide-open race among half-a-dozen would-be successors 

FOR months Colombian politics has come down to just one question: would Álvaro Uribe, the country’s 
tough and popular president, succeed in his effort to change the constitution to allow him to run for a third 
term at a presidential election in May? Such has been Mr Uribe’s sway over his country’s institutions that 
many pundits assumed the answer was yes. But when it finally came on February 26th the ruling by the 
Constitutional Court was a rejection sufficiently emphatic as to seem inevitable in retrospect. And with 
that Colombia finds itself suddenly contemplating a wide-open election.  

The court ruled by seven to two that the re-election law would have violated the spirit of the constitution 
as well as being vitiated by irregularities and “substantial violations of democratic principles”. Their verdict 
means that Mr Uribe is barred from ever seeking the presidency again, not just this year. This spirited 
defence of judicial independence and checks and balances was met by immediate, if emotional, 
acquiescence from the president. The important thing, he said, was that his “democratic security” policy, 
which has beaten back left-wing guerrillas and demobilised right-wing paramilitaries, should continue.  

Best-placed to do that is Juan Manuel Santos, Mr Uribe’s former defence minister, who immediately 
announced his candidacy. But without Mr Uribe to unify it, his broad coalition is already unravelling. The 
Conservative Party may or may not support Mr Santos, who was formerly a Liberal, depending on the 
outcome of a primary to be held on the same day as a new Congress is elected on March 14th. Germán 
Vargas Lleras, another former uribista, is also running.  

An opinion poll taken after the court decision gave Mr Santos 23% at the head of a crowded field of half a 
dozen plausible candidates, with Gustavo Petro, a moderate leftist opponent of Mr Uribe, second with 
11%. It also suggested that 43% would vote for Mr Uribe’s candidate, whoever that turns out to be (he 
has not yet explicitly endorsed anyone). So a run-off election is likely. Assuming Mr Santos makes the 
run-off, much will depend on who his opponent his. The opposition is similarly fragmented.  

The picture should clear after the election for Congress, which will show the strength of the parties. As 
well as the Conservatives, the new centre-left Green Party, involving three former mayors of Bogotá, will 
hold a primary on that day. Most of the candidates, including some from the opposition, say that they 
would continue and improve Mr Uribe’s “democratic security” policies. They will compete on issues such as 
health care and unemployment—as well as on their credibility on security. Crime rates have risen again in 
several big cities over the past year. Colombia is entering a new era, but it is one in which Mr Uribe will 
continue to cast a long shadow. 
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Indonesia's parliamentary showdown  
 
Unchaining the reformers 
Mar 4th 2010 | JAKARTA  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
After a hard-won battle, President Yudhoyono has a chance to start again 
 

 
FEZ-WEARING members of Indonesia’s parliament called each other transvestites, yelled and scuffled. 
Outside, the police turned water cannon on protesting students. The climax this week of a parliamentary 
investigation into a government bail-out of a private bank in 2008 superficially recalled 1998, and the 
chaos surrounding the fall of the dictator Suharto. But this time the stakes were smaller; the government 
of Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono was never going to fall. At issue was how well it could govern. 

The Bank Century scandal had riveted the press for months. But most of Indonesia’s 240m people have 
preferred chat shows and Hollywood movies, content that the economy has been doing well, growing by 
4.5% last year. Inflation last year was just 2.8%, unemployment is down, and consumer confidence 
booming. That, however, did not deter Mr Yudhoyono’s enemies from plotting to embarrass him and 
paralyse his government. They managed to do both. Yet he still enjoys an approval rating of about 75%.  

The rescue of Bank Century in 2008 cost 6.76 trillion rupiah ($730m). Soon after Mr Yudhoyono was 
sworn in for a second term in October, following a landslide election win in July, parliament began digging 
into the bail-out. A concerted whisper campaign put it about that some of the money had been diverted 
into Mr Yudhoyono’s re-election campaign or into the pockets of his aides. By December the president had 
no choice but to support an investigation by parliament’s lower house, consistently ranked one of the most 
corrupt institutions in Indonesia.  

The list of those gunning for Mr Yudhoyono is evidence of the continued clout of Suharto-era power 
brokers. Chief among the hounds was Aburizal Bakrie, one of the country’s richest men and chairman of 
Golkar, the political vehicle Suharto himself founded. Mr Bakrie’s family firm remains Indonesia’s most 
politically connected business empire. The patriarch served in Mr Yudhoyono’s first-term cabinet and 
Golkar rejoined his Democratic Party’s coalition after last year’s elections. But, with an eye on running for 
president himself in 2014, he wanted to make political points. He also hoped to settle a score with his 
former cabinet rival, Sri Mulyani Indrawati, the cabinet minister at the centre of the bail-out decision.  

Golkar led a campaign by several parties for the sacking of Miss Mulyani along with Boediono, the vice-
president, and their replacement by members of their own parties. After months of inexplicable silence 

  



over the furore, Mr Yudhoyono this week publicly backed the pair, both respected economists seen abroad 
as champions of much-needed market reforms.  

This was one of a number of ways in which the normally non-confrontational Mr Yudhoyono had begun 
acting tough. He ordered the national police to go after tax evaders, shortly after the finance ministry 
announced that three companies associated with the Bakrie Group were under investigation for tax 
evasion. Some of the president’s circle began claiming that parliamentarians investigating Bank Century 
had themselves received some of the bail-out money. And the president and his party began twisting the 
arms of their coalition parties—to some effect. On March 3rd parliament voted 325-212 that the bail-out 
was illegal and suggested that indications of corruption be investigated. But the ruling is not binding, and, 
crucially, it does not directly implicate Mr Boediono or Miss Mulyani. Mr Yudhoyono won in the end.  

The victory comes as he prepares to receive President Barack Obama later this month on a state visit to 
Jakarta, where he spent nearly four years as a child in the late 1960s. Mr Obama and Mr Yudhoyono will 
sign a series of political and economic agreements. By then, Mr Yudhoyono should at last be able to begin 
his second and final five-year term in earnest. 

Parliament has never been enthusiastic about the market-oriented reforms that Mr Yudhoyono’s 
government is pushing. But it is full of political opportunists, with a history of taking envelopes stuffed 
with cash. So the president can get his way most of the time. After all, over Bank Century, he created 
many of his problems himself, through political misjudgments, hypersensitivity to criticism, and a 
bewildering failure to defend his most senior colleagues and ministers from the outset. Even if he cleans 
out his cabinet of disloyal political parties, he will still face a spirited opposition, already thinking ahead to 
the elections four years away. He will have to fight to keep his agenda moving, but for the sake of 
Indonesia’s young democracy, that might not be a bad outcome.  
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India's Muslims and job quotas  
 
The call to poll 
Mar 4th 2010 | DELHI  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Politicians vie for poor-Muslim votes 
 

 
FIFTEEN years after he migrated with his family to the bright lights of Delhi, Muhammad Naushad has 
little to show for it. An illiterate 20-year-old weaver, he earns 2,000 rupees ($43) a month, half of which 
he sends to his mother in the poor state of Bihar. Amid the evening babble of Nizamuddin, a fly-blown 
Muslim quarter in the heart of India’s capital, Mr Naushad says his only ambition is to get a better job. It 
is hard to guess what that might be. 

He is all too typical of India’s 160m Muslims. Found mostly in its northern and eastern states, poor giants 
such as Uttar Pradesh (UP), Bihar and West Bengal, they are among the country’s poorest and least 
educated people. According to a 2006 government-commissioned report, Muslims are almost as badly off 
as dalits, Hinduism’s former “untouchables”—a finding made tragic by the dashed hopes it represents: 
many Indian Muslims once converted from Hinduism to escape that reviled low-caste status. 

To tackle this, another commission whose report was released in December recommended extending to 
Muslims a scheme of positive discrimination aimed at low-caste Hindus. It would “reserve” 10% of public-
sector jobs for Muslims, and a further 5% for other religious minorities, chiefly Christians. The commission 
says that this patronage would be dispensed not simply on the basis of religion, which the constitution 
forbids, but because India’s religious minorities are, by definition, deprived. It also recommends that 
“Muslim dalits”, who tend to do the same menial jobs as Hinduism’s lowliest, should be eligible for the 
same perks as them. 

This presents the Congress party, which runs India’s central government, with a dilemma. Muslims, who 
represent over 20% of the electorate in around 100 of India’s 543 constituencies, are an important, 
traditionally pro-Congress, vote-bank. The party’s loss of Muslim support during the 1990s was indeed a 
big factor in its decline then. But Muslims, on the strength of Congress’s success in last year’s general 
election, are now returning to the party, buoying its hopes for a revival of its former dominance. With 
state elections due in Bihar later this year and in West Bengal next, Congress’s leaders badly want to 

  



encourage this trend. A recent visit to UP by Digvijay Singh, an influential congressman, to see relatives of 
two Muslim youths killed by police and allegedly framed with terrorism charges, was a sign of this. 

Yet Congress is also terrified of being thought soft on Muslims, and so provoking a backlash whipped up 
by its Hindu-nationalist rival, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). It is therefore loth to push the proposed 
Muslim reservation. In recent times only one Congress-ruled state, Andhra Pradesh, has offered Muslims a 
similar, but lesser, quota of jobs, which the state’s high court revoked. Other parties have less 
compunction on the issue. West Bengal’s Communist rulers promised last month to reserve 10% of 
“government jobs” for Muslims. Bihar’s ruling-party, a BJP ally, has awarded them lesser plums. According 
to Syed Shahabuddin, a former Congress parliamentarian who now campaigns for Muslim reservations, 
“the door is open.” 

Yet quotas would be only a modest boost to lagging Muslims. In six decades reservations have failed to lift 
up many dalits. Nor, unlike that downtrodden group, do Muslims lack inspiring torchbearers. They already 
dominate Bollywood and include many sports stars. Above all, India’s Muslims need better schools and 
better jobs, as do most poor Indians.  
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The feud in South Korea's ruling party  
 
Feud for thought 
Mar 4th 2010 | SEOUL  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The defining battle of Lee Myung-bak’s presidency nears its climax 

ODDLY for a politician, South Korea’s president, Lee Myung-bak, has never hidden his loathing of politics. 
During his successful presidential-election campaign he vowed to “take politics out of Youido”, a reference 
to the island on the Han river that houses the National Assembly in Seoul. Mr Lee’s hero is the dictator 
Park Chung-hee, architect of South Korea’s rise from basket-case to industrial powerhouse. Much like him, 
Mr Lee believes politicians are impediments to his country’s progress. Unlike Park, however, Mr Lee has to 
operate in a robust democracy. He is making rather a hash of it. 

In a bitter twist of fate, his nemesis is Park’s daughter, Park Geun-hye. She was the rival Mr Lee defeated 
in 2007 to become the presidential candidate of the Grand National Party (GNP). The two have never been 
reconciled. Mr Lee believes his election entitled him to rule without opposition within the GNP. But Miss 
Park has never accepted her defeat and still commands a group of as many as 40 loyalists in parliament. 

Their mutual antagonism has long been fodder for the South Korean tabloid press. A particular cause of 
dissent is the president’s plan to make an as-yet-unbuilt city named Sejong into a research-and-
development centre, rather than a new national administrative capital. Their feud over this is polarising 
the country.  

The president seems fed up with the resistance to his plan from Miss Park, her supporters and the 
opposition Democratic Party. A press report this week suggested he may call a referendum on Sejong 
before June. Few think this will happen, however, and Mr Lee’s advisers say the decision has not been 
made yet. At the National Assembly, the consensus is that Mr Lee is floating the idea in order to put 
pressure on Miss Park and her supporters to support his plan for Sejong—as he believes they are duty-
bound to do.  

Miss Park and her supporters are unlikely to be swayed. When bills to pay for Sejong as the new 
administrative capital were passed under Mr Lee’s predecessor, the late Roh Moo-hyun, Miss Park, as the 
GNP’s leader, supported them. To change her stance now would ruin her own presidential ambitions, at a 
time when she is the clear favourite to succeed Mr Lee. Sejong is in Chungcheong, a hotly contested area, 
which a successful presidential candidate must win. 

Two of Miss Park’s supporters in the assembly, Hong Sa-duk and Lee Sung-hun, have accused Mr Lee’s 
office of dirty tricks, saying they have been the targets of a smear campaign. The presidential office 
denies the allegations, but the echoes of tactics used by former military dictators such as Miss Park’s 
father to suppress dissent have been bad for Mr Lee’s image.  

The feud with Miss Park threatens other parts of Mr Lee’s ambitious agenda, too, such as a big sale of 
state enterprises and a massive project to improve navigability in the country’s four biggest rivers. 
Without the votes of Miss Park’s faction, these are unlikely to pass the National Assembly.  

Mr Lee had hoped to be a unifying figure. But his tin ear for politics has damaged his standing within both 
his own party and the National Assembly. And time is running out. He has entered his third year in office, 
usually the last chance for South Korean presidents to realise their legislative ambitions. After that 
parliament tends to stall new laws, and voters turn their attention to the next presidency. 
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Thaksin Shinawatra  
 
Divided loyalties 
Mar 4th 2010 | BANGKOK  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Some scent compromise; more fear a looming showdown 
 

 
IN THAILAND politics has long been about compromise rather than conviction. Political parties run on 
expediency, not ideology, which makes it possible to cobble together all manner of oddball coalitions. But 
in recent years pragmatism has given way to more rigid loyalties. Rival camps rally their base with fiery 
talk of an all-out struggle for the nation’s soul, all the while tugging relentlessly at its seams.  

Might compromise yet make a comeback? Some scented a whiff of detente on February 26th, when the 
Supreme Court ruled on the family fortune of the former prime minister, Thaksin Shinawatra. But that still 
seems wishful thinking. The nine judges found Mr Thaksin guilty of abusing his powers while in office to 
favour Shin Corp, his family-owned telecoms group, which was sold in January 2006 to Temasek, a 
Singaporean sovereign-wealth fund. The court decided to seize $1.4 billion of the $2.3 billion in proceeds 
from that sale, which had been frozen after the army deposed Mr Thaksin in September 2006.  

In theory that leaves a tidy sum for Mr Thaksin to live it up in self-exile in Dubai. The remaining $900m 
represents the value of the family’s stake in Shin Corp before Mr Thaksin became prime minister in 2001. 
But that money is unlikely to be returned soon, if at all. A large tax bill has to be paid. The court’s verdict 
exposes Mr Thaksin and his family to a range of civil and criminal charges. Prosecutors may go after 
members of his cabinet and officials accused of helping Shin Corp. The government can also try to claw 
back lost revenue from Shin Corp, and particularly its lucrative mobile-phone unit, AIS.  

Mr Thaksin lost no time in attacking the verdict and urging his red-shirt supporters to seek justice. Political 
life is “really tough”, he moaned. A mass rally in Bangkok is planned on March 14th, with the aim of 
unseating the prime minister, Abhisit Vejjajiva, and forcing fresh elections. Red-shirt leaders claim that 
1m people will converge on the capital, by road and river, to join a “people’s war against the elite” over 
several days. The actual crowds are likely to be more modest, admit rally organisers, but the incendiary 
rhetoric is menacing, as are the drumbeats from the army as it prepares for a possible repeat of last April, 
when troops battled red-shirted protesters for control of Bangkok.  

That bout of anarchy went down poorly with Bangkokians, including the so-called silent majority. This is 

  

Uncompromisingly red 



the group that Mr Abhisit probably had in mind when he urged Thais to pay close attention to the 
Supreme Court’s fine-grained verdict, which took more than six hours to read aloud. By exhibiting to this 
group Mr Thaksin’s corruption and greed, the government hopes to discredit his legacy and hurt his 
proxies in a future election. It has also indulged in fear-mongering over disruptive red-shirt rallies. A spate 
of mysterious after-hours grenade attacks on banks and government buildings has stoked a sense of 
unease over what lies ahead.  

Unsurprisingly, the court ruling failed to change the minds of many reds, who believe that the legal 
system is rigged. But this movement has long outgrown its casus belli, Mr Thaksin’s downfall. It now sees 
injustice behind every door. Alarmingly for those still hoping for a quietly stitched-up compromise, it is 
infused with revolutionary bile. In recent months it has snapped at the heels of advisers to King Bhumibol 
Adulyadej and framed its fight as a long-overdue reckoning for Thailand’s elite. “Our time is coming…and 
their power is weakening more and more,” says Somyos Prueksakasemsuk, a leftist red leader.  

Last September King Bhumibol was admitted to hospital with a lung infection and other ailments. A day 
after the court ruling, he briefly left for a palace function. He has begun to resume some duties from 
hospital, but a royal succession looms as the unspoken backdrop to Thailand’s crisis. Any compromise that 
pacifies Mr Thaksin needs the blessing of the revered monarch. None seems forthcoming. Instead, says a 
palace source, the Supreme Court verdict sent its own clear message: “Here’s some money, now go 
away.” 
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Worries about renewed overheating 
 

 
DURING Tet, the lunar new year holiday, money is everywhere in Vietnam. It is dished out to children, 
gambled in roadside card-games, and splurged on gifts, feasts, and trips to home villages. This leads to an 
annual bump in inflation. And this year’s spike in the consumer-price index, which rose by 2% in 
February, seemed bearable at a time of rapid growth. GDP grew by 5.3% last year. It came, however, 
among some more worrying signs.  

On February 10th, just before Tet, the central bank devalued the currency, the dong, by 3.4%, following a 
devaluation of 5.4% in November. The aim was to entice holders of dollars to buy dong. A dollar shortage 
has been starving Vietnam’s exporters of the currency they need to purchase imported parts and 
materials.  

The government blamed the shortage on dollar hoarding, but the prime cause was its own stimulus 
spending. That juicy growth-rate came at a price. It is believed to have spent over $1 billion in 2009 (over 
1% of GDP) to prop up the economy, mainly by subsidising banks’ loans to businesses. As a result, the 
credit supply expanded by 37%, driving up the black-market price of dollars.  

Meanwhile, the exchange rate was artificially high, leading to a sharp rise in the trade deficit. Foreign-
exchange reserves have shrunk. The government has reluctantly raised state-controlled commodity 
prices: petrol, electricity and coal are all to be more expensive. All of this has observers wondering 
whether inflation might be about to take off again, as it did in early 2008.  

Some analysts saw it coming. In April last year Jonathan Pincus, an economist who has long followed 
Vietnam, wrote a paper arguing that Vietnam’s options for responding to the global financial crisis were 
limited. With a small, open economy, it cannot maintain an overvalued exchange rate and pour in stimulus 
spending without seeing much of the money leak away into trade deficits. At the time Mr Pincus argued it 
should depreciate its currency to boost exports, and focus investment on labour-intensive small 
businesses rather than inefficient state-owned enterprises (SOEs). The government did the opposite. The 
loan-subsidy programme largely benefited well-connected SOEs, and the currency has been kept 
artificially strong. 

Independent Vietnamese economists have criticised the timing of the government’s devaluations and price 
rises. If investors expect devaluations every three months, they argue, they will buy dollars and wait for 

  



the next one. Foreign businesses, meanwhile, are worried about how the government might respond if 
inflation does take off. The finance ministry has been circulating a draft decree that would allow the 
government to impose price controls on a wide range of essential goods. The European Chamber of 
Commerce has warned that such measures may well lead to nothing but “shortages” and “hoarding”. So 
March’s inflation data will be closely watched, for evidence of whether February’s were simply a seasonally 
exuberant blip, or something more dangerous. 
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Change you can't believe in 
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A rigged vote keeps the ruling party in power in a failing state 

TO THE surprise of no one, the governing People’s Democratic Party of Tajikistan (PDPT) won a landslide 
victory in parliamentary elections on February 28th, with almost 72% of the vote. Nor was anybody taken 
aback by the myriad irregularities on election day. The Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe 
(OSCE), which monitored the polling, said it “failed to meet many key OSCE commitments”. It noted a high 
prevalence of family- and proxy-voting and cases of ballot-box stuffing. 

Preliminary results give the PDPT, led by Emomali Rakhmon, the president, 53 seats out of 63 in the lower 
house of parliament. The Islamic Revival Party, Central Asia’s only religiously based party, came second, 
with 7.7% of the vote and two seats. The party’s leadership, which expected to win around 30% of the vote, 
has cried foul, and plans to sue the election board. 

The PDPT in fact lost four seats. But the vote reinforces the stronghold the president, in power for nearly 
two decades, has over the mountainous country. This is its misfortune. Among other gloomy analysts, the 
International Crisis Group, a think-tank, has depicted Tajikistan as on its way to becoming a failed state. 

About 70% of its 7.3m people live in abject poverty in the countryside. It has still not fully recovered from a 
vicious five-year civil war that ended in 1997. The economy relies on exports of cotton and aluminium, and 
especially on remittances from more than 1m migrant labourers, mostly toiling in Russia and Kazakhstan. 
The World Bank estimates their contribution in 2008 as $2.3 billion, or 46% of GDP. Last year, amid the 
global economic downturn, remittances fell by around 30%. 

The exodus of mostly young and enterprising Tajiks provides Mr Rakhmon with a political safety-valve, and 
helps shield his regime from political unrest. But it has wreaked havoc on traditional family life, with women 
and old people left behind to fend for themselves. Young women often have difficulties finding a partner and 
may, out of necessity, agree to become a man’s second or third wife. This is prohibited by Tajikistan’s 
secular laws, but acceptable in Muslim practice. Others get divorced by husbands who stay away for years 
and start new families abroad. These women then have to raise their fatherless children and struggle to 
make ends meet, sometimes by going abroad themselves.  

Tajikistan has also for years had fraught relations with its larger neighbour, Uzbekistan. One of the main 
sources of acrimony is Tajikistan’s long-planned construction of a dam and hydroelectric power-plant, which 
will provide a much-needed supply of steady electricity. Uzbekistan worries it will limit the amount of water 
it receives from Tajikistan for irrigation. 

Western observers, in turn, fret about the country’s 1,300km (830 mile) southern border with Afghanistan. 
Much of it is lawless, giving rise to fears that conflict in Afghanistan might spread, bringing extremism and 
chaos. Increased fighting in northern Afghanistan has caused ethnic Tajiks there to seek refuge in Tajikistan. 
Taliban fighters might do the same. Moreover, Tajikistan continues to be an important transit country for 
drugs en route to Russia and Europe.  

Concerned about all this, America wants closer ties with Tajikistan. Visiting Dushanbe, the capital, in 
February, Richard Holbrooke, Barack Obama’s “AfPak” envoy, said that Tajikistan held “immense 
importance” to a peaceful outcome in Afghanistan. Worries about the deeply flawed election and its 
outcome, which did little to encourage hopes for stability and progress in Tajikistan, extend far beyond the 
country’s borders.  
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To a sitting room, mobile telephone or supermarket screen near you soon 
 

 
ON MARCH 1st China Daily got its biggest makeover since the newspaper was launched in 1981 as China’s 
first English-language daily. As well as a new look, the paper is boosting the number of its foreign 
correspondents. With a new investigative-reporting feature, China Daily said that it was aiming to “set the 
news agenda instead of just follow it”. 

So far, this agenda seems unlikely to set foreign pulses racing. Next to this bold new feature China Daily 
splashed an “exclusive” interview with the foreign minister, Yang Jiechi, under the headline “FM: China is 
doing all it can in foreign affairs”. Still, the makeover marks a departure for the vapid broadsheet. And 
China Daily is only the latest Chinese media organ to revamp itself in what President Hu Jintao calls an 
“increasingly fierce struggle in the domain of news and opinion”. 

On a visit in 2008 to the People’s Daily, the Communist Party’s mouthpiece, Mr Hu lamented the “West’s 
strength and our weakness” in the global exchange of ideas. To stress the message that China intends to 
redress the balance, he presided in Beijing last October over China’s first “world media summit”. China’s 
party-controlled press shared the stage with global media giants such as Reuters, the BBC and Rupert 
Murdoch’s News Corporation.  

Change is coming thick and fast. Since last April a racy new English-language tabloid, Global Times, has 
given China Daily a run for its money. China’s state television network, CCTV, has a three-year plan to 
increase the number of foreign news bureaus, from 19 to 56. CCTV launched Arabic and Russian channels 
last year, building on existing English, French and Spanish services, with Portuguese to follow. The English 
channel, CCTV-9, is already widely available in the United States. Now Xinhua, the party’s wire agency, is 
moving into television, with short programmes screened outside embassies, in supermarkets and on 3G 
phones. In all, the government is reported to have committed 45 billion yuan ($6.6 billion) to global 
expansion. Both CCTV and Xinhua aspire to 24-hour English-language news services. 

If it sharpens the media’s reporting instincts, this is all to the good. At the time of the Asian tsunami in 
2004, China had many more reporters in South-East Asia than did the American networks and the BBC. 
But Western television made all the running, and even Chinese broadcasters had to rely on it.

  



At home, competition is already encouraging higher standards. Since the 1990s the government has 
slashed subsidies to all but the clutch of media organisations that report directly to the party’s propaganda 
department. In a bid for readers and advertising revenues, other outlets now flirt with racier, more 
inquisitive reporting. Global Times, though controlled by the People’s Daily, is a remarkable innovation. 
The Chinese-language version has long been popular among hotheaded nationalists. But the English 
edition strays into realms once thought taboo. 

On March 1st it put a scandal concerning an underage Chinese Olympic bronze-medallist on its front page, 
a story shunned by China Daily. Last year it was the only paper to report on the anniversary of the 
Tiananmen Square protests and their suppression in 1989. Recent articles include an investigation of 
internet censorship. A full-page spread reported on “happy endings” offered by male masseurs to women 
in Beijing massage parlours (headline: “A little of what you knead”). Yet even here, limits are implied. The 
clientele were not China’s demure womanhood, but frustrated, sexually voracious expatriates. More 
seriously, the press does sometimes expose and criticise official wrongdoing—one this week, for example, 
editorialised against the police’s use of torture. And, in a highly unusual campaign on March 1st, a dozen 
publications ran identical editorials calling for modest reform to the household-registration system that 
discriminates against rural Chinese. But here again there are limits. Within hours, the editorials had 
vanished from most of the papers’ websites. 

As for China’s media offensive abroad, the limits will also become clear. At bottom, Mr Hu’s frustration is 
with his country’s deficit of soft power abroad. For all China’s might, as David Bandurski of the China 
Media Project at the University of Hong Kong puts it, the world seems impervious to its charm. To the 
country’s leaders, an epiphany came with the Tibetan upheaval in 2008 and subsequent protests abroad 
against parades of the Chinese Olympic torch. China’s soft-power aspirations, they concluded, were 
frustrated by an anti-China bias whipped up by a dominant Western press. The leaders also believe that a 
better reputation abroad would boost their popularity at home. 

 
The medium and the massage 

“Monopoly is the enemy of freedom,” railed a party journal, Qiushi, in August. This was no call for press 
freedoms at home, but rather indignation at China’s not having a place among the world’s supposed 
media monopolists. It underscores the fallacy in China’s media push: that controlling the communications 
channels abroad is enough to win friends and influence people. 

At home, journalists in service to the Communist Party are taught mind-numbing courses in “the Marxist 
view of journalism”. The mission is to embed propaganda messages in supposedly objective reports. In 
the marketing of dictatorship, consent is manufactured and controversy snuffed out. Mr Hu promotes 
“harmony” as a singularly Chinese virtue by stifling the media. In Chinese journalism, an emphasis on 
party leaders’ activities trumps reporting unwelcome facts, which can be suppressed. An example is the 
large number of children killed by shoddy school buildings in the Sichuan earthquake of 2008. Journalism 
is also venal, shaped by payments from officials and businessmen. It leads to a stilted public debate at 
home and, no matter how snazzy the packaging, will mean poor journalism abroad.  
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A city that should be shared 
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Israel builds still more facts on Palestinian ground, while stalemate persists 
 

 
EVEN as the Americans strive to jump-start fresh talks between Israelis and Palestinians, the Israeli 
government has been using the hiatus to intensify the refashioning of East Jerusalem, which the 
Palestinians see as their future capital. This week the city’s Israeli mayor, Nir Barkat, unveiled his latest 
plan to turn Palestinian districts into Jewish biblical heritage parks. Fearing that their half of the city is 
being cast in an increasingly Israeli mould, Palestinian stone-throwers clashed with Israeli forces on the 
Haram al-Sharif, or Noble Sanctuary, which Muslims venerate for its al-Aqsa mosque, Islam’s third-holiest 
shrine, and which Jews revere as the site of the biblical Temple. While George Mitchell, Barack Obama’s 
envoy, is yet again bidding to open “proximity talks” between the two sides, the Palestinians have been 
literally losing ground.  

Unlike previous Israeli prime ministers, who built on the open hilltops above Arab population centres in 
the West Bank and on the edge of Jerusalem, Binyamin Netanyahu and his officials are concentrating on 
Jewish settlements bang in the midst of them. Car-parks and conservation areas, rich with Israeli 
symbols, are sprouting across East Jerusalem. Settlers with state protection are opening religious schools 
there. Scarcely a week passes without an Israeli newspaper heralding new Jewish housing units being built 
in Arab districts. Israeli archaeologists are scraping away the eastern parts of the city’s Arab surface in 
search of a Jewish past. Last month one of them declared she had “probably” found King Solomon’s city 
walls.  

Inside the Old City itself (see map), the Israeli government’s East Jerusalem Development company has 
begun to interrupt the main Palestinian artery into the ancient centre, for sewage works. Mr Barkat says 
the project will improve services, but Palestinians fear it presages fresh archaeological digs aimed at 
exposing Jewish ties along the pilgrims’ route to the Temple that Jewish groups from the religious right 
seek to rebuild. To fulfil millennial Jewish yearning to restore the tabernacle, the company is also repairing 
what it says are ancient ablution pools.  

  



 
Beneath the Old City’s Muslim quarter, the company says it will open its extension to 9,000 square metres 
of biblical quarries this summer and could yet link them to other subterranean routes, giving Israelis and 
tourists access from one end of the Old City to the other without having to pass an Arab or the trinket 
shops on which many Palestinian traders in the city depend. 

The digging feeds Arab fears that Israel is eroding the very foundations on which the Arab districts, and in 
particular the al-Aqsa mosque, are built. Parts of Silwan, on the eastern slopes below the Old City, are 
already precariously propped up on iron stilts, to facilitate the excavation of King David’s biblical city, 
which is said to lie beneath. A settler outfit called Elad has turned the site into Israel’s third-largest tourist 
site and is laying Jewish heritage trails through the adjoining valleys.  

So far the number of new settlers in Palestinian areas is fairly small. All but 3,000 of Jerusalem’s 200,000 
settlers live in outlying neighbourhoods that ring the city and avoid the built-up areas where the city’s 
270,000 Palestinians still live. But the zealots who opt to move into Arab districts bring with them the 
armed support of the Israeli state. The housing ministry has recruited hundreds of security people who, 
says a guard, are empowered to arrest and shoot on sight to protect the settlers. “What Arab East 
Jerusalem?” asks a settler in an Arab area. “Today it’s all Jewish.” 

Can the Palestinian Authority, which runs a fledgling state on the West Bank, do anything to salvage its 
putative capital, other than plaintively cry “theft”? Efforts to rouse international ire have had mixed 
success. Last year America’s secretary of state, Hillary Clinton, berated Mr Barkat for his plan to demolish 
Arab homes to create a biblical tourist park in the valley below the Old City, where David is said to have 
composed his psalms. Wary of a foreign outcry if the bulldozers move in, Mr Netanyahu has publicly asked 
Mr Barkat to slow down. But Mr Barkat seems unfazed.  

The Palestinians are ill-equipped to bar the encroachment. In 1996, when he became prime minister for 



the first time, Mr Netanyahu’s decision to open a tunnel alongside the al-Aqsa compound sparked a 
Palestinian uprising that left scores dead. Since then, Palestinian clout in the city has eroded. Whereas 
Palestinians recently cried foul when Mr Netanyahu added two shrines in the West Bank that are holy to 
Muslims as well as to Jews in his latest list of Israeli heritage sites, they hardly stirred when he included 
David’s City, which is in East Jerusalem.  

One reason for the apparent futility of Palestinian dissent is the Israeli security barrier that bites into the 
West Bank and runs through chunks of East Jerusalem. It prevents most West Bank Muslims from 
reaching the city’s holy places and has cleft its Arab districts in two, leaving tens of thousands of Arab 
residents on the wrong side. Further impeding access, traffic lights flick green only briefly for cars from 
Palestinian districts while staying green for cars from Jewish settlements for minutes. And Israel’s interior 
ministry is stripping ever more East Jerusalem Palestinians of residency papers. In 2008 nearly 4,600 lost 
them, 20 times the previous years’ average.  

Severed from its West Bank feeder towns, Ramallah and Bethlehem, Arab East Jerusalem at night feels 
like a ghost-town sunk in neglect. The climb up Silwan’s hillside stairways is a tricky obstacle course. The 
streets are littered and broken. Streetlights have long ceased to work. Israeli gendarmes cruise past in 
military vehicles, but Israeli ambulances have sometimes been told not to venture into Palestinian areas to 
answer emergency calls. Jewish cemeteries on the east side are pristine whereas the few Muslim ones in 
the west lie desolate.  

Some say Bill Clinton, when negotiating as president in the late 1990s, unintentionally speeded Israel’s 
encroachment. What is Jewish would stay Jewish, he said, and what is Arab would stay Arab. Instead of 
cementing the status quo, his words may have spurred Israel on to establish “facts on the ground” before 
someone calls a halt or negotiations begin anew.  
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The president and the police 
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A mysterious murder exposes a rift within the country’s ruling circle 

LATE last month Chouaib Oultache walked into Algeria’s police headquarters with a score to settle. What 
happened next is not entirely clear, but official reports say Mr Oultache pumped three bullets into the 
head of Ali Tounsi, the country’s powerful police chief, before being shot and wounded himself. 

A few years ago, Mr Tounsi had hired Mr Oultache, a retired air force colonel and a close friend, to head 
the police helicopter unit. By the official account, Mr Oultache went crazy after reading in the newspapers 
that he was being investigated for corruption. He may have suspected a betrayal by his old friend. 

But many Algerians link the murder to a bigger drama, the increasingly bitter feud that pits President 
Abdelaziz Bouteflika and his entourage against the military junta that has ruled the country behind the 
scenes for the past two decades.  

In recent years many of the generals, collectively dubbed Le Pouvoir (The Power), have died or retired. A 
kingpin of that era, General Larbi Belkheir, died in January after a long illness that left a vacuum which Mr 
Bouteflika filled to puff up his own power. He put loyalists in key posts, notably at Sonatrach, the state oil 
monopoly that provides 98% of Algeria’s hard-currency earnings. Buoyed by record oil income in 2008, Mr 
Bouteflika boosted infrastructure spending, reversed tentative steps to free the economy and secured 
constitutional amendments that, in effect, granted him the presidency for life.  

Last year Mr Bouteflika restricted imports, hurting some well-connected businessmen. Foreign investors 
began to be scolded for not reinvesting more of their profits. Some, such as Egypt’s Orascom Telecom, 
which owns the profitable mobile-telephone network, Djezzy, received presidential signals that they 
should sell up and decamp.  

Now, Le Pouvoir may be fighting back against Mr Bouteflika. In January the main intelligence agency, 
headed by the strongest of the remaining old guard of generals, Muhammad Tewfik Mediène, opened 
investigations into corruption at Sonatrach. The agency put the company’s boss, a Bouteflika ally, and 
other top directors under arrest or on probation on suspicion of doing too well out of procurement. The 
accusations were similar to those against Mr Oultache. At least one senior minister close to Mr Bouteflika 
is said to be under threat too. Tension between the presidency and those in the camp close to the 
intelligence service is said to be high. 

On both sides of the rivalry stand the “mujahideen”, the term for men from the generation that fought in 
Algeria’s war of independence against France. For months Mr Tounsi, a member of the intelligence 
service’s coterie, who tripled the ranks of the police during 15 years at its head, had been waging an 
increasingly public dispute with the interior minister, Yazid Zerhouni, a Bouteflika loyalist. Rumours 
suggested that Mr Tounsi would be forced out. But before his assassination he had fought back, recently 
telling journalists, “A mujahid never resigns.” Perhaps that is Algeria’s real problem.  
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A tantalising return 
Mar 4th 2010 | CAIRO  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The return of Mohamed ElBaradei from abroad is rattling Egypt’s rulers 

EGYPTIANS may breathe a sigh of relief. Seven of their political parties have formed a united front to 
defend the country against a foreign plot. Whether this conspiracy is Zionist or perhaps American remains 
unclear. But the parties agree that it aims to undermine Egypt’s stability and that its spearhead is none 
other than Mohamed ElBaradei, winner of the Nobel peace prize and the recently retired head of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, the UN’s nuclear watchdog.  

The revelation of such a plot surprises few in Egypt. Ever since November, when Mr ElBaradei declared 
that, if rules were made fair, he might just consider running for president in 2011, expectations have 
grown that allies of Egypt’s current ruler, Hosni Mubarak, would find ways to attack this upstart rival. 
When Mr ElBaradei arrived in Cairo last month for a ten-day visit, such expectations soared. Not only did 
the thousand cheering fans who mobbed him at the airport outnumber the active membership of the 
seven government-sponsored opposition parties now aligned against him. The soft-spoken former 
diplomat became the talk of Egypt’s chattering classes, as scores of prominent intellectuals declared their 
backing for him, and membership of a Facebook support group rocketed to 160,000.  

The reasons for the surge in his popularity are evident. “After 40 years of being kept out of politics, 
Egyptians need a catalyst, a person to tie their hopes to, and to link them to an idea for change,” says 
Abdul Rahman Yusuf, a popular poet who, without even asking Mr ElBaradei, founded a campaign to 
promote his candidacy that has attracted thousands of volunteers. 

Despite his mild manner and liberal ideas that contrast with the steamy nationalism and religious 
conservatism that have characterised Egypt’s political discourse, Mr ElBaradei appears to have touched a 
deep chord, especially among the young, by insisting that Egypt’s many social ills result not so much from 
policy failures as from an absence of democracy.  

 
Nice timing? 

Luckily for Mr ElBaradei much of Egypt’s public is tired not only of the party that has ruled them without 
interruption for decades but with the highly restricted game of politics it has created. This includes a co-
opted loyal opposition as well as the officially outlawed Muslim Brotherhood, which has long served as a 
bogeyman to frighten doubters, including Western donors, into grudging support for the ageing president 
and his government.  

Mr ElBaradei is also fortunate that one of the few chinks in the armour of Mr Mubarak’s state is a relatively 
free press. Despite a flood of innuendo and calumny from regime mouthpieces, independent newspapers 
and television channels have given the newcomer a fair hearing.  

He may also benefit from having spent most of the past 30 years abroad. “His file is small—they have 
nothing on him,” says Mr Yusuf. “When they attack a person of his international stature, it looks bad 
abroad, and that scares them.” 

Yet even supporters admit that Mr ElBaradei’s long absence from Egypt could prove one of many 
handicaps. The rules for presidential candidates make it hard, if not impossible, for independents to run. 
Mr ElBaradei refuses to join one of the dozen parties licensed by the government to play politics, insisting 
instead on changes to the constitution to open the field to all comers and to ensure a fair vote. This, say 
some, is unrealistic.  

Mr Yusuf, however, points out that the government itself has added some 35 new clauses to the 
constitution in the past five years. He and other supporters of Mr ElBaradei, including a range of groups 

  



that have long pressed for political reform, are launching a petition demanding seven changes, among 
them a scrapping of Egypt’s notorious emergency laws, provisions for independent monitoring of the polls 
and use of national identity cards for voting, rather than a cumbersome and restrictive system of voter 
registration. They are confident they will get millions of signatures. But they are less sure that even if they 
do, the government will listen.  
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Divisionists beware 
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President Paul Kagame has improved people’s lives at the expense of freedom 
 

 
THE government of Rwanda is doing a lot of things right. It is pretty open in its handling of aid money. 
Most foreign governments and charities are so impressed by its detailed plans and apparent lack of 
corruption that they are funnelling more of their aid directly through Rwanda’s government. President Paul 
Kagame says he expects direct budget support to rise by a quarter this year, to $519m.  

The country has recovered valiantly from its year zero in 1994, when 800,000 Tutsis and moderate Hutus 
were slaughtered. Its centralised state is leading the way in economic and technological reform in the 
region. It is improving the country’s infrastructure, education and farming, and seeks to preserve its 
ecology. It pushes equality for women, who comprise half the government and parliament.  

On the diplomatic front, Mr Kagame has been equally successful. He has sent troops to help keep the 
peace in Sudan’s Darfur province and elsewhere. He has stood up to mighty France, blaming it, as the 
region’s then most influential Western power, for failing to prevent the genocide. And last month the 
French president, Nicolas Sarkozy, came to Rwanda and offered something close to an apology. France, he 
said, had committed “grave errors of judgment” before, during, and after the genocide. Questions linger 
about the role of French special forces during the killing, as well as the fate of Hutus living in France whom 
Rwanda wants extradited on suspicion of involvement in the genocide.  

France, for its part, has not dropped charges against some members of Mr Kagame’s government who are 
alleged to have ordered the shooting down of a French aircraft carrying Rwanda’s then president, Juvénal 
Habyarimana, a Hutu; that action triggered the genocide. Yet both countries now appear more at ease 
with each other. Days after Mr Sarkozy’s visit, Mr Habyarimana’s widow, Agathe, was arrested near Paris 
(and then freed on bail) for questioning over her alleged role in the genocide. French businessmen came 
in Mr Sarkozy’s slipstream, eyeing minerals and timber in neighbouring Congo, for which Rwanda is a 
conduit. “There is no doubt this is a reconciliation,” says a Rwandan government figure.  

Yet awkward question-marks hang over Mr Kagame and his ruling Rwandan Patriotic Front. The 
president’s detractors say his party has not owned up to killing thousands of civilians immediately after 
the genocide or to responsibility for causing much bloodshed in Congo, which it invaded in order to hunt 
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down the génocidaires who had fled there. The Congolese government, it may be noted, has co-operated 
with the Rwandans in their more recent incursions into Congo. 

Mr Kagame and his government are stifling political and press freedom in advance of a presidential 
election due in August. He is almost certain to win but evidently he is determined to secure a big majority 
to implement his “one Rwanda” policies. Opposition parties have been forbidden to “use words or facts 
that defame other politicians”. In practice, the government can label any criticism against it as 
“divisionism”, which entitles it to lock up the offenders. Members of the opposition say they are spied on 
and bullied. 

It is unclear whether the government will let the Democratic Green Party, a feisty new opposition group, 
be registered. If not, the Greens say they will back another lot, the Socialist Party-Imberakuri, which 
should be able to run a presidential candidate. The head of a third opposition party, the United Democratic 
Forces-Inkingi, Victoire Ingabire, says she has been vilified since returning from exile in January. The 
government, she says, has encouraged people to assault her, accusing her of being a génocidaire. This 
week a former military intelligence chief, Kayumba Nyamwasa, who was reported to have joined the 
Greens, fled Rwanda and is said to be claiming asylum in South Africa. The government says he is wanted 
on criminal charges—presumably divisionism.  
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Greece's fiscal crisis  
 
Now comes the pain 
Mar 4th 2010 | ATHENS  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The government’s new austerity measures may prove to be enough—so long as they are fully 
implemented 
 

 
GEORGE PAPACONSTANTINOU, the overworked Greek finance minister, likens the effort to steer Greece 
away from economic disaster to “changing the course of the Titanic.” Until this week it looked as if the 
country was headed for an iceberg labelled default. Two austerity packages had failed to convince 
Greece’s European partners—or the financial markets—that measures to cut the budget deficit this year 
from 12.7% of GDP to 8.7% would work. 

Critics in Brussels said that Greece’s Socialist government was relying too heavily on pledges to cut tax 
evasion and soak the rich, rather than slash spending, especially on public-sector pay and pensions. The 
markets pushed spreads on Greek bonds over their German equivalents to record highs. Greece’s ten-year 
bonds were offering mouth-watering yields of some 6%, twice the German level.  

On March 3rd, however, the mood changed. George Papandreou, the prime minister, at last threw his full 
weight behind austerity. His government announced some severe measures: a rise in the top rate of 
value-added tax, from 19% to 21%, higher taxes on fuel, tobacco and alcohol, a freeze on pensions and a 
30% cut in civil servants’ Christmas, Easter and summer bonuses. This last is equivalent to a cut of one 
month’s pay for Greece’s 700,000-strong public-sector workforce. On March 4th Greece resumed some 
bond sales. 

Mr Papandreou had shrugged off earlier warnings from Brussels (and Berlin) that more had to be done. He 
changed tack after blunt remarks by Olli Rehn, the new European economics commissioner who visited 
Athens this week, that extra measures were needed to meet this year’s deficit target. Mr Papandreou 
claimed that Greece had now taken enough “painful but necessary measures” to qualify for support from 
its European partners, but without specifying what form that might take. 

Greece desperately needs €20 billion ($27 billion) in the next two months to roll over expiring debt. If it 
can get it, more than half this year’s borrowing requirement of €53 billion will have been covered and the 
markets’ pressure will ease, say bankers. One way forward might be to persuade other euro-area 
countries to buy Greek bonds, perhaps by providing guarantees for euro-area investors. “We want to be 

  



able to borrow at the same rates as other euro-zone countries,” Mr Papandreou said, perhaps 
optimistically given Greece’s record of huge budget deficits and deceitful accounting. On the other hand, 
as he has also pointed out, Greece cannot afford to go on borrowing indefinitely at 350 basis points over 
Germany. The gains from austerity measures could be swallowed up by such a high debt premium.  

Imminent visits by Mr Papandreou to Berlin, Paris and Washington, DC, could help to resolve Greece’s 
debt problem. The German chancellor, Angela Merkel, has considered the possibility of Germany providing 
bilateral help to Greece, though she insists she is not yet ready to talk about aid with Mr Papandreou. 
Germans still fret about moral hazard: a bail-out would mean that Greece gets away with years of 
irresponsible fiscal policy and could set a bad precedent for other euro delinquents. The German 
constitutional court ruled two decades ago that the Maastricht treaty was acceptable only if its no bail-out 
provisions were respected—so any bail-out would have to be disguised to avoid legal challenges. Yet 
German banks are on the hook for so much Greek (and other Mediterranean) debt that some kind of 
taxpayer support may be unavoidable. 

France’s president, Nicolas Sarkozy, seems readier to help—though Greece may come under pressure to 
buy more expensive French frigates for its navy. This is not a deal that Mr Papandreou likes, since Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey’s prime minister, has just proposed that the two formerly hostile neighbours 
should make a joint agreement to cut defence spending. 

To strengthen his hand with the rest of the euro zone, Mr Papandreou is threatening to turn to the IMF for 
a standby loan. The conditions are unlikely to be much harsher than the latest austerity measures, say 
Greek officials. But this could also be too optimistic. The IMF would probably tell Greece to sack thousands 
of public-sector workers and cut pensions sharply. Even so, as one Greek official notes, “at least with the 
fund you can stop worrying about where to get the money to finance the debt.” 

Greek trade unions are predictably furious over the bonus cuts, which come on top of a 4% pay cut they 
have already swallowed. Strikes will spread; on March 4th protesters briefly occupied the finance ministry. 
Some strikers are unpopular, for example the taxi drivers. There is more sympathy for pensioners, who 
face a double blow from a freeze in pensions and the impact of tax rises. Militant pensioners unexpectedly 
broke through a police cordon blocking the road to Mr Papandreou’s office as he was announcing the new 
measures. They will soon be on the march again, says their union. “You cannot make ends meet on €400 
a month,” declared one retired plumber. So far Mr Papandreou’s approval ratings have held up, with more 
than 60% of Greeks accepting that tougher measures are needed. 

Fears loom over the timetable set in Brussels for implementing the new plans. Greece will shortly 
complete an overhaul of its tax legislation and come up with proposals to reform state pensions, which 
now eat up over 11% of GDP. A shortage of competent bureaucrats makes it harder to ensure that any 
new targets are met. If Greece is to stay on course, Mr Papaconstantinou and his team will have to keep 
putting in long hours. 
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The Icesave referendum  
 
No, thanks 
Mar 4th 2010 | REYKJAVIK  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The ramifications of a likely no vote may not be pleasant 

ICELAND’S president is usually an apolitical and little-known figurehead. But Olafur Ragnar Grimsson has 
become a national hero for his refusal to sign a law passed narrowly in late December by the Althingi, 
Iceland’s parliament, to repay Britain and the Netherlands. The British and Dutch governments had felt 
obliged to bail out their depositors in Icesave, a bust internet operation owned by Landsbanki, a failed 
Icelandic bank, and they now expect Iceland to reimburse them. But thanks to the president’s obduracy, 
the law is going to a referendum on March 6th, and it seems certain to be rejected by a huge majority. 

The voters and the president will doubtless rejoice, but the aftermath of a negative vote may not be good 
for either the country or its government. Johanna Sigurdardottir, the prime minister, leads a coalition that 
was shaky before the vote and could yet collapse altogether. Even more worrying is the knock-on effect 
for Iceland’s $4.6 billion IMF programme. The fund says that this should not depend on the Icesave 
dispute. But the Nordic countries that are offering bilateral loans in support of the IMF’s rescue package 
are refusing to go ahead. Without their backing, the IMF deal is frozen. The financial pressure is mounting. 
To satisfy its creditors, Iceland must find some $2 billion in 2011 and $500m in 2012. Moody’s has given 
warning that the dwindling chances of a deal over Icesave may lead it to join other rating agencies in 
downgrading Iceland’s debt to junk. 

The dispute is also clouding Ms Sigurdardottir’s aspirations to join the European Union. On February 24th 
the European Commission recommended that EU membership talks should begin, and hinted that Iceland 
could join quite soon. But largely because of Icesave, public opinion in Iceland is shifting. Polls suggest 
that half the voters are now against joining the EU, and only a third in favour. 

The British and Dutch governments deny that they are impeding either Iceland’s IMF deal or its EU 
accession. But there is no doubt that they have used these levers to extract stiff terms over the Icesave 
repayment. In recent talks aimed at avoiding the referendum, the Icelandic government secured a slightly 
better offer from the two governments. But it was never going to be enough to satisfy the voters, who 
firmly believe that the nefarious duo are profiteering from the woes of a small country caught up in a 
global financial crisis. That belief will endure unless the British and Dutch suddenly get more generous.  
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Energy security in Europe  
 
Central questions 
Mar 4th 2010 | BUDAPEST AND WARSAW  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
United in the cause of undermining Russian pipeline monopolies 
 

 
DOES “Central Europe” exist? It depends on the political climate. Amid worries that France and Germany 
are stitching up the European Union’s decision-making, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia 
are reviving their ties and pushing shared ideas on energy security and relations with the east. 

The alliance began in Visegrad, a Hungarian town, in 1991, when even the EU’s waiting-room seemed 
distant. Once dreams of joining Western clubs became reality, co-operation all but dissolved. New 
members shunned anything that made them seem different from the rest. Squabbles, most recently over 
the treatment of ethnic Hungarians in Slovakia, dominated Visegrad meetings. Some even suggested 
winding the club up. 

Not any more. At a summit in Budapest on February 24th Visegrad showed signs of renewed life. The big 
shift is in Poland, where go-it-alone policies have given way to enthusiasm for working with the 
neighbours. Under the voting rules of the Nice treaty, in force until 2014, Visegrad countries have as 
many votes in the EU as France and Germany combined.  

Next year Hungary and Poland will each have six months in the EU’s rotating presidency. Eurocrats in 
Brussels like to portray the rotating presidency as largely redundant now there is a permanent European 
Council president. The Poles and Hungarians are working closely together to disprove this. Hungary wants 
a “Danube strategy” to divert EU money and attention to the river basin. Poland supports this, in return 
for Hungarian backing for more EU aid to countries such as Georgia, Moldova and Belarus.  

The group is gaining allies. “Visegrad-Plus” adds some neighbours, largely from the former Austro-
Hungarian empire. Most of these (especially the core four) depend heavily on Russian gas and oil. These 
are typically costly and come from clapped-out fields along ageing pipelines through unreliable transit 
countries, with unwelcome political conditions attached. 

  



One way to change this would be to turn the east-west gas pipelines into a grid, with interconnectors 
running north to south. New Hungarian pipelines to Romania and Croatia will be finished this year. A 
Czech-Polish connector will open in the summer of 2011. An EU-financed Bosnian-Serbian link will be 
announced on March 5th. A second idea is coastal terminals in Poland and Croatia to import liquefied 
natural gas by tanker from countries such as Qatar. The third plan is Nabucco, an ambitious pipeline to 
connect Caspian and Iraqi gasfields to Europe via Turkey.  

Visegrad is also pushing for EU rules on mutual help in energy crises. These could offer the region greater 
security. But big obstacles remain. One is Russia, which is intensifying its co-operation with friendly 
energy companies in France, Germany and Italy. On a trip to France, Russia’s president, Dmitry 
Medvedev, started formal talks on the sale of up to four Mistral-class warships, while France’s GDF Suez 
gained a 9% stake in the Nord Stream pipeline.  

Russia also continues to push South Stream, a Russian-backed Black Sea pipeline. But it now has less 
backing than Nabucco. The new Croatian prime minister, Jadranka Kosor, visited Moscow this week and 
signed up to receive gas from South Stream. But Hungary and other countries have stiffened Croatian 
resistance to other Russian plans, such as the attempt to gain control of an oil pipeline from the Croatian 
coast to Hungary. That is a lifeline for Hungary’s energy company, MOL, which otherwise depends solely 
on oil from the east and is fighting attempts by a Russian company, Surgutneftegaz, to gain control. 

The biggest problem is that energy security costs money. Gas interconnectors, for example, sound fine. 
But the extra competition they bring hits market share for companies used to cosy national monopolies. 
The Visegrad governments may gripe about west Europeans. But they have plenty to do on the home 
front.  
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Spain and ETA  
 
Gone fishing 
Mar 4th 2010 | MADRID  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
More high-level captures point to a systematic weakening of ETA 
 

 
ANOTHER big fish from the violent Basque separatist group, ETA, was caught this week. On February 28th 
Ibon Gogeaskoetxea, ETA’s military boss, was arrested at a country cottage in Normandy, in north-west 
France. Two of ETA’s experienced assassins, José Ayestaran and Beinat Aginagalde, were taken with him. 

The arrests offer further proof of ETA’s decline. Mr Gogeaskoetxea, who once tried to kill King Juan Carlos, 
is the fifth military chief to be captured in just two years. He was in charge for only ten months. Mr 
Ayestaran and Mr Aginagalde were apparently preparing a kidnapping and bombing campaign in Spain. 
Several remote-controlled bombs were found. This is the third time in recent weeks that the police have 
foiled attempts to send ETA terrorists into Spain. 

ETA is being slowly asphyxiated by Europe’s police. Its Normandy cottage was a long way not just from 
Spain, but from its traditional base in south-west France. Police pressure in France is so strong that ETA 
has tried setting up in Portugal. But Portuguese police raided a safe house in Obidos, north of Lisbon, in 
early February.  

The group may be faring better in Latin America, says a Spanish judge, Eloy Velasco. On March 1st he 
issued arrest warrants for seven members of Colombia’s FARC guerrilla group, and six ETA militants, 
whom he claimed had worked together using Venezuelan territory. He also accused Venezuela’s president, 
Hugo Chávez, of facilitating contacts between the two groups. Predictably enough, Mr Chávez dismissed 
the allegations as part of an American-led campaign against him. 

ETA’s decline is reflected both in falling recruitment and in a lower rate of killing. In 2000-01, after it had 
used a ceasefire to rearm and reorganise, it killed 38 people in bomb and pistol attacks. Since then it has 
claimed only 19 victims, including three policemen in 2009. 

The biggest recent blow to ETA came from the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg. In June 
2009 it upheld a Spanish ban on two of ETA’s political front parties, Herri Batasuna and Batasuna. The 
decision killed ETA’s hopes of operating as both a terrorist group and a political party. The front parties 
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used to win over 10% of the Basque vote, giving them control of some town halls and, occasionally, the 
balance of power in the Basque region’s parliament. The ban has changed this. Last March control of the 
regional government passed from the Basque Nationalist Party, often seen as soft on ETA, to the Socialists 
for the first time in almost 30 years. Basque police are now cracking down on all forms of public support 
for ETA. 

There are signs of a shift in power within ETA. A senior Batasuna leader, Rufino Etxeberria, has 
acknowledged that there can be no peace process without ETA laying down its arms. Optimists see this as 
a bid to tell the men with guns what to do. Pessimists, including senior members of the Socialist 
government in Madrid, reckon it is purely cosmetic. The failed talks during a 2006 ceasefire, they think, 
demonstrated that Batasuna has no real power and that ETA pulls all the strings. 

Mr Etxeberria and others want talks modelled on the successful Northern Ireland peace process, which 
would include a complete ETA ceasefire. Sinn Fein’s leader, Gerry Adams, sees a unique opportunity in the 
Basque country. There is an onus on everyone to grasp it in good faith and to make every effort to bring 
an end to conflict, he wrote in the Guardian, a British newspaper, on February 27th. 

Can the new promoters of peace impose themselves on the gunmen? The test will come only if and when 
ETA kills again. If Batasuna breaks with the past and condemns any such killing, and goes on to denounce 
other attacks, it will show that ETA has lost control of its own people. Peace, in that case, would be far 
closer. 
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Silvio Berlusconi and the courts  
 
Impunity time 
Mar 4th 2010 | ROME  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Italy’s prime minister becomes an unlikely crusader against corruption 

LAUGH or cry? On March 1st Silvio Berlusconi’s cabinet approved an anti-corruption bill just two days after 
the resumption of the prime minister’s trial for allegedly bribing a court witness. 

David Mills, the British lawyer who was the witness, had already been convicted of accepting a $600,000 
bribe. Mr Mills took the money for withholding evidence at two trials in the 1990s in which his client was a 
defendant. But on February 25th his offence was extinguished by Italy’s highest appeal court. The judges 
decided it had been committed three months earlier than previously reckoned and was thus covered by a 
statute of limitations. The time limit had been shortened by Mr Berlusconi’s previous government, one of 
several measures pushed through that make it exceptionally hard to secure a conclusive conviction for any 
white-collar crime in Italy. 

The shortened time limit makes it highly unlikely that the prime minister’s own trial will be completed 
before proceedings are halted. But that may not be true of a second trial, in which Mr Berlusconi is 
accused of tax fraud. In this case, his strategy of delay is to insist on his right to be in court for every 
hearing, only to cite a “legitimate impediment” (ie, government business) that stops him attending. The 
latest excuse was the cabinet meeting to approve the anti-corruption bill: it was rescheduled from a week 
previously, even though the judges had scrapped three other hearings to make possible the one on March 
1st. When they went ahead without Mr Berlusconi, his lawyer, Niccolo Ghedini, threatened to go to the 
constitutional court over an alleged conflict between the executive and judicial powers. Mr Ghedini, who is 
a deputy for Mr Berlusconi’s party, has helped to prepare draft legislation to make it easier for ministers to 
cite government duties to delay their trials. 

The anti-corruption bill would ban anyone convicted of graft from standing for office locally and perhaps 
nationally for five years (the text is not finalised). It would set up a watchdog body to monitor corruption 
in the public sector. The bill was cobbled together after a scandal over big government contracts. New 
evidence suggests the businessmen who benefited had allies in the intelligence services, police, judiciary 
and parliament. 

In the past few weeks other cases have emerged, giving an impression of a country awash with graft and 
skulduggery. The biggest, a €2 billion ($2.7 billion) international tax-evasion and money-laundering scam, 
led to the resignation on March 3rd of one of Mr Berlusconi’s lawmakers, who denies being elected 
fraudulently with help from organised crime in Calabria. 

With regional elections due later this month, the government needs to be seen to be doing something 
about corruption, for two reasons. First, Mr Berlusconi has no convenient excuse for it. He may have 
persuaded many Italians that his legal difficulties are the result of a conspiracy by left-wing prosecutors 
and judges. But this scarcely explains the latest inquiries into corruption. 

Second, tales of shady entrepreneurs pocketing taxpayers’ money and paying for public servants to visit 
prostitutes may shock Italians more than the often abstruse financial accusations levelled at Mr Berlusconi 
(most of which, including the alleged bribery of Mr Mills, concern his activities out of office). And although 
none of the latest scandals directly involves the prime minister, they suggest that corruption has become 
rife on his watch. That may not be a surprise given the impunity that Mr Berlusconi’s governments have 
extended to so many crooks in suits. 
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The Balkans and international justice  
 
Stand and deliver 
Mar 4th 2010 | BELGRADE  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
More arrests and court cases revive bad Balkan memories 
 

 
FROM one end of former Yugoslavia to the other, people are worrying about justice. On March 1st 
Radovan Karadzic, the former Bosnian Serb leader, opened his defence at his war-crimes trial in The 
Hague. British police arrested Ejup Ganic, a wartime Bosniak (Bosnian Muslim) leader, at Heathrow airport 
at the request of Serbia. And in Spain a Montenegrin alleged to have murdered and raped in Sarajevo 
during the war was arrested at the request of the Bosnians.  

Since the Karadzic arrest in 2008, only two Serbs have been left on the wanted list of The Hague war-
crimes tribunal. The most important is Ratko Mladic, who led Bosnian Serb forces during the war and is 
believed to be hiding somewhere in Serbia. Serbia’s president, Boris Tadic, has been trying to persuade 
the Serbian parliament to pass a resolution to condemn and commemorate the murder of up to 8,000 
Bosniaks by Bosnian Serb troops in Srebrenica in 1995.  

Against this background, Dr Karadzic’s evidence was a blast from the past. The Bosnian Serb cause had 
been just and holy, he said. There was no massacre at Srebrenica, nor even a siege of Sarajevo. Such 
madcap denial could perhaps be shrugged off were it not for the simultaneous arrest of Mr Ganic. In May 
1992, less than a month after Dr Karadzic and General Mladic began the siege of Sarajevo, Yugoslav 
troops inside the city were themselves surrounded by Bosnian forces. The Yugoslav army then seized 
Bosnia’s president, Alija Izetbegovic.  

The days that followed were among the most dramatic of the war. A deal was struck and the UN began to 
evacuate the soldiers. With Mr Izetbegovic in captivity, Mr Ganic assumed his duties. As the convoy 
moved through Sarajevo, fighting broke out. The Bosnians were incensed that the Yugoslav troops were 
taking their guns with them. Some 42 soldiers died. Mr Izetbegovic survived the ordeal but screamed at 
Mr Ganic that his life was worth more than 40 rifles.  

Mr Ganic denied all responsibility for the fighting. But his arrest at the behest of Serbia will damage its 
relations with Bosnia. These had been improving. This week, after an absence of almost three years, a 
new Bosnian ambassador presented his credentials in Belgrade. The Bosnians say they had been looking 
into the Ganic case. But in an election year his arrest has descended into a matter of mutual accusations 
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between Bosnian Serbs and Bosniaks.  

Meanwhile, relations between Serbia and Montenegro have deteriorated because Serbia accuses its small 
neighbour of harbouring members of a drugs gang whom it wants extradited. A few months ago Serbians 
talked of their country re-emerging as the region’s natural leader. That hope seems vain now.  
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Charlemagne  
 
Europe's hypochondriacs 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Most Europeans are doing better than they think, and can take more fiscal austerity 
 

 
IMAGINE two cousins. One comes from continental Europe, France, perhaps. A hypochondriac, his life is 
filled with vague complaints—stress, fatigue and mysterious aches—for which he takes fistfuls of pills. He 
is sure that strenuous exercise is a menace to his fragile health. The other cousin is American (or British, 
take your pick), a risk-taker devoted to extreme sports. Shunning doctors, he feels as strong as an ox, 
although he has been drinking and overeating for years. Eventually, in 2008, he succumbs to a massive 
heart attack while out jogging. As far as his French cousin is concerned, a deep truth has thus been 
confirmed: that exercise is bad for you. 

Substitute free-market competition for exercise, and you have the European debate over the financial 
crisis. Sober discussion about how to manage the instability of markets is giving way to a simpler fable. 
Too many voters now believe that the credit crunch has proved that globalisation is bad for you. And too 
many politicians are happy to endorse such views. In a televised meeting with voters in January the 
French president, Nicolas Sarkozy, denounced Renault for planning to build a new car in Turkey, saying “I 
do not accept that cars sold in France should be manufactured abroad.” 

More recently, politicians have condemned speculators for picking on weak links in the euro-area. Jean-
Claude Juncker, the prime minister of Luxembourg and president of the Eurogroup of finance ministers, 
has declared that governments must show “the primacy of politics” over markets. In an unexpected Bela 
Lugosi moment, Mr Juncker said governments had “instruments of torture in the basement”, and would 
readily “display” them. 

In a more thoughtful speech, the new president of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy, noted that 
Europeans were “anxious”, as they watched the economic strength of emerging countries like China, India 
or Brazil turning into political power. As long as globalisation was seen mainly as economic, Europeans felt 
as if everyone could win from it, argued Mr Van Rompuy. But now that other world powers are rising, 
Europeans fear that unstoppable competition may take away their jobs and undermine their welfare 
states. 

In a new paper a French academic from SciencesPo, Zaki Laïdi, pulls together data to demonstrate that 

  



Europe is risk-averse (“Europe as a Risk Averse Power”, Garnet). Most Europeans dispute the idea of just 
war, he notes. Many fear genetically modified crops. They are less likely to own stocks and shares than 
Americans, even though some are assiduous savers against a rainy day (three-quarters of all French 
household financial assets are free from capital risk). Mr Laïdi cites a “job protection index” drawn up by 
the OECD club of rich countries. On average, this shows, it is 12 times harder to lay off permanent 
workers in Europe than it is in America. 

The French are outliers in western Europe, marked by unusual pessimism and hostility to free markets. 
Jean-Paul Delevoye, France’s médiateur de la République, a sort of national ombudsman, made front-page 
news in February by declaring that French society was “psychologically exhausted”. In a poll by the CSA 
institute 56% of French respondents said it was somewhat or very possible that they could end up 
homeless (despite living in one of the world’s most generous welfare states). 

French politicians play up to this national hypochondria. Like a cynical quack, Mr Sarkozy prescribes 
homeopathic cures in which policies like protectionism are so much diluted that they cease to function. 
Elsewhere EU governments have surrendered to the first sign of protests by reversing austerity measures 
almost as soon as they announce them. The Spanish have proved especially feeble, with ministers twice 
proposing and then swiftly backtracking on reforms, once over a rise in the legal pension age, and once 
over public-sector pay cuts. 

 
Perks and privileges 

Even in the worst-hit countries, protests rarely come from the main victims of the crisis: the young, 
immigrants and temporary workers. Unemployment in Spain is close to 20%, but the loudest squeals have 
come from full-time workers arguing against raising the pension age to 67. Greek civil servants are 
mobilising to defend generous pensions that most of their countrymen will never enjoy. Other strikers 
include Greek tax collectors (whose bribe-taking is one reason why the country is broke) and taxi drivers 
furious over plans to make them issue receipts, keep accounts and pay taxes on their full incomes. 
Elsewhere, strikers have included French air-traffic controllers, said in a recent study by French state 
auditors to work fewer than 100 days a year—though nobody knows for sure, as their perks include shift 
patterns kept secret from senior management.  

It is perhaps no surprise to find that organised workers in positions of privilege, including many in the 
public sector, fight the hardest and squeal the most in defence of their benefits. But European 
governments know that they have been living beyond their means—and so, deep down, do most voters. 
Besides, hypochondriac Europe is stronger than it thinks. German manufacturing has weathered the crisis 
quite well, partly because Germany’s economy has become more Anglo-Saxon in recent years than its 
political leaders care to admit. Poland avoided recession altogether. Italy has escaped any upsurge in its 
deficit. France’s companies are in better shape than its public opinion. Just look at Renault: despite being 
hauled over the coals, it continues to make more cars abroad than at home. Politicians need to hold their 
nerve and make cuts. They should also remember what doctors have always known: those who shout 
loudest are not always the ones in the most pain. 

 
 

Economist.com/blogs/charlemagne 
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Correction: Dutch politics 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Last week's story on the Netherlands said that calls for a cordon sanitaire on Geert Wilders's Freedom 
Party would not go down well with the 10% of the voters who are foreign-born. It meant to say that 
isolating the party would not go down well with its many voters (very few of whom are foreign-born). 
Sorry. 
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Politics and the pound  
 
Sterling throws a wobbly 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The currency will remain vulnerable to worries about a hung parliament 
 

 
THE pound came under fierce assault this week, panicking many in the markets. On March 1st it lurched 
down against the dollar by 2%. Although it then regained a little ground, sterling has in fact been sliding 
for weeks. Since the end of January it has lost 6% against the dollar and over 4% against even the 
troubled euro. This latest plunge makes sterling the weakest of the main currencies this year. 

It is wrong to blame these jitters mainly on Britain’s economy, fragile though it remains. The recent 
signals are still mixed. Revised figures out on February 26th showed that the green shoots sprouting in 
the fourth quarter of 2009 were a bit sturdier than first reckoned. GDP grew by 0.3%, rather than the 
initial glum estimate of 0.1%. The growth was from a lower base, though, and the cumulative loss of 
output to the trough in the third quarter was 6.2% rather than 6.0%. A business survey on March 1st 
showed that manufacturing did well in February, with a promising rise in new export orders, while another 
on March 3rd revealed a sharp increase in the services sector. Yet mortgage approvals for home purchase 
dipped in January.  

Another possible explanation is Prudential’s mammoth bid for AIG’s Asian operations, which required the 
British insurer to find £23.3 billion-worth of dollars, or $35.5 billion. But it was mostly politics that 
undermined the pound this week. A general election is due within the next three months. At the start of 
2010, the Conservative opposition was well ahead of Gordon Brown’s weary and battered Labour Party in 
the polls, as they had been throughout 2009. The Tories looked on course to win, even though quirks in 
the electoral system mean that they are generally reckoned to need a lead of ten percentage points to 
ensure an overall majority in the House of Commons.  

But the Conservatives’ lead has been melting away. A poll published on February 28th showed the Tories 
ahead by just two points. Such a scanty margin could mean Labour emerging as the biggest party in the 
next parliament. In later polls the Tories did better, but the prospect of a political upset has hurt sterling.  

What worries traders and investors is not so much who wins as the possibility that no one will. British 
elections usually result in a clear victor. Only one contest since the second world war, in February 1974, 
has produced a hung parliament. 

  



 
That precedent is an unhappy one. As the single biggest party (in seats though not in votes), Labour took 
over after a weekend in which Ted Heath, the Conservative prime minister, had tried in vain to secure 
third-party support to stay in power. Once in office Labour did little other than prepare for a second 
election. This was eventually held in October, producing a translucently thin majority for Labour that 
wasted away by 1976. It was under this weak government that the IMF had to be called in to bail out the 
nation’s finances. 

The need for a strong hand at the helm is no less vital now. Forecasts from the IMF show that the deficit 
in 2010 will be 13.2% of GDP, the highest in the G20 group of big countries. The build-up in government 
debt as a share of GDP between 2007 and 2014 will be second only to Japan’s. 

As these ugly trends emerged last year, the markets and credit-rating agencies put Britain on notice. The 
task of mending the public finances could be postponed until after the election. But an incoming 
government would then have to map out a credible plan to slash the deficit over the next four- or five-
year parliament. 

Britain gained this reprieve because it has some things going for it as a sovereign borrower. Public debt 
may be rising fast, but the starting-point was lower than in other big advanced economies. At 14 years, 
the average maturity of British government debt (gilts) is exceptionally long, which means that a smaller 
portion has to be refinanced each year than elsewhere. Most important, gridlock is a foreign concept at 
Westminster. A determined government backed by a parliamentary majority can usually get its way, 
which is helpful when that will involve a painful programme of spending cuts and tax rises. That is why 
fears of an indecisive election result have been blighting the pound. 

Investors’ worries are real, but they may prove exaggerated. Translating national polls—current snapshots 
of opinion—into predictions of actual parliamentary seats is an inexact art. For example, the Tories are 
thought to be doing better in the marginals, the seats most likely to change hands, than in the country as 
a whole. Political betting markets, backed by hard cash, are an alternative guide. Despite zigzagging polls, 
on March 3rd these markets implied a 60% chance of an outright Tory majority (though by the narrow 
margin of 16) and only a 33% chance of a hung parliament, according to Leighton Vaughan Williams, who 
runs the political-forecasting unit at Nottingham Business School.  

 
Overdoing the doom 

Even if the result is inconclusive, this may not be as disastrous as the example of 1974 suggests. Since 
the February election was a snap one, Labour could legitimately call another a few months later to try for 
a working majority. By contrast, this year’s contest has long been scheduled and voters might well punish 
a party that brought them back to the polling booths in a hurry. That will make it harder for opposition 
parties to vote down the budget of a minority government. Indeed, Nick Clegg, leader of the Liberal 
Democrats, made clear this week that he recognised the need for stability after the election if it does not 
produce an outright winner. 



As important, all three main parties are committed to repairing the public finances. The Conservatives 
want to get the job done faster than Labour, but the differences between them have been narrowing. In a 
twist, nervy financial markets may make it easier for a minority government to push through tough 
measures.  

Despite currency-market concerns, there has been no spike in public-borrowing costs. Ten-year gilt yields 
of 4% may now be a little higher than their equivalent in Italy, but they have fallen since the start of 
2010. Perhaps most salient, sterling is already heavily devalued, with its trade-weighted value falling by 
30% between mid-2007 and the end of 2008 before perking up a bit. On purchasing-power parities, which 
indicate long-run sustainable rates, it is now fairly priced against the dollar and some 15% undervalued 
against the euro. The pound may seem vulnerable to some but it is no sitting duck. 
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Lord Ashcroft's tax status  
 
Out of the closet 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The Conservative donor ends a decade of speculation 

DAVID CAMERON’S fluency deserts him when he is forced to talk about Lord Ashcroft. The Conservative 
leader rarely sounds as ill at ease as he did on March 2nd, when he was asked to respond to the 
admission by the Tories’ deputy chairman that he is non-domiciled in Britain for tax purposes. Lord 
Ashcroft (shown below) may have clarified matters because the government, prodded by a freedom of 
information request, was about to. 

 
The vexed question of his tax status goes back a decade, to when he got his wish and became a peer of 
the realm. He had twice been rebuffed due to concerns that he spent much of his time in Belize, a former 
British colony. On March 23rd 2000 he gave a written assurance that he would “take up permanent 
residence in the UK again” by the end of that calendar year. 

To many, this implied that he would be taxed in Britain on all his income, not just that which is generated 
domestically or remitted from abroad. William Hague, then Tory leader, had earlier written to the prime 
minister, Tony Blair, saying that this change of residence would cost the businessman “tens of millions a 
year in tax”. After his written promise, however, Mr Ashcroft had what he calls a “dialogue” with the 
government that resulted in “permanent residence” being taken to mean “long-term residence”. This let 
him continue paying tax on his British income only.  

Currently non-doms can be peers (though a bill now going through Parliament would change that). Labour 
and the Liberal Democrats also have non-dom donors. But Lord Ashcroft and firms associated with him 
have at times been the Tories’ biggest. Bearwood Corporate Services and Flying Lion gave a total of 
almost £4.2m ($6.3m) in cash and kind (such as research and travel) between the first quarter of 2006 
and the last quarter of 2009. Another firm, Lanners Services, lent £3.6m in 2006.  

Lord Ashcroft became the party’s deputy chairman in 2005 and has joined Mr Hague, now the shadow 
foreign secretary, on foreign business. Importantly, he runs Tory campaigns in critical marginal seats.  

A pressing question for senior Tories is just when they discovered his tax status. On March 3rd Mr Hague 
said vaguely that he has known about it “over the last few months”. A more basic conundrum is why they 
cling to so controversial a figure at all. After investigating Bearwood to determine whether it carries on 

  

What price glory?



business in Britain and is thus entitled to fund political parties, on March 4th the Electoral Commission 
cleared its donations—a total of £5.1m since February 2003. But Lord Ashcroft is often at odds with the 
Belize government over his business activities there. 

As the Tories have wooed other donors, Lord Ashcroft’s financial importance has dwindled. He provided 
just over 1% of Tory funds (including public money) in 2009. But Mr Cameron has kept him close. One 
theory is that the influential Mr Hague feels a loyalty to Lord Ashcroft, whose money was useful during his 
own leadership. Another is that Mr Cameron himself feels indebted. Soon after the general election of 
2005, Lord Ashcroft published a study showing that voters were repelled by the party’s image rather than 
its policies. The information was crucial to the cause of Tory modernisers and helped one of them, Mr 
Cameron, to be elected leader.  

On March 4th the House of Commons public administration committee said that it would hold a hearing on 
Lord Ashcroft’s ennoblement. He has hinted anyway that he will renounce his non-dom status to stay in 
the chamber. The real headache is for Mr Cameron. What he knew and when about Lord Ashcroft is a big 
question, but perhaps a less interesting one than why the normally ruthless Tory leader has tolerated this 
thorn in his side for so long.  
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Cutting the BBC  
 
No surrender 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The corporation will become smaller, but no less potent 
 

 
ON MARCH 2nd the BBC did something unprecedented: it volunteered to cut itself down to size. The 
broadcaster wants to abolish two digital radio stations, shrink its website and spend less on imported 
shows and sport. Mark Thompson, the director-general, says he will abandon the goal of churning out 
more and more programmes to suit every taste. Commercial media firms, which have been complaining 
for years about the BBC’s heft, did not know what to make of it. Is the world’s first, and mightiest, 
national public broadcaster turning modest? 

Not a bit of it. The report signals an important retreat from the policy of all-out expansion that has guided 
the BBC in recent years. But it is a pragmatic, limited retreat that will allow the corporation to marshal its 
forces elsewhere, in products and places where it can be more effective. “Every organisation goes through 
phases of expansion and consolidation,” says Claire Enders, a media analyst. “This is the consolidation 
phase.” 

There is a lot to consolidate. Each week 98% of adults in Britain use a BBC service. Its website receives 
20m British visitors a month, according to ComScore, a firm which keeps tabs on these things. That is a 
third of the population—around the same as the proportion of Americans who log on to Facebook. 
Although people gripe about paying a “licence fee” of £142.50 ($214) per home for the BBC, they accept it 
as part of the landscape. It is a reflection of public faith mainly in the corporation that television 
newsreaders are trusted to tell the truth by 63% of Britons, according to Ipsos MORI, a pollster. The 
police and civil servants are less trusted, politicians and other journalists much less so.  

British television is not the best in the world, as is often claimed (the best of American TV drama, for 
example, is much better), but it is remarkably good for a smallish country. And the BBC produces much of 
the best stuff. The rough handling of Mr Thompson on Newsnight, a BBC programme, on March 2nd was 
just one example of the strength of its news operation. Its natural-history programmes are world-beating. 
In the past few years BBC Worldwide, the corporation’s commercial arm, has launched cable channels and 
invested in studios around the world, greatly expanding the BBC’s footprint.  

  



 
Its income is guaranteed, and rising. The BBC took £3.5 billion from the licence fee last year. Worldwide 
chipped in another £1 billion in revenues. Meanwhile the advertising slump has hit other free-to-air 
broadcasters hard. ITV, once hugely profitable, is struggling. Channel 4 is downright sickly; so is Five. 
BSkyB, a satellite broadcaster and telecoms outfit, is now the BBC’s only serious rival. And only in some 
ways—not in original scripted programmes, for example. 

The growing financial gulf between the BBC and its commercial competitors is a problem for both sides. 
Magazine publishers and radio stations complain about unfair competition for audiences and advertisers. 
Rival broadcasters complain about the high prices paid for talent: Jonathan Ross, a popular presenter who 
will leave the BBC this summer, was reportedly paid £18m over three years. Newspapers point out that 
the presence of a giant free news website makes it hard to charge for online content. Similar complaints 
forced ZDF, a German public broadcaster, to prune its website drastically last year.  

James Murdoch, who runs News Corporation’s European and Asian operations, including BSkyB, has called 
the corporation’s reach “chilling”. Other broadcasters say the same thing privately. Yet here is an odd 
thing about the BBC. Whereas to rivals the corporation seems enormous and fast-growing, it has long 
seemed to those inside as though its reach is shrinking.  

Over the past decade multichannel television has exploded in Britain. Some people have stumped up for 
cable and satellite TV but more have opted for Freeview, which decodes free digital signals sent over the 
airwaves. In 2000 just 31% of homes had multichannel TV, according to the British Audience Research 
Board (BARB). These days fully 88% do. As people acquire more choice they drift away from the BBC’s 
main channels (see chart above). 

This drift is uneven. The old have been slowest to acquire multichannel television; when they do get it, 
they tend to plump for the most basic offerings with the fewest channels. They have mostly stuck with the 
BBC. The young and middle-aged face many more temptations, from both pay-TV channels and other 
free-to-air broadcasters. It may be weak, but ITV is still better at youthful, popular television than the 
BBC. So the corporation’s audience is narrowing. The BBC reckons it accounts for 46% of all TV viewing by 
skilled and professional workers aged 55 and over. It makes up just 23% of the viewing by working- and 
lower- middle-class viewers between the ages of 16 and 34.  



 
If the BBC were a commercial outfit this would be fine. MTV does not fret that its audience is made up 
largely of teenagers, nor does Vogue worry that its readers are mostly affluent women. To the contrary: 
niche audiences are more valuable to advertisers. But because the BBC is paid for by everybody it must 
try to serve everybody. As young audiences have deserted its main television channels the corporation 
has been obliged to make aggressive efforts to win them back. “It’s in the DNA of the licence fee,” says 
Mark Oliver, a former strategy director for the BBC who now runs Oliver & Ohlbaum, a consultancy.  

In the past ten years the corporation has launched digital television channels such as BBC Three, home to 
programmes like “Freaky Eaters” and “Hotter than my Daughter”, and the highbrow BBC Four. It has built 
a vast website, including pages that are specifically aimed at teenagers. But the most concerted efforts to 
recover lost audiences have been in radio. In 2002 the BBC introduced 1Xtra, a digital urban-music station 
that bore a suspicious similarity to Xfm, a commercial outfit. It followed up by launching 6 Music, an 
alternative-rock station, and the Asian Network. The stations received plenty of promotion on the 
corporation’s television channels.  

Launching a radio station is a cheaper way of increasing reach than launching a television channel, but it 
is still not cheap. In the financial year 2008-09, 6 Music spent £6.5m on programming (and £9m in total) 
to reach an average weekly audience of 600,000. That ratio would spell ruin for a station that depended 
on advertising revenues. “They are spending more than twice the money to reach half of the audience we 
achieve,” says Clive Dickens of Absolute Radio, a commercial station that plays roughly the same kind of 
music.  

And 6 Music, which was slated for closure this week, is not the most spendthrift of the lot. The BBC Asian 
Network, which will also be abolished, spends as much to entertain a radio listener for an hour as BBC 
One spends to entertain a television viewer for an hour. With the exception of CBeebies, a channel for 
young children, all of the new digital TV offerings cost more per user than BBC One (see chart below). 
That ought to put even Mr Ross’s astronomical salary into perspective. 

One might think, Mr Thompson says, that the BBC should redouble its efforts to improve such offerings so 
they can attract bigger audiences. The decision to close them instead reflects what he describes as a new 
way of thinking about the BBC’s place in the media landscape. The corporation should stop launching 
services where perfectly good free alternatives exist. Instead it should focus on strengthening its core 
channels so they appeal to more people and please them more intensely. 

 
Smaller and stronger 

If this sounds like a ceasefire proposal to commercial media, it is nothing of the kind. Mr Thompson says 
the BBC will not restrict itself to areas where the market has failed. Instead it will act as a guardian of 
what he calls “public space”. Like a library or a national museum, the BBC will make sure high-quality 
programming and information is available to all free of charge. Its role is not just to fill gaps in the market 

Public space for what, exactly? 



but to create a common culture (which means, for example, keeping a free news website even if others 
insist on charging). Far from retreating, the BBC is defining its remit more broadly, and digging in. 
Indeed, it is quietly building new fortresses.  

The most important new redoubt is broadband television. In 2007 the BBC launched iPlayer, an online 
television- and radio-streaming service. Thanks in part to heavy marketing it has been a roaring success, 
and particularly with those elusive young folk. In January iPlayer received 120m requests for television 
and radio shows. Although such things are hard to measure precisely, it is likely that the BBC’s share of 
broadband television viewing is considerably greater than its share of ordinary television viewing. The 
iPlayer, which is slick and well-engineered, turns out to be a better way of extending the BBC’s reach than 
narrowly targeted TV and radio networks.  

 
In partnership with other broadcasters and BT, the BBC is now developing a system that would bring 
broadband-delivered television to the living-room set. This would put the corporation at the heart of an 
entire new approach to distribution, giving it enormous influence. Although the new system should be able 
to incorporate a way of charging people for pay-TV programmes, such things are likely to be add-ons to 
an essentially free service. BSkyB, which derives most of its income from subscriptions, has spotted the 
danger. If the new service is a success, it may come to be seen as an even greater intervention in the 
market than anything the BBC has done so far. 

Politicians remain an irksome problem. Ministers cajoled the corporation into setting up a new governing 
body, the BBC Trust, only to complain that it was the wrong outfit for the job. They prodded the 
corporation to move many of its operations to Salford, Manchester’s less-fashionable neighbour, and then 
complained about how much was being spent on the buildings. They encouraged the corporation to 
expand online and then groused that it was not spending enough on original television programming.  

Yet the BBC is popular, and an election looms. Ben Bradshaw, the culture secretary, has been a staunch 
critic of the broadcaster in the past. This week, however, he called the corporation a “great British asset” 
and accused the Tories of being “viscerally hostile” to it. The Tories were not prepared to concede that 
point. Ed Vaizey, who speaks for the Conservatives on cultural matters, reportedly revealed that he had 
spent the weekend listening to the doomed 6 Music. He described it as “brilliant” and expressed the hope 
that it would be saved. With enemies like these, who needs friends? 
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Football finance  
 
Colour revolution 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Dissatisfaction among the faithful followers of Manchester United 
 

 
EIGHT minutes into the final of the Carling Cup on February 28th, the referee held up play for a few 
seconds. No goal, no injury: Phil Dowd merely wanted the players to burst the yellow and green balloons 
littering the pitch. These are the colours sported by Manchester United fans protesting against the Glazer 
family, the Americans who have owned the club since 2005. United, England’s (and possibly the world’s) 
most popular football club, usually play in red and white, but yellow and green were worn by their 19th-
century forebears, Newton Heath, and as away kit in the early 1990s. Wear a scarf in these colours or 
blow up a few balloons and you show where your loyalties lie. 

A well-heeled group of fans, dubbed the Red Knights, want to put their money where their scarves are and 
bid for the club. Their inner circle includes Jim O’Neill, chief economist of Goldman Sachs and a former 
director of United, and Paul Marshall, founder of Marshall Wace, a hedge fund. They are allied with the 
Manchester United Supporters Trust (MUST), which has been campaigning for a takeover by fans. MUST’s 
membership is rising by several thousand a day. By March 4th it had topped 100,000—24,000 more than 
can fit into Old Trafford, United’s stadium. 

Fans of other clubs may wonder what the United faithful are moaning about. Portsmouth, who have had 
almost as many owners as wins this season, went into administration on February 26th. The resulting 
nine-point penalty makes relegation from the Premier League all but certain. United’s followers, 
meanwhile, saw their team beat Aston Villa 2-1 to retain the Carling Cup—a pot they scarcely consider 
proper silverware. They have carried off the Premier League, English football’s most coveted prize, in the 
past three seasons and are just a point behind this year’s leaders, Chelsea. United were European 
champions in 2008 and runners-up in 2009. 

Top of the protesters’ dislikes is debt. The Glazers acquired United in a leveraged buy-out and the club 
now owes £500m. Red Football Joint Venture (RFJV), through which the family controls the club, also 
issued £200m of “payment-in-kind” (PIK) notes with a high interest rate. In January the club’s debt was 
restructured through a bond issue of £500m. This makes the club’s finances more flexible. It also makes it 
easier to distribute or lend money to RFJV and to repay the PIKs.

  

Bringing it all back home 



For some this was the last straw. Fans must pay more to watch their team: tickets were once among the 
cheapest in the league, but the prospectus for January’s bond issue notes that “we have been able to 
consistently increase match-day ticket prices…at levels above the rate of inflation.” The club’s total 
revenue was £278m last year, the highest in Britain and third highest in Europe. Fans want money to be 
spent on players, not creditors (or owners). The sale last summer of Cristiano Ronaldo, a brilliant 
Portuguese winger, to Real Madrid for £80m was a depressing portent.  

MUST is telling its members: “This is our moment—in the coming days and weeks we can change 
everything.” Maybe. Well over £1 billion would be probably be needed to buy out the Glazers and leave 
the club debt-free. That is a lot, even for the keenest, richest fans. In any case, the club says the Glazers, 
who are reported to be extremely cross with Goldman Sachs, have no wish to sell. 

Should the knights win, it is not clear how United will be run. They say only that “any new ownership 
model would aim…to put the supporters at the heart of everything the club does.” Collective ownership, if 
that is what emerges, is unknown among leading English clubs, though common in continental Europe. 
Some English clubs have found sugar-daddies with bottomless pockets; others have been sold to North 
Americans with, like the Glazers, experience of “franchises” in American football or other sports. Whatever 
the model, even the most successful teams cannot always keep their fans happy. 
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Scottish politics  
 
Slouching towards Westminster 
Mar 4th 2010 | EDINBURGH  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Devolved Scotland goes its own way 
 

 
NOT so long ago, Alex Salmond, Scotland’s cocky first minister, ebulliently predicted that his Scottish 
National Party (SNP) would win 20 of Scotland’s 59 seats at Westminster in the general election due by 
June 3rd. That was in 2008, when he was still riding the wave of the SNP’s spectacular win in the 2007 
elections to the Scottish Parliament; today that target looks well out of reach. The oddity of Scottish 
politics is not that the Nationalists must trim their ambitions (given the worst economic conditions in 
decades and the prospect of fiscal stringency for years to come, any government, even a minority one like 
Mr Salmond’s, expects some loss of enthusiasm). It is that the Conservatives are struggling so to take up 
the slack. 

Opinion polls give varying versions of the political temperature north of the border. A YouGov survey on 
February 28th predicted 21% of the vote for the SNP; the next day an Ipsos MORI poll put the figure at 
30%. In both surveys, however, the Tories skulked in behind the Nationalists but above the Liberal 
Democrats, at 20% and 17% respectively, while Labour was well in front at 38% and 36%. Cheering 
though Ipsos MORI was for Mr Salmond, that support would still yield him only ten seats, three more than 
his party has at present. Miserably for David Cameron’s Tories, they would pick up only one seat, bringing 
their grand Scottish total to two.  

Specific reasons for the SNP’s decline are not hard to find. In recent weeks Mr Salmond has been accused 
of abusing his privileges by auctioning lunches in the Scottish Parliament’s restaurant in aid of party 
funds. His deputy, Nicola Sturgeon, has also found it hard to explain why she wrote to a court asking that 
a constituent be spared jail although he was facing his second conviction for benefit fraud. Abdulbaset al-
Megrahi, the convicted Lockerbie bomber, has now outlived the three months the government thought he 
had left when it released him from prison on compassionate grounds. And on March 3rd Ofcom, the 
broadcasting regulator, said it was investigating whether Scottish government sponsorship of programmes 
aired by STV, a television station, had undermined the broadcaster’s impartiality.  

  

The view from Holyrood



Another event too has rankled. Last autumn John Swinney, the finance secretary, announced that he was 
cancelling plans to build a rail line from the centre of Glasgow to its airport, causing uproar in the west of 
Scotland. Normally, the SNP would blame that on the Treasury in London. Mr Swinney took the blame 
himself, saying that cost overruns had forced him to make a hard choice—an admirably honest but 
politically rash pronouncement. 

The curiosity is why the Scottish Tories, who were wiped out in the Westminster elections of 1997 and 
have managed to elect just one MP since then, are still stuck with no more than a fifth of voting 
intentions. They have neither enjoyed the bounce the Conservatives experienced south of the border last 
year, nor suffered their fall this year. The huge deficits run up by the British government to bail out banks 
(the biggest culprits—RBS and HBOS, now part of Lloyds Banking Group—are both Scottish) and fend off 
recession are well beyond the capacity of an independent Scotland to undertake. The financial and 
economic crisis should have been a winning card to play against both the SNP and Labour. And the Tories 
have made themselves popular in the Scottish Parliament, winning concessions such as more money for 
extra policemen and lower local taxes for small businesses in return for supporting SNP budgets. 

Partly, it is because of the long-lasting legacy of Margaret Thatcher, whose mine-closing union-busting hit 
Scotland especially hard (see article). But they have also failed, committed to the union as they are, to 
establish a strong Scottish identity.  

John Curtice, professor of politics at Strathclyde University, thinks they have another problem. Whereas 
Tory support in England goes up and down as Labour wanes and waxes, in Scotland the linkage is 
between Labour and the SNP. The Conservatives are the main alternative to Labour in England and even 
Wales, where, after disappearing from the scene in 1997, they are now making strides. In Scotland it is 
the SNP that is seen as Labour’s main opponent. The Tories are trying hard to convince the Scots that Mr 
Salmond, who is not a candidate in the coming election, is an irrelevance. Alas, it is Conservatives who 
have everything to prove if they are to meet their goal of winning ten new seats. 
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Campaigning in Perth  
 
The weakest link? 
Mar 4th 2010 | PERTH  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Tories and Scot Nats get down and dirty 
 

 
BOASTING the headquarters of two of Scotland’s biggest companies (Stagecoach, a bus firm, and Scottish 
and Southern Energy, a utility), surrounded by rich farmland and the country estates of aristocrats and 
wealthy city-dwellers, Perth looks as though it should be comfortable Conservative territory. But since 
1995 and a by-election at the height of the Tories’ unpopularity, the town and county constituency, which 
has elected a lord, a knight, a colonel and even a duchess, has embraced the left-leaning Scottish National 
Party (SNP).  

Perth’s MP, Pete Wishart, says he has held on to the seat through vigorous campaigning on local issues, 
such as persuading the local council, run by the SNP and Liberal Democrats, to rescind plans to build an 
incinerator in the town. “That type of public engagement has been the focus of my work,” he says.  

Peter Lyburn, a personable young businessman from a local farming family who is the Conservative 
candidate, agrees that old-style Tory hauteur won’t do. His party offices are crammed into two rooms 
beneath an airfield control tower on the town’s outskirts, with a signed portrait of Winston Churchill the 
only reminder of the lavish clubrooms the party once occupied in the town centre. “You have got to be 
involved in every local campaign. You have to get your hands dirty,” he says, producing a freshly-printed 
leaflet opposing a planned hydroelectric power scheme at a village beauty spot.  

Though Perth and North Perthshire is statistically the Tories’ easiest gain in Scotland, Mr Lyburn may find 
it tough to secure even the relatively small swing of 1.7% he needs to win. One voter says, “I still 
remember the poll tax and I remember Margaret Thatcher.” Another, looking in an estate agent’s window 
as he prepares to retire to Perth from Cyprus, says he is appalled by Labour: “Gordon Brown has 
destroyed the pension funds. He said he had abolished boom and bust, and just look at the bust we’ve got 
now.” But he is amazed at the idea of voting Tory. “They’re an English party,” he says. 

Mr Lyburn acknowledges the residual hostility but reckons it is confined to committed Nationalists. He 
thinks he has identified about 2,000 more committed Tory voters than Mr Wishart polled in 2005. “You 
remind people that there is a clear choice: five more years of Gordon Brown or change. People understand 

  

Two sorts of tradition: Scottish and Tory



that message.” He looks reflective: “And there’s never been a new Conservative government at 
Westminster without a Conservative MP from Perthshire.” 
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Bagehot  
 
Rope-a-dope 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The Tories’ unexpected weakness may yet haunt Labour: what if the party had ditched Gordon 
Brown? 
 

 
BOTH were ageing bruisers facing impossible odds. Both were pitted against younger men widely expected 
to obliterate them. Both were pulverised in the early stages of the contest, before their adversaries’ 
stamina seemed to wane… 

All right, on the face of it leaden Gordon Brown may not have much in common with fleet Muhammad Ali. 
But it has begun to seem possible that Mr Brown might just stage a recovery as unlikely as Mr Ali’s in the 
famous “rumble in the jungle” in Kinshasa. In 1974 Mr Ali was pounded by the fearsome George Foreman, 
but rallied to knock him out. Is it conceivable that in 2010 Mr Brown might bounce off the ropes to deny 
David Cameron his victory—or even, amazing as it sounds, win himself? 

Until very recently, that would have sounded preposterous; the question for the impending general 
election was how badly Labour would lose, not whether. Yet now the polls imply that the Tory lead, for a 
long time resplendent in double figures, has shrunk, in one survey to as little as two points. Polls come 
and go, as politicians like to say, but the two big parties seem to be trading fairly consistently at around 
six points apart. Because of the vagaries of Britain’s electoral system, if replicated at the election those 
numbers could well result in a hung parliament, ie, one in which no party has an absolute majority. If 
Labour were to pick up another point or two, it might even emerge with the most seats in the House of 
Commons.  

Just as worryingly for the Tories, like Mr Foreman they sometimes seem to be all punched out. Biff! 
Society is broken! Wham! So is the economy. Wallop! The deficit threatens Britain’s credit rating and even 
(some Tories add) a full-blown Greek-style fiscal crisis. Kerpow! We will fix it, they say, by inaugurating a 
new age of austerity in taxes and spending. Crunch! Mr Brown is a useless and irresponsible prime 
minister. There is nothing much left to add to this brutal armoury of arguments.  

Worse, this slugfest has bloodied the slugger. All the talk of spending cuts, for example, seems to have 
reawakened atavistic fears about Tory heartlessness. It anyway sits uncomfortably with some of Mr 
Cameron’s other pledges, such as protecting the NHS. He is trying both to float like Tony Blair in 1997 and 

  



sting like Margaret Thatcher in 1979. In the circumstances, that dual approach may be necessary. But it 
looks clumsy and unfocused. 

Meanwhile, there is a risk that the onslaught on Mr Brown inspires a kind of sympathy with the prime 
minister. Just as the crowd in Kinshasa urged the slighter man on with the cry “Ali, kill him!” (well, maybe 
not exactly like that), some British voters may now be rallying to the underdog. The bullying allegations 
levelled against Mr Brown by Andrew Rawnsley (see article), seem to have helped more than hindered 
him, rather like the intemperate criticism made by the Sun last year of Mr Brown’s mis-spelled letter to 
the mother of a soldier killed in Afghanistan. 

Still more riskily, the Tories have exposed themselves to counter-attacks (needlessly, some shadow 
ministers now say). Since January they have published various chunks of a draft manifesto. This process 
might have been a good idea—helping to rebut the charge that the party had few policies—if it hadn’t 
been for the backtracking and arithmetical embarrassments it has entailed. As one Labour figure puts it, 
the Cameroons may have read the New Labour book on winning elections, but they didn’t finish it; if they 
had, they wouldn’t have left themselves so vulnerable.  

And Labour has indeed climbed off the canvas to land some punches of its own. This is precisely the fight 
it was hoping for—in which it runs more as an opposition than an incumbent, lambasting the Tories rather 
than defending the government’s somewhat awkward record. In peacetime senior Labour politicians’ 
addiction to Tory-bashing comes across as boring and irrelevant; not so in a campaign. In Lord 
Mandelson, Ed Balls, Mr Brown and others, Labour has some of the toughest campaigners in the business. 
Their team has conjured up a couple of decent slogans; the Tories are still groping for theirs. They have 
pulled back in some Labour voters who were flirting with smaller parties.  

“When we get knocked down,” Mr Cameron said of Britain on February 28th, “we don’t roll over and die, 
we get up and fight.” Perhaps surprisingly, that seems to be true of Labour, too.  

 
What might have been 

There is of course, a big difference between Mr Ali’s strategy—he called it “rope-a-dope”—and Mr Brown’s 
pastiche. Mr Ali let himself be hit. Mr Brown didn’t mean to be struck by repeated bids to oust him, open 
warfare in the cabinet and the sort of economic bust he claimed to have abolished. Not to mention the 
lesser cock-ups that have blighted his premiership, from bottled elections to YouTube fiascos to the 
Lockerbie bomber’s release.  

That history of haymakers, many self-inflicted, still makes it hard to believe the Tories won’t at least 
emerge from the election as the biggest party, probably with a majority. Conservative optimists hint that 
the national polls conceal better Tory numbers in key marginal constituencies. They point out that, so far 
as most voters are concerned, the fight has scarcely started. And they observe that, while Mr Brown’s own 
ratings have risen a bit, he remains deeply unpopular, and a drag on his party’s prospects. 

So, in a way, the most painful thing about the narrowing polls could be their implication for what might 
have been—painful for Labour that is, rather than the Tories. One big reason Mr Brown has survived in his 
job is that some Labour MPs thought their cause was lost whoever was in charge. The dangerous ones 
were the brawlers who thought they could still make a fist of it. Now the weaknesses of the Tories’ 
campaign, and the softness of their lead, suggest the brawlers were right. This one’s gotta hurt: imagine if 
Labour had sent someone else into the ring.  
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Gendercide  
 
The worldwide war on baby girls 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Technology, declining fertility and ancient prejudice are combining to unbalance societies 
 

 
XINRAN XUE, a Chinese writer, describes visiting a peasant family in the Yimeng area of Shandong 
province. The wife was giving birth. “We had scarcely sat down in the kitchen”, she writes (see article), 
“when we heard a moan of pain from the bedroom next door…The cries from the inner room grew louder—
and abruptly stopped. There was a low sob, and then a man’s gruff voice said accusingly: ‘Useless thing!’ 

“Suddenly, I thought I heard a slight movement in the slops pail behind me,” Miss Xinran remembers. “To 
my absolute horror, I saw a tiny foot poking out of the pail. The midwife must have dropped that tiny 
baby alive into the slops pail! I nearly threw myself at it, but the two policemen [who had accompanied 
me] held my shoulders in a firm grip. ‘Don’t move, you can’t save it, it’s too late.’ 

“‘But that’s...murder...and you’re the police!’ The little foot was still now. The policemen held on to me for 
a few more minutes. ‘Doing a baby girl is not a big thing around here,’ [an] older woman said 
comfortingly. ‘That’s a living child,’ I said in a shaking voice, pointing at the slops pail. ‘It’s not a child,’ 
she corrected me. ‘It’s a girl baby, and we can’t keep it. Around these parts, you can’t get by without a 
son. Girl babies don’t count.’” 

In January 2010 the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) showed what can happen to a country 
when girl babies don’t count. Within ten years, the academy said, one in five young men would be unable 
to find a bride because of the dearth of young women—a figure unprecedented in a country at peace.  

The number is based on the sexual discrepancy among people aged 19 and below. According to CASS, 
China in 2020 will have 30m-40m more men of this age than young women. For comparison, there are 
23m boys below the age of 20 in Germany, France and Britain combined and around 40m American boys 
and young men. So within ten years, China faces the prospect of having the equivalent of the whole young 
male population of America, or almost twice that of Europe’s three largest countries, with little prospect of 
marriage, untethered to a home of their own and without the stake in society that marriage and children 
provide. 

Gendercide—to borrow the title of a 1985 book by Mary Anne Warren—is often seen as an unintended 

  



consequence of China’s one-child policy, or as a product of poverty or ignorance. But that cannot be the 
whole story. The surplus of bachelors—called in China guanggun, or “bare branches”— seems to have 
accelerated between 1990 and 2005, in ways not obviously linked to the one-child policy, which was 
introduced in 1979. And, as is becoming clear, the war against baby girls is not confined to China. 

Parts of India have sex ratios as skewed as anything in its northern neighbour. Other East Asian 
countries—South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan—have peculiarly high numbers of male births. So, since 
the collapse of the Soviet Union, have former communist countries in the Caucasus and the western 
Balkans. Even subsets of America’s population are following suit, though not the population as a whole.  

The real cause, argues Nick Eberstadt, a demographer at the American Enterprise Institute, a think-tank 
in Washington, DC, is not any country’s particular policy but “the fateful collision between overweening 
son preference, the use of rapidly spreading prenatal sex-determination technology and declining fertility.” 
These are global trends. And the selective destruction of baby girls is global, too. 

Boys are slightly more likely to die in infancy than girls. To compensate, more boys are born than girls so 
there will be equal numbers of young men and women at puberty. In all societies that record births, 
between 103 and 106 boys are normally born for every 100 girls. The ratio has been so stable over time 
that it appears to be the natural order of things. 

That order has changed fundamentally in the past 25 years. In China the sex ratio for the generation born 
between 1985 and 1989 was 108, already just outside the natural range. For the generation born in 2000-
04, it was 124 (ie, 124 boys were born in those years for every 100 girls). According to CASS the ratio 
today is 123 boys per 100 girls. These rates are biologically impossible without human intervention. 

The national averages hide astonishing figures at the provincial level. According to an analysis of Chinese 
household data carried out in late 2005 and reported in the British Medical Journal*, only one region, 
Tibet, has a sex ratio within the bounds of nature. Fourteen provinces—mostly in the east and south—
have sex ratios at birth of 120 and above, and three have unprecedented levels of more than 130. As 
CASS says, “the gender imbalance has been growing wider year after year.” 

The BMJ study also casts light on one of the puzzles about China’s sexual imbalance. How far has it been 
exaggerated by the presumed practice of not reporting the birth of baby daughters in the hope of getting 
another shot at bearing a son? Not much, the authors think. If this explanation were correct, you would 
expect to find sex ratios falling precipitously as girls who had been hidden at birth start entering the 
official registers on attending school or the doctor. In fact, there is no such fall. The sex ratio of 15-year-
olds in 2005 was not far from the sex ratio at birth in 1990. The implication is that sex-selective abortion, 
not under-registration of girls, accounts for the excess of boys. 



 
Other countries have wildly skewed sex ratios without China’s draconian population controls (see chart 1). 
Taiwan’s sex ratio also rose from just above normal in 1980 to 110 in the early 1990s; it remains just 
below that level today. During the same period, South Korea’s sex ratio rose from just above normal to 
117 in 1990—then the highest in the world—before falling back to more natural levels. Both these 
countries were already rich, growing quickly and becoming more highly educated even while the balance 
between the sexes was swinging sharply towards males. 

South Korea is experiencing some surprising consequences. The surplus of bachelors in a rich country has 
sucked in brides from abroad. In 2008, 11% of marriages were “mixed”, mostly between a Korean man 
and a foreign woman. This is causing tensions in a hitherto homogenous society, which is often hostile to 
the children of mixed marriages. The trend is especially marked in rural areas, where the government 
thinks half the children of farm households will be mixed by 2020. The children are common enough to 
have produced a new word: “Kosians”, or Korean-Asians. 

China is nominally a communist country, but elsewhere it was communism’s collapse that was associated 
with the growth of sexual disparities. After the Soviet Union imploded in 1991, there was an upsurge in 
the ratio of boys to girls in Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia. Their sex ratios rose from normal levels in 
1991 to 115-120 by 2000. A rise also occurred in several Balkan states after the wars of Yugoslav 
succession. The ratio in Serbia and Macedonia is around 108. There are even signs of distorted sex ratios 
in America, among various groups of Asian-Americans. In 1975, calculates Mr Eberstadt, the sex ratio for 
Chinese-, Japanese- and Filipino-Americans was between 100 and 106. In 2002, it was 107 to 109.  

But the country with the most remarkable record is that other supergiant, India. India does not produce 
figures for sex ratios at birth, so its numbers are not strictly comparable with the others. But there is no 
doubt that the number of boys has been rising relative to girls and that, as in China, there are large 
regional disparities. The north-western states of Punjab and Haryana have sex ratios as high as the 
provinces of China’s east and south. Nationally, the ratio for children up to six years of age rose from a 
biologically unexceptionable 104 in 1981 to a biologically impossible 108 in 2001. In 1991, there was a 
single district with a sex ratio over 125; by 2001, there were 46. 

Conventional wisdom about such disparities is that they are the result of “backward thinking” in old-
fashioned societies or—in China—of the one-child policy. By implication, reforming the policy or 
modernising the society (by, for example, enhancing the status of women) should bring the sex ratio back 
to normal. But this is not always true and, where it is, the road to normal sex ratios is winding and 
bumpy. 

Not all traditional societies show a marked preference for sons over daughters. But in those that do—



especially those in which the family line passes through the son and in which he is supposed to look after 
his parents in old age—a son is worth more than a daughter. A girl is deemed to have joined her 
husband’s family on marriage, and is lost to her parents. As a Hindu saying puts it, “Raising a daughter is 
like watering your neighbours’ garden.” 

“Son preference” is discernible—overwhelming, even—in polling evidence. In 1999 the government of 
India asked women what sex they wanted their next child to be. One third of those without children said a 
son, two-thirds had no preference and only a residual said a daughter. Polls carried out in Pakistan and 
Yemen show similar results. Mothers in some developing countries say they want sons, not daughters, by 
margins of ten to one. In China midwives charge more for delivering a son than a daughter.  

 
Chasing puppy-dogs’ tails 

 
The unusual thing about son preference is that it rises sharply at second and later births (see chart 2). 
Among Indian women with two children (of either sex), 60% said they wanted a son next time, almost 
twice the preference for first-borns. This reflected the desire of those with two daughters for a son. The 
share rose to 75% for those with three children. The difference in parental attitudes between first-borns 
and subsequent children is large and significant.  

Until the 1980s people in poor countries could do little about this preference: before birth, nature took its 
course. But in that decade, ultrasound scanning and other methods of detecting the sex of a child before 
birth began to make their appearance. These technologies changed everything. Doctors in India started 
advertising ultrasound scans with the slogan “Pay 5,000 rupees ($110) today and save 50,000 rupees 
tomorrow” (the saving was on the cost of a daughter’s dowry). Parents who wanted a son, but balked at 
killing baby daughters, chose abortion in their millions.  

The use of sex-selective abortion was banned in India in 1994 and in China in 1995. It is illegal in most 
countries (though Sweden legalised the practice in 2009). But since it is almost impossible to prove that 
an abortion has been carried out for reasons of sex selection, the practice remains widespread. An 
ultrasound scan costs about $12, which is within the scope of many—perhaps most—Chinese and Indian 
families. In one hospital in Punjab, in northern India, the only girls born after a round of ultrasound scans 
had been mistakenly identified as boys, or else had a male twin.  

The spread of fetal-imaging technology has not only skewed the sex ratio but also explains what would 
otherwise be something of a puzzle: sexual disparities tend to rise with income and education, which you 
would not expect if “backward thinking” was all that mattered. In India, some of the most prosperous 
states—Maharashtra, Punjab, Gujarat—have the worst sex ratios. In China, the higher a province’s literacy 
rate, the more skewed its sex ratio. The ratio also rises with income per head.  

In Punjab Monica Das Gupta of the World Bank discovered that second and third daughters of well-
educated mothers were more than twice as likely to die before their fifth birthday as their brothers, 
regardless of their birth order. The discrepancy was far lower in poorer households. Ms Das Gupta argues 
that women do not necessarily use improvements in education and income to help daughters. Richer, 
well-educated families share their poorer neighbours’ preference for sons and, because they tend to have 
smaller families, come under greater pressure to produce a son and heir if their first child is an unlooked-
for daughter**.  



So modernisation and rising incomes make it easier and more desirable to select the sex of your children. 
And on top of that smaller families combine with greater wealth to reinforce the imperative to produce a 
son. When families are large, at least one male child will doubtless come along to maintain the family line. 
But if you have only one or two children, the birth of a daughter may be at a son’s expense. So, with 
rising incomes and falling fertility, more and more people live in the smaller, richer families that are under 
the most pressure to produce a son.  

In China the one-child policy increases that pressure further. Unexpectedly, though, it is the relaxation of 
the policy, rather than the policy pure and simple, which explains the unnatural upsurge in the number of 
boys. 

 
In most Chinese cities couples are usually allowed to have only one child—the policy in its pure form. But 
in the countryside, where 55% of China’s population lives, there are three variants of the one-child policy. 
In the coastal provinces some 40% of couples are permitted a second child if their first is a girl. In central 
and southern provinces everyone is permitted a second child either if the first is a girl or if the parents 
suffer “hardship”, a criterion determined by local officials. In the far west and Inner Mongolia, the 
provinces do not really operate a one-child policy at all. Minorities are permitted second—sometimes even 
third—children, whatever the sex of the first-born (see map). 

The provinces in this last group are the only ones with close to normal sex ratios. They are sparsely 
populated and inhabited by ethnic groups that do not much like abortion and whose family systems do not 
disparage the value of daughters so much. The provinces with by far the highest ratios of boys to girls are 
in the second group, the ones with the most exceptions to the one-child policy. As the BMJ study shows, 
these exceptions matter because of the preference for sons in second or third births.  

For an example, take Guangdong, China’s most populous province. Its overall sex ratio is 120, which is 
very high. But if you take first births alone, the ratio is “only” 108. That is outside the bounds of normality 
but not by much. If you take just second children, however, which are permitted in the province, the ratio 
leaps to 146 boys for every 100 girls. And for the relatively few of births where parents are permitted a 
third child, the sex ratio is 167. Even this startling ratio is not the outer limit. In Anhui province, among 
third children, there are 227 boys for every 100 girls, while in Beijing municipality (which also permits 
exceptions in rural areas), the sex ratio reaches a hard-to-credit 275. There are almost three baby boys 
for each baby girl. 

Ms Das Gupta found something similar in India. First-born daughters were treated the same as their 
brothers; younger sisters were more likely to die in infancy. The rule seems to be that parents will joyfully 
embrace a daughter as their first child. But they will go to extraordinary lengths to ensure subsequent 
children are sons.  

 
The hazards of bare branches 

Throughout human history, young men have been responsible for the vast preponderance of crime and 
violence—especially single men in countries where status and social acceptance depend on being married 
and having children, as it does in China and India. A rising population of frustrated single men spells 



trouble.  

The crime rate has almost doubled in China during the past 20 years of rising sex ratios, with stories 
abounding of bride abduction, the trafficking of women, rape and prostitution. A study into whether these 
things were connected† concluded that they were, and that higher sex ratios accounted for about one-
seventh of the rise in crime. In India, too, there is a correlation between provincial crime rates and sex 
ratios. In “Bare Branches”††, Valerie Hudson and Andrea den Boer gave warning that the social problems 
of biased sex ratios would lead to more authoritarian policing. Governments, they say, “must decrease the 
threat to society posed by these young men. Increased authoritarianism in an effort to crack down on 
crime, gangs, smuggling and so forth can be one result.” 

Violence is not the only consequence. In parts of India, the cost of dowries is said to have fallen (see 
article). Where people pay a bride price (ie, the groom’s family gives money to the bride’s), that price has 
risen. During the 1990s, China saw the appearance of tens of thousands of “extra-birth guerrilla troops”—
couples from one-child areas who live in a legal limbo, shifting shift restlessly from city to city in order to 
shield their two or three children from the authorities’ baleful eye. And, according to the World Health 
Organisation, female suicide rates in China are among the highest in the world (as are South Korea’s). 
Suicide is the commonest form of death among Chinese rural women aged 15-34; young mothers kill 
themselves by drinking agricultural fertilisers, which are easy to come by. The journalist Xinran Xue thinks 
they cannot live with the knowledge that they have aborted or killed their baby daughters. 

Some of the consequences of the skewed sex ratio have been unexpected. It has probably increased 
China’s savings rate. This is because parents with a single son save to increase his chances of attracting a 
wife in China’s ultra-competitive marriage market. Shang-Jin Wei of Columbia University and Xiaobo 
Zhang of the International Food Policy Research Institute in Washington, DC, compared savings rates for 
households with sons versus those with daughters. “We find not only that households with sons save more 
than households with daughters in all regions,” says Mr Wei, “but that households with sons tend to raise 
their savings rate if they also happen to live in a region with a more skewed sex ratio.” They calculate that 
about half the increase in China’s savings in the past 25 years can be attributed to the rise in the sex 
ratio. If true, this would suggest that economic-policy changes to boost consumption will be less effective 
than the government hopes. 

Over the next generation, many of the problems associated with sex selection will get worse. The social 
consequences will become more evident because the boys born in large numbers over the past decade will 
reach maturity then. Meanwhile, the practice of sex selection itself may spread because fertility rates are 
continuing to fall and ultrasound scanners reach throughout the developing world. 

 
Yet the story of the destruction of baby girls does not end in deepest gloom. At least one country—South 
Korea—has reversed its cultural preference for sons and cut the distorted sex ratio (see chart 3). There 
are reasons for thinking China and India might follow suit. 

South Korea was the first country to report exceptionally high sex ratios and has been the first to cut 
them. Between 1985 and 2003, the share of South Korean women who told national health surveyors that 
they felt “they must have a son” fell by almost two-thirds, from 48% to 17%. After a lag of a decade, the 
sex ratio began to fall in the mid-1990s and is now 110 to 100. Ms Das Gupta argues that though it takes 



a long time for social norms favouring sons to alter, and though the transition can be delayed by the 
introduction of ultrasound scans, eventually change will come. Modernisation not only makes it easier for 
parents to control the sex of their children, it also changes people’s values and undermines those norms 
which set a higher store on sons. At some point, one trend becomes more important than the other.  

It is just possible that China and India may be reaching that point now. The census of 2000 and CASS 
study both showed the sex ratio stable at around 120. At the very least, it seems to have stopped rising. 
Locally, Ms Das Gupta argues†††, the provinces which had the highest sex ratios (and have two-thirds of 
China’s population) have seen a deceleration in their ratios since 2000, and provinces with a quarter of 
the population have seen their ratios fall. In India, one study found that the cultural preference for sons 
has been falling, too, and that the sex ratio, as in much of China, is rising more slowly. In villages in 
Haryana, grandmothers sit veiled and silent while men are present. But their daughters sit and chat 
uncovered because, they say, they have seen unveiled women at work or on television so much that at 
last it seems normal to them. 

Ms Das Gupta points out that, though the two giants are much poorer than South Korea, their 
governments are doing more than it ever did to persuade people to treat girls equally (through anti-
discrimination laws and media campaigns). The unintended consequences of sex selection have been vast. 
They may get worse. But, at long last, she reckons, “there seems to be an incipient turnaround in the 
phenomenon of ‘missing girls’ in Asia.” 
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Distorted sex ratios in India  
 
Haryana's lonely bachelors 
Mar 4th 2010 | NANDGAON, HARYANA  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Struggling to cope with a dearth of brides 
 

 
BALJEET SINGH dandles his baby daughter on his knee, a picture of contented fatherhood. Last year the 37-
year-old Hindu truck driver became the envy of his friends when he married a 16-year-old Muslim from 
Assam, in India’s north-east. The unorthodox marriage suited both. Mr Singh’s romantic life had become a 
casualty of India’s preference for boy babies, which in his state, Haryana, has led to the most skewed sex 
ratio in India: 116 to 100, according to the 2001 census, compared with a national average of 108. By the 
age of 30, says Mr Singh, he had given up hope of finding a girl from his own village, Nandgaon, or from his 
state. His wife, Sona Khatum, comes from an impoverished family in one of India’s poorest states, though 
village rumour mutters that she may be an illegal migrant from Bangladesh. Mr Singh paid handsomely. 
“Here, I’ve always been made comfortable,” she says shyly, from beneath her veil. 

Ms Khatum is one of an increasing number of brides imported into Haryana, one of India’s richest states. The 
Red Cross Society of India, which campaigns against gendercide in the country, reckons that at least 100 
brides have been brought into Bhiwani, one of Haryana’s 21 districts. Nandgaon, a village of some 1,700 
people, most of them farmers, is a microcosm of bachelor angst. The Red Cross reckons that at least 100 
bachelors have passed the age range thought ideal for marriage, which is 20 to 25. At least five have married 
women from other states, and “lots of my friends ask me, how can I find one?” says Mr Singh.  

Besides ushering in a new tolerance of outsiders, the bride shortage has changed social mores in other ways. 
Villagers say that no girl may marry into a neighbouring village until her in-laws promise to provide a girl in 
return. They also say that girls’ parents are no longer expected to pay big dowries; instead, the onus is on 
young men to provide well for their future brides.  

Meanwhile, the greying bachelors pine on. “I still want a wife,” says Babulal Yadav, a 50-year-old farmer. 
“I’m used to being alone. But I want a son.” 

 
 

  

Sona Khatum and daughter, lucky ones
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The internet: New combinations of human and computer translation are making web pages 
available in foreign languages 
 

 
THE web connects over a billion people, but it is fragmented by language. Anglophone web-users have as 
many pages to choose from as Chinese speakers, and there are roughly as many blogs in Japanese as 
there are in English. And although the Arabic blogosphere got off to a late start, it is now booming. But 
each of these groups of users is walled off from the others by language.  

What might the web look like without such linguistic barriers? Imagine if internet users everywhere could 
have content automatically, smoothly and accurately translated into their own languages. A Chinese web-
surfer could then visit an English newspaper website and read all the content in excellent Mandarin, before 
moving on to read blog entries written in Malagasy or Twitter posts in Galician. 

This fantasy is still just that, but bits of it are starting to look plausible. Start with the translation part. 
Thanks to the internet, this is now a relatively flexible and cheap process. At the base of the translation 
hierarchy are free services offered by Google and others. Such services “learn” by analysing collections of 
documents that have been translated by humans, such as the records of the European Parliament, which 
are translated into 11 different languages. These collections are so big, and the machines that analyse 
them so powerful, that automatic translation (known in the jargon as “machine translation”) can usually 
convey the gist of a text, albeit it in a slightly garbled manner. Google and its rivals focus on widely 
spoken tongues, but academics are working on machine-translation services for more obscure languages. 

An army of volunteer translators occupies the next level up in the hierarchy. Several prominent English-
language publications, including this newspaper, are regularly translated into Mandarin by groups of 
unpaid volunteers for the benefit of other readers (see ecocn.org/bbs). More formal projects also exist. At 
Global Voices, a kind of polyglot bloggers’ collective, around 200 volunteers select and translate their 
colleagues’ posts. Items on Meedan, a social network dedicated to the discussion of Middle East news, are 
translated into English or Arabic by machine and can then be tidied up by readers. 

  



Paid human translators, unsurprisingly, still produce the best results. But even here costs are coming 
down, as the translation industry is shifting from project-based to piecemeal working. The methods are 
inspired by Mechanical Turk, an online service operated by Amazon that companies use to farm out 
mundane tasks to a pool of online workers. SpeakLike, which launched in late 2009, has a pool of 3,000 
translators and can supply a translation of a given text within hours for $0.05-0.15 a word, depending on 
turnaround time. SpeakLike will even translate Twitter posts and send them to a parallel account within 
minutes for $0.25 a pop.  

All this activity can, at least in theory, take place out of sight of the reader. One way to make this happen 
is to use the Worldwide Lexicon (WWL), a series of interlocking pieces of free software created by Brian 
McConnell, a software developer based in San Francisco. WWL gives bloggers and media companies fine 
control over how their content is translated. A blogger can, for example, provide a machine-translated 
version of a post whenever the speaker of a different language visits his site. (Web browsers like Internet 
Explorer and Firefox specify the user’s language when requesting pages.) WWL also provides a neat 
interface that, if enabled, allows readers to improve the translation of blog postings, for the benefit of 
subsequent visitors.  

Commercial producers of content can use the software to create an initial machine translation and then 
send it to SpeakLike for further work. The WWL software can also wait until the hit count on an item 
exceeds a certain value, indicating that it is popular, before sending the machine-translated version out to 
a human. This combination of human and computer work—cyborg translation, as it were—takes place 
entirely behind the scenes; visitors are simply presented with a more or less readable article. Mr 
McConnell is working to integrate his system with WordPress, one of the most widely used blogging 
platforms. He says WWL is being used by several publishers, including the owners of a well-known 
technology magazine.  

So how much closer is the dream of a unified web? Volunteer translators only cluster around popular sites, 
so the vast majority of blogs will remain untranslated, or only machine-translated. Most content producers 
are unable to pay for human translation, even at today’s prices. That leaves them reliant on machine 
translation, too. It is getting better, but it still struggles with colloquialisms and idioms. As Ethan 
Zuckerman, co-founder of Global Voices and a researcher at Harvard University, puts it: “If you sound like 
an EU parliamentarian, we can translate you quite well.” Until computers learn how to cope just as 
proficiently with the outbursts of self-absorbed teenage bloggers or snarky gossip columnists, machine-
translated articles will struggle to attract readers. Clever technology can help lower the web’s linguistic 
barriers, but cannot yet eliminate them.  
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Transport: A collapsible shipping container could help reduce the environmental impact of 
transporting goods 
 

 
OVERHAULING an industry of which you know little is not easy, but neither is it impossible. In 1956 
Malcolm McLean, a trucker from North Carolina, launched the first “intermodal” shipping container, which 
could be transferred easily between lorries, trains and ships. It revolutionised the transport of goods by 
abolishing the traditional (and back-breaking) system of “break bulk” loading, and thus helped oil the 
wheels of globalisation. Now another outsider to the shipping industry is trying to get a similar change 
under way.  

Rene Giesbers, a heating-systems engineer from the Netherlands, has invented a collapsible plastic 
shipping container which, he hopes, will replace McLean’s steel design. Because it is made of a fibreglass 
composite, it weighs only three-quarters as much as a standard container but—more importantly— when 
empty, it can be folded down to a quarter of its size. The composite is more resistant to corrosion than the 
steel it replaces, is easier to clean and floats. It is also greener to manufacture. Making one of the new 
containers produces 25% of the carbon dioxide that would be generated by the manufacture of its steel 
counterpart. 

A collapsible shipping container would be useful for several reasons. Patterns of trade mean that more 
goods travel from China to America, for example, than the other way around, so ships, trains and lorries 
inevitably carry some empty containers. If these were folded, there would be more room for full 
containers and some vessels would be liberated to ply different routes. If collapsed containers were 
bundled together in groups of four, ships could be loaded more quickly, cutting the time spent in ports. 
They would also take up less space on land, allowing depots to operate more efficiently.  

Mr Giesbers is not the first to invent a collapsible container. Several models were experimented with in the 
early 1990s but failed to catch on, mainly because of the extra work involved in folding and unfolding 
them. There were also concerns about their strength. Mr Giesbers says the Cargoshell, as he has dubbed 

  

Origami on the high seas 



his version, can be collapsed or opened in 30 seconds by a single person using a forklift truck. It is now 
undergoing tests to see if it is strong enough to meet international standards. 

There are currently about 26m containers in the world, and the volume of goods they carry has risen from 
13.5m “twenty-foot equivalent units” in 1980 to almost 140m today. It is expected to reach 180m by 
2015. Mr Giesbers aims to have 1m Cargoshells plying the seas, rails and roads by 2020, equivalent to 
4% of the market.  

Bart Kuipers, a harbour economist at Erasmus University in Rotterdam, thinks that is a little ambitious, 
but he reckons the crate could win 2-3% of the market. He thinks it is the container’s lower weight, rather 
than its collapsibility, that makes it attractive. It will appeal to firms worried about their carbon 
footprints—and if oil prices rise, that appeal will widen.  

Ultimately, the main obstacle to the introduction of the Cargoshell may be institutional rather than 
technical. As Edgar Blanco, a logistics expert at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, points out, 
“Everyone is vested in the current system. Introducing a disruptive technology requires a major player to 
take a huge risk in adopting it. So the question will always boil down to: who pays for the extra cost, and 
takes the initial risk?” 
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Transport: Manufacturers are using a variety of chemical additives and new materials to reduce 
the environmental impact of tyres 
 

 
JOHN DUNLOP had a son who complained that his bicycle was bumpy to ride. So he invented the 
pneumatic tyre in 1888. Various improvements have been made since then. In particular, Pirelli, an Italian 
tyremaker, introduced steel-belted radial tyres in 1973, which reduced the fuel consumption of cars fitted 
with them. Now manufacturers are trying to develop tyres that reduce it still further. 

Tyres account for about a fifth of the energy required to power a car. They provide friction, so the vehicle 
can grip the road, but some of the power supplied to the tyres is lost as heat. Indeed, Michelin, a French 
tyremaker, estimates that this “rolling resistance” accounts for 4% of the world’s carbon-dioxide 
emissions. Tyre designers have therefore sought to improve fuel economy by reducing rolling resistance. 
However, this not only reduces a tyre’s ability to grip, making drivers take corners sideways, it also wears 
out the tyres more rapidly. 

Such disadvantages may now be overcome using chemical engineering and the clever design of new 
materials made from tiny structures just a millionth of a metre across—dubbed “nanocomposites”—along 
with “metamaterials” that let engineers build microstructures into tyres. Such innovations could, for 
example, enable the inner lining of a tyre to have a special coating that helps retain air longer, while the 
tread would contain a compound that lets it provide the right amount of traction where the rubber meets 
the road. 

Tyre manufacturing is big business—about a billion tyres a year are produced across the world. Over the 
past few years, some tyremakers have routinely added polyester, fibreglass and silica particles to the mix 
used to make tyres, in order to increase the durability of the finished item. A modern tyre contains up to 
30 different materials, including synthetic polymers such as styrene-butadiene rubber, according to 
Forrest Patterson, Michelin’s technical director in America.  

A “durable security compound” incorporated into the treads of the company’s new Energy Saver tyre helps 

  



maintain the tyre’s rigidity, allowing it to grip the road. The performance of tread rubber depends strongly 
on the quality of the molecular bonds formed by the 14 individual ingredients that go into making the 
rubber, and Michelin claims to have perfect control of these molecular interactions. Mr Patterson says that 
the tyres increase fuel efficiency by 8% compared to standard tyres, and will reduce a vehicle’s carbon-
dioxide emissions by almost a tonne over the tyre’s lifetime. 

Goodyear, an American tyre manufacturer, recently announced that the 2010 model of Toyota’s popular 
Prius hybrid car will be fitted with its Assurance Fuel Max fuel-efficient tyres, which also contain a special 
compound in their treads to help reduce fuel consumption. The company estimates that, over the life of a 
typical tyre, it will save its owner enough petrol to drive more than 4,000 extra kilometres (2,500 miles). 
The 2010 Ford Fusion and the 2011 Chevrolet Volt models will also be fitted with this tyre. 

Chemical suppliers are also getting involved. Lanxess, a German chemicals firm, is selling a nanoparticle 
rubber additive called nanoprene for tyre treads. It says this will extend the tyre’s lifetime without 
affecting its rolling resistance or sacrificing its grip. The tiny particles are made from polymerised styrene 
and butadiene—normal tyre ingredients—but bind better to the silica also found in normal tyres than 
larger lumps of the same stuff. Toyo Tires, a Japanese tyremaker, has announced that it will use 
nanoprene in its winter tyres. 

Some companies are looking at making more environmentally friendly tyres, using sustainable and 
renewable biopolymers instead of natural rubber or petroleum-derived synthetic polymers. Among the 
candidates are Russian dandelion and guayule, a desert shrub found in the south-western American states 
and in Mexico, says Joe Walter, a tyre expert at the University of Akron in Ohio.  

Food byproducts are also being considered as ingredients for new tyres. Yokohama, a Japanese 
tyremaker, is promoting a tyre made with oil from orange peel, a waste product from the production of 
orange juice. The company says its tyres are among the greenest produced, with 80% of their ingredients 
derived from sources other than petroleum. They are only slightly more expensive than normal tyres, 
costing about $20 extra for a set of four. Yokohama is aiming its tyres at hybrid cars and efficient city cars 
like the Mini Cooper. To prove that orange-oil based tyres can compete with traditional racing tyres, it has 
also fitted Porsche racing cars with them.  
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Energy: Turbines equipped with sensors can now “see” the wind before it arrives, and then 
take appropriate action 

GATHERING energy from the wind may seem a straightforward process. Air whips past the blades of a 
turbine, forcing it to spin. The turbine turns a generator. The generator produces electricity. Yet in practice 
things are not so simple. Wind generators are, necessarily, erected in places where powerful winds are 
common. If they are not properly angled towards the more howling of these gales, they can be damaged 
or destroyed. Adjusting turbines so that their blades can harness the strongest air currents rather than be 
harmed by them is a normal part of turbine management. But technology being developed by Torben 
Mikkelsen, of Risoe DTU National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy in Denmark, and his colleagues should 
make the process easier. Dr Mikkelsen is working on a way for individual turbines to scan the air upwind 
and adjust their blades in anticipation. 

The basic technology, called lidar (short for light detection and ranging) has been around since the 1970s. 
It is similar to radar in that it sends out electromagnetic waves and then analyses those waves that 
bounce back, to determine what they bounced off. The difference is that radar depends on radio waves. 
These have long wavelengths and therefore bounce only off large things. Lidar uses light waves. Light has 
a much shorter wavelength and is readily reflected from small objects—one reason that human vision 
relies on it. Crucially, the light waves used in wind lidar are reflected by tiny, naturally occurring particles 
like water droplets, dust, pollen and salt crystals that drift along at the precise speed of the wind.  

Dr Mikkelsen and his colleagues worked out that they could use lidar to scan incoming wind and determine 
how it was behaving before it struck the turbine. To try this idea out, they first placed lidar devices at the 
base of 120-metre-tall wind turbines at Hovsore, the Danish test site for such devices. The device 
measured wind movement at 40, 60, 80, and 100 metres above the ground, and 100-200 metres in front 
of the turbine. The data it collected were then compared with wind measurements taken by cup 
anemometers in order to calibrate the lidar. That done, the computer which analyses the lidar data could 
be connected to the motors that adjust the pitch of the turbine blades, in order to maximise energy 
production and reduce damage.  

The team found they were able to get accurate measurements at all heights around the turbine, but 
realised that installing the device on the ground was far from ideal. By shining the lasers into the air from 
below they were analysing a cone that had its point at the base of the turbine. This gave them an 
understanding of wind speeds, but little sense of how winds were changing as they closed the 200-metre 
distance to the turbine. To capture this important information, the cone of the lidar needed to be sent out 
from the centre of the turbine itself.  

Placing a lidar in the centre of a turbine proved difficult, because of forces generated by the turbine’s 
rotation. To help the lidar cope, the researchers replaced their classic lidar device, which used mirrors to 
direct the light, with a newly developed fibre-optic system. The team also had to deal with electrical 
interference from the generator, which involved wrapping the lidar in shielding material. 

The result is a system than can already improve electricity production by 5%. For a 4MW turbine, this is 
worth around $38,000 a year. Further benefits and savings come from increasing the life of the blades and 
the generator itself.  
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Aviation: How a collapsible mechanical cushion, borrowed from a space capsule, could help 
protect a crashing helicopter 
 

 
UNLIKE fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters tend to spend a lot of time flying close to the ground, especially 
during military and emergency missions. Anything that helps occupants survive a collision with the ground 
is therefore to be welcomed. Hence the interest in a new system that NASA, America’s space agency, is 
testing to make helicopters safer. 

The idea comes from an expandable honeycomb cushion which Sotiris Kellas, an engineer at the agency’s 
Langley Research Centre in Hampton, Virginia, came up with to help absorb the impact of landing a space 
capsule. It has since been tried out by fitting the structure under the fuselage of an MD-500 helicopter, 
donated by the American army, strapping four crash-test dummies inside and then using a special rig to 
swing the helicopter forward at 53kph (33mph) and drop it from 10.7 metres (35 feet). The preliminary 
results show that it worked rather well. 

The mechanical cushioning system that Mr Kellas has designed has flexible hinges at the junction of each 
cell in the honeycomb. This allows the structure, which is made of stiff and strong carbon-fibre-based 
materials, to be folded flat. When it is deployed, using either wires to snap it into place or an explosive 
charge like an airbag (or a combination of both), the longer sides of the cells face downward. In the same 
way that the end of a cardboard tube offers more resistance to being stamped on than the same tube 
would if laid on its side, this presents the strongest aspect of the cell to the outside world during an 
impact, allowing it to absorb the maximum amount of energy as it deforms. 

In the test, the honeycomb cushion absorbed the impact to the extent that if the occupants had been 
people they would have suffered little or no injury, says Martin Annett, a researcher involved in the 
project. In fact, the helicopter was so lightly damaged that it is being repaired so that the test can be 
repeated—but this time without the cushion—in order to obtain comparable data. 

  

Let’s give this idea a whirl 



External airbags have been used in the past to help unmanned space landers, including Mars Pathfinder, 
touch down. They have also been fitted under some helicopters, and development work in this area 
continues. But the researchers at Langley think their mechanical system has a number of advantages.  

It is the rapid deflation of an airbag after it has first inflated that actually absorbs the impact, so its 
position, size, the moment it is fired and its inflation pressure are all crucial. In a car, where the occupants 
are sitting in known positions, the airbags can be deployed at the optimum time after sensors detect an 
impact. But in what can be the wildly gyrating final seconds of a helicopter crash, that is harder to 
achieve. To protect a helicopter in this way would require a multiplicity of specialised external airbags. 
Covering a machine with honeycomb is simpler. 

Indeed, though it is unlikely to replace airbags in cars, Mr Kellas’s honeycomb may end up supplementing 
them by providing additional energy-absorbing areas. Whether it ends up on Mars as well remains to be 
seen.  
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Biotechnology: A new way to determine the sex of a chicken embryo before it hatches should 
save money and improve animal welfare 

IN THE world of poultry farming, the sexes are unequal. Broilers aside, hens can look forward, if that is 
the right phrase, to long, productive lives as layers of eggs for human consumption. Cocks are generally 
for the chop, a process that vexes animal-welfare activists. Only those few needed to keep the species 
going are allowed to live beyond chickdom.  

Sorting the quick from the soon-to-be-dead, though, is a tedious process. “Vent sexing”, the most 
common way, requires a worker to squeeze a chick’s anal vent, or cloaca, to clear the faeces and assess 
the size of a telltale bump inside the hole. Not the most popular of jobs. The alternative, “feather sexing”, 
is a form of cross-breeding that leaves females with detectably longer pin feathers than those of their 
male counterparts. But the long-feather gene has been linked to other traits, such as cancer. That 
discourages hatchers from adopting the method. 

Chicken-sexing is a huge industry. The world’s population of laying hens is now nearly 6 billion strong, 
according to the United Nations’s Food and Agriculture Organisation. Time, then, to mechanise the 
process. And that is what Tauseef Butt, the boss of LifeSensors, of Malvern, Pennsylvania, proposes to do.

Dr Butt’s new device is an oestrogen sniffer. It relies on the fact that female embryos produce this 
hormone in quantity and male ones do not. The sensor uses a fine needle to penetrate both the shell and 
the allantoic sac of an egg. This sac is a fluid-filled membrane that cushions the embryo and helps it trade 
carbon dioxide for oxygen from the air. 

The fluid sample thus extracted is mixed with genetically engineered yeast cells that fluoresce in the 
presence of oestrogen. The light so generated is recorded by a camera linked to a computer that keeps 
track of where the egg that produced the sample is now stored. Initial experiments, reported recently in 
the Journal of Animal Science, show that the process does not affect the hatchability of tested eggs and 
appears to be virtually foolproof, if rather long-winded (the results are available only after two hours). 

In future, Dr Butt envisages, the egg-sorting operation of a large hatchery might look like this: a conveyor 
belt moves the eggs along, gently jostling them until their allantoic sacs point upright. They then pass 
beneath an array of needles, which draw fluid from each. That done, they are sorted into bar-coded trays. 
Two hours later, once the samples have been analysed and the sex of each egg determined, they are 
returned to a sorter and divided by sex. The unfortunate male embryos then end up as pet food while the 
females go on to become egg-mothers. 

It would require some engineering to incorporate such a system into a hatchery. Dr Butt reckons the cost 
of his system would be two or three cents per egg. The savings in labour, and in the cost of feeding and 
vaccinating cocks that slip through the existing procedures, should outweigh this. Sad for the redundant 
sexers, of course. But you can’t make an omelette without breaking eggs.  
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Video on the internet: Why are public broadcasters experimenting with the “peer-to-peer” 
technology beloved of online pirates? 
 

 
LAST year Norway’s public broadcaster, NRK, filmed a stunning seven-hour train ride between Bergen and 
Oslo, shot entirely in high-definition video. Over one million Norwegians watched the film on television. 
But NRK faced a challenge in reaching a larger audience. How could it distribute the hard-drive-busting 
246 gigabytes of raw footage to a global audience without bringing its servers to a grinding halt? The 
broadcaster made a somewhat surprising choice: it turned to BitTorrent, a peer-to-peer (P2P) internet 
service best known as a means of sharing pirated movies and music. 

Some at NRK worried that using a system associated with piracy would generate negative publicity. But 
BitTorrent itself is value neutral. It is a uniquely efficient distribution method that lets broadcasters “seed” 
the internet with one or two copies of their massive media files. It then relies on end users (called peers) 
who request the file and receive different pieces of it. To assemble a complete version of the file, these 
peers then share their pieces with each other (hence “peer to peer”). It takes a while, but the broadcaster 
does not need expensive server farms or fat data pipes to deliver massive files to viewers anywhere in the 
world. 

Several other public-service broadcasters have also been experimenting with P2P distribution, probably 
because they are relatively insulated from commercial pressures. In 2008, for instance, Canada’s CBC 
used BitTorrent to distribute a high quality, unprotected version of a prime-time reality show called 
“Canada’s Next Great Prime Minister”.  

The British experience, however, reveals that P2P distribution is no panacea. When the BBC rolled out 
iPlayer, its television catch-up service, in 2007, it initially relied on P2P techniques to offload the burden of 
supplying so many large files. At the time, the BBC’s Anthony Rose believed that P2P was the only way to 
provide the service. Yet one year later, the BBC had switched to streaming content directly from its own 
servers. The reason? A 90% drop in the cost of bandwidth. 

  



There were other problems with P2P. Many users did not realise that they had become video distributors 
by installing iPlayer, and complained about slower computers and upload speeds, or about exceeding a 
monthly data cap. From an ease-of-use standpoint, there is another drawback: most P2P systems work 
only with complete downloads, not with streaming video of the kind on YouTube. And if there is one thing 
that unites internet users, it is impatience: multi-hour waits to download an episode of “Top Gear” are 
intolerable. 

None of this has stopped the European Union from investing in P2P as a route to the remaking of 
broadcasting. In 2008 it put €14m ($19m) of funding into a four-year project called P2P-Next. It is an 
ambitious international undertaking backed by research institutes, companies and some broadcasters, 
including the BBC. 

Television sets are already starting to stream internet video from companies like Netflix in America. If 
P2P-Next has its way, televisions, computers and mobile phones will all support a standardised P2P 
network for streaming content distribution in the future. The idea is to create the world’s best video 
service: from anywhere on earth, users can then use a standard protocol to pull up any video, at any time 
and on any screen.  

Despite the hitches, P2P may yet be the right way to do this. Bandwidth may be cheap now, but many 
worry that the explosive growth of video, much of it in high-definition formats, could soon clog up the 
internet. Traffic from legal online video sites like Hulu, iPlayer and YouTube has surged in recent years, 
increasing from 13% of all internet traffic in 2008 to 27% in 2009. Furthermore, the current infrastructure 
of the internet is not suited to the simultaneous transmission of live events to millions of viewers. 

Johan Pouwelse, P2P-Next’s scientific director, imagines a brave new world for broadcasters in which 
interconnected television sets with P2P sharing can give any television station global reach. Barriers to 
market entry will be low, ensuring healthy market competition, he says. “Satellite gave us hundreds of 
channels—internet television can give us all the free-to-air channels of the globe.” 

The business model that will support all this, however, is not yet clear. Advertising, the lifeblood of many 
broadcasters, is difficult to do globally. And distribution through P2P networks has costs. Many 
broadcasters make a great deal of money by selling international distribution rights. Though there may be 
little commercial demand for a seven-hour documentary of a train journey in Norway, and so no harm 
done by giving it away, the BBC makes lots of money selling programmes such as “Top Gear”. It is 
unlikely that broadcasters, even in the public sector, would give away for nothing on the internet what 
they might otherwise sell through traditional routes. Until a better reason for using P2P distribution 
emerges, it may only be of niche interest to the big broadcasters.  
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Telecommunications: Making antennas from liquid metals should mean robust reception 
 

 
FROM radios and mobiles phones to wireless-networking gear and satellite-navigation devices, antennas 
are everywhere. Yet they are delicate pieces of equipment. Civilians, for the most part, take them for 
granted, but the armed forces know just how easily an antenna can be destroyed in a war zone—with 
potentially catastrophic consequences. Now, a technology that allows antennas to bend fluidly and “self 
heal” as they get whacked around in the chaos of war could make using them a great deal easier. 

Antennas transmit signals by using an oscillating electrical current in a length of conductive material to 
generate electromagnetic radiation, such as radio waves. When receiving they do the opposite, 
transforming electromagnetic radiation passing through the conductive material into electrical current.  

The most common conductive material used is copper. This, however, has a tendency to snap with only a 
small amount of punishment. Michael Dickey, an engineer at North Carolina State University, therefore 
wondered if a more resilient alternative might be found. 

Dr Dickey put together a team of electrical and chemical engineers and, together, they started looking at 
metals and metal alloys that are soft at room temperature. The best mix they came up with was an alloy 
of gallium and indium. This had all the electrical properties that antennas need to function, but was much 
more flexible than its copper equivalent. Indeed, it was more than just flexible. At room temperature it 
was actually liquid, and thus flowed when deformed, rather than breaking. 

The result, as they report in Advanced Functional Materials, is an antenna that can be housed in a variety 
of covers, appropriate to different uses. Rigid casings will make the antenna more solid and rubber ones 
will allow it to stretch like an elastic band. Moreover, when a liquid antenna is housed in an elastic 
material it can be tuned in a novel way. For good reception, the length of an antenna needs to correspond 
with the wavelength of the radiation it is receiving. This matching of antenna-length to wavelength is the 
process known as “tuning”. A traditional antenna does not actually change length, however. Instead, 
external circuitry is used to change its effective length. One of Dr Dickey’s rubber-coated antennas, 

  



though, can be tuned by stretching it. 

Besides being useful in the military applications that stimulated the project, Dr Dickey thinks this flexibility 
might be exploited to make stress-detectors for civil-engineering projects such as dams and bridges. If 
lots of flexible antennas attached to small radios were placed inside a bridge, they would expand or 
contract along with the bridge and so would constantly retune themselves. Engineers monitoring the 
bridge would just need to pick up these radio waves to find out what was going on.  
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Bright sparks 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Innovation Awards: We invite nominations for our annual prizes recognising successful 
innovators 

THE ECONOMIST’S ninth annual Innovation Summit will take place in London on October 22nd. Speakers 
from industry and academia will examine the latest trends in the management of innovation, from the 
laboratory to the marketplace. At an awards ceremony on the evening of October 21st, we will honour 
successful innovators in a range of fields. 

Accordingly, readers are invited to nominate outstanding innovators in seven categories: bioscience 
(which includes medical devices, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and agriculture); energy and the 
environment; computing and telecommunications; “no boundaries” (which includes materials science, 
nanotechnology and other emerging fields); consumer products and services; business processes; and 
social and economic innovation, a category that recognises individuals who have pioneered novel 
technologies and business models that improve everyday lives. 

Nominees should be people, not companies, who are responsible for an innovation that has been a proven 
success in the past decade. Please submit your nominations by e-mail to innovation@economist.com, 
giving the nominee’s name, affiliation and contact information, and a 200-word summary explaining why 
he or she deserves the award in a particular category. Nominations can also be submitted online at 
economist.com/innovationawards. The deadline is April 1st. 
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The net generation, unplugged 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Technology and society: Is it really helpful to talk about a new generation of “digital natives” 
who have grown up with the internet? 
 

 
THEY are variously known as the Net Generation, Millennials, Generation Y or Digital Natives. But 
whatever you call this group of young people—roughly, those born between 1980 and 2000—there is a 
widespread consensus among educators, marketers and policymakers that digital technologies have given 
rise to a new generation of students, consumers, and citizens who see the world in a different way. 
Growing up with the internet, it is argued, has transformed their approach to education, work and politics. 

“Unlike those of us a shade older, this new generation didn’t have to relearn anything to live lives of 
digital immersion. They learned in digital the first time around,” declare John Palfrey and Urs Gasser of the 
Berkman Centre at Harvard Law School in their 2008 book, “Born Digital”, one of many recent tomes 
about digital natives. The authors argue that young people like to use new, digital ways to express 
themselves: shooting a YouTube video where their parents would have written an essay, for instance. 

Anecdotes like this are used to back calls for education systems to be transformed in order to cater to 
these computer-savvy students, who differ fundamentally from earlier generations of students: professors 
should move their class discussions to Facebook, for example, where digital natives feel more comfortable. 
“Our students have changed radically. Today’s students are no longer the people our educational system 
was designed to teach,” argues Marc Prensky in his book “Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants”, published 
in 2001. Management gurus, meanwhile, have weighed in to explain how employers should cope with this 
new generation’s preference for collaborative working rather than traditional command-and-control, and 
their need for constant feedback about themselves. 

But does it really make sense to generalise about a whole generation in this way? Not everyone thinks it 
does. “This is essentially a wrong-headed argument that assumes that our kids have some special path to 
the witchcraft of ‘digital awareness’ and that they understand something that we, teachers, don’t—and we 
have to catch up with them,” says Siva Vaidhyanathan, who teaches media studies at University of 

  

Totally different from previous generations—or just younger?



Virginia. 

Michael Wesch, who pioneered the use of new media in his cultural anthropology classes at Kansas State 
University, is also sceptical, saying that many of his incoming students have only a superficial familiarity 
with the digital tools that they use regularly, especially when it comes to the tools’ social and political 
potential. Only a small fraction of students may count as true digital natives, in other words. The rest are 
no better or worse at using technology than the rest of the population. 

Writing in the British Journal of Education Technology in 2008, a group of academics led by Sue Bennett of 
the University of Wollongong set out to debunk the whole idea of digital natives, arguing that there may 
be “as much variation within the digital native generation as between the generations”. They caution that 
the idea of a new generation that learns in a different way might actually be counterproductive in 
education, because such sweeping generalisations “fail to recognise cognitive differences in young people 
of different ages, and variation within age groups”. The young do not really have different kinds of brains 
that require new approaches to school and work, in short. 

What about politics, and the idea that, thanks to the internet, digital natives will grow up to be more 
responsible citizens, using their technological expertise to campaign on social issues and exercise closer 
scrutiny over their governments? Examples abound, from Barack Obama’s online campaign to activism on 
Twitter. A three-year study by the MacArthur Foundation found that spending time online is “essential for 
young people to pick up the social and technical skills they need to be competent citizens in the digital 
age”. But discussions about “digital citizens” run into the same problems as those about digital natives: 
there may simply be too much economic, geographic, and demographic disparity within this group to 
make meaningful generalisations. 

After all, not everyone born between 1980 and 2000 has access to digital technology: many in the 
developing world do not. It is true that the internet can provide an outlet for political expression for people 
living under repressive regimes. But those regimes are also likely to monitor the internet closely. And in 
some cases there is, in effect, a new social contract: do what you like online, as long as you steer clear of 
politics. Government-controlled internet-access providers in Belarus, for example, provide servers full of 
pirated material to keep their customers happy. 

 
Activism or slacktivism? 

There is also a feeling of superficiality about much online youth activism. Any teenager can choose to join 
a Facebook group supporting the opposition in Iran or the liberation of Tibet, but such engagement is 
likely to be shallow. A recent study by the Pew Research Center, an American think-tank, found that 
internet users aged 18-24 were the least likely of all age groups to e-mail a public official or make an 
online political donation. But when it came to using the web to share political news or join political causes 
on social networks, they were far ahead of everyone else. Rather than genuinely being more politically 
engaged, they may simply wish to broadcast their activism to their peers. As with the idea that digital 
natives learn and work in new ways, there may be less going on here than meets the eye.  
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Snapping a good camera 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Photography: A promising new class of digital cameras is emerging between small, basic 
compact models and bulky, elaborate single-lens reflex ones 
 

 
THERE has long been a product in the middle when it comes to choosing a camera; somewhere between 
the expensive heavyweight kit used by professionals and simple point-and-shoot snappers. Not only are 
serious amateurs interested in this part of the market, but the pros are too. In the 1980s many news 
photographers carried something like a small Canon AF35M in their gadget bag. With a relatively fast lens, 
a motorised film winder and, in particular, its innovative autofocus system, it was a useful backup to bulky 
single-lens reflex cameras. 

Now autofocus is universal and 35mm film has been replaced by digital imaging sensors and memory 
cards. But choosing a good mid-range camera has become more difficult. It is not just that most cameras 
now pack almost as many megapixels as anyone needs. Some have been redesigned to create new types 
of cameras especially for digital photography. Indeed, some mid-range models are capable of producing 
results close to that of the best digital single-lens reflex cameras (DSLRs). 

 
Picture the choice 

This year about 120m compact cameras and 11m DSLRs will be sold worldwide, according to Chris Chute 
of IDC, a market-research firm. The average selling price of a compact camera is about $250 (£160), 
compared with $780 on average for a DSLR. But that masks a wide spread: a high-end DSLR could cost 
more than $7,000 (plus lenses) and a simple pocket camera less than $100. In the middle can be found 
sophisticated compacts at twice the price of a low-end DSLR. So buyers need to think carefully about how 
they will use a camera before making their choice. There are four types of mid-range products to 
consider: 

• High-end compacts. These are beefed-up small cameras with built-in lenses and some clever features. 

  



An example is the Canon PowerShot G11, priced at $500. If the AF35M has a successor, this is probably it. 
Moreover, like other quality cameras it can shoot in “RAW” mode, which is used by professionals to 
produce a large, unprocessed image file for advanced manipulation with photo-editing software. These 
cameras have a simple optical viewfinder, which allows fast framing of a shot. But instead of looking 
through the lens, as a DSLR viewfinder does, it is positioned above it. This causes what is known as a 
“parallax effect”, which means the viewfinder may not show exactly what is being projected onto the 
sensor. With experience, users can compensate for this—or they can use the LCD panel on the back of the 
camera which shows a “live” view from the sensor. 

• Superzooms. These look like small DSLRs but do not have interchangeable lenses. Their built-in lenses 
can, however, be pretty impressive. The Nikon Coolpix P90, priced at $399, has a 24-times optical zoom. 
This is equivalent to a 26-624mm lens on a DSLR. Most DSLR users would have to carry three or four 
separate lenses to cover that range, which would be far bulkier and more expensive, though they would 
also produce superior results. Framing with a superzoom can be done with the LCD screen on the back or 
an electronic viewfinder, which is basically a smaller version of the LCD panel mounted in the eyesight. 
The image in an electronic viewfinder can appear blurred if the camera or the subject is moving. Pressing 
the shutter button lightly freezes a sharper image of what is about to taken. 

• Mirrorless interchangeable-lens cameras. This is the newest part of the market, and one that is 
growing quickly. It consists of high-quality compact cameras which have interchangeable lenses, just like 
a DSLR, but without the bulky mirror and prism system used to look through the lens. Framing is done 
with a LCD screen on the back or with a clip-on electronic viewfinder. As a result, these new models are 
sometimes called EVIL (electronic viewfinder, interchangeable lens) cameras. Olympus and Lumix (a 
Panasonic brand) are the first entrants in the market. Both use a new format called “micro four-thirds” 
which provides a choice of compatible lenses and, with an adaptor, allows some other lenses to be used, 
too. The cameras bristle with professional-style features usually found on DSLRs. But the mixture of high-
end features and small size is quite pricey: the Olympus Pen E-P1 with a 14-42mm zoom lens (equivalent 
to 28-84mm) costs around $800 (though there is now a cheaper model, the E-PL1) and the Lumix GF1 
with a 20mm f1.7 lens costs $900. 

• High-definition video. The new Olympus E-P2, an upgraded version of the E-P1 priced at $1,100, also 
includes a port for accessories like an external microphone to record enhanced audio. This is because 
many digital cameras can now shoot video, and the more expensive ones can record high-definition video, 
too. 

So buyers need to think not just about still photography but also how they might want to use video 
features. For short holiday clips, basic video functions might suffice, but if the camera is likely to be used 
on multimedia assignments involving, say, still shots and a face-to-camera interview, then more advanced 
features like a plug-in microphone can be useful.  

And the story is far from over. Mid-range cameras are still evolving, says Mr Chute. Samsung is expected 
to launch its NX10 series of mirrorless interchangeable-lens cameras, based on the micro four-thirds 
standard, in America and Europe this month. And the two leading camera-makers, Canon and Nikon, have 
yet to reveal their hand. Both produce high-end compacts and superzooms, but they do not yet make 
mirrorless interchangeable-lens versions. If they do, will they be compatible with existing Canon and 
Nikon lenses? This will be important, because the investment by many DSLR users in their lenses is bigger 
than that in their camera bodies. If the mirrorless interchangeable-lens market takes off, as it appears to 
be doing, Canon and Nikon may have to make a move soon. And that will mean a lot more features to 
compare. 
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Bombs away 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Military technology: Elaborate new devices designed to defeat makeshift explosives struggle to 
gain the upper hand in Iraq and Afghanistan 
 

 
FOR America’s Central Intelligence Agency, the glory days of its “Darwin” patrols in Iraq were short-lived. 
Following the defeat of Saddam Hussein in 2003, the American-led forces faced clever homemade bombs 
triggered with the remote controls used to open garage doors. So CIA agents drove around transmitting 
garage-opening signals to blow up any bombmakers who happened to be nearby. This “survival of the 
fittest” culling, which gave the scheme its nickname, quickly became less effective when the bombers 
came up with new and better detonators. “We had to keep going back to the drawing board,” says a 
former senior CIA official. 

And still the battle continues, with each new bombing advance met by a new countermeasure. As 
insurgents and terrorists have improved their handiwork, improvised explosive devices (IEDs) have 
become their most lethal weapons. In Iraq, IEDs are responsible for two-thirds of coalition deaths. In 
Afghanistan such attacks have roughly tripled in the past two years.  

The bombmakers’ skills spread rapidly. Thierry Vareilles, a retired colonel in the French army who led 
bomb-squad missions in a dozen countries, says as soon as one group has come up with “hoax” wiring 
designed to trick bomb-disposal experts, even distant groups soon start using the treacherous 
configurations. International travel and the internet help distribute ideas and designs, and not just among 
groups that share the same ideology.  

 
The right signal 

After garage-door triggers, bombers switched to using mobile-phone components to trigger detonators—
and from a greater distance. Next, because mobile-phone signals can be randomly delayed or jammed, 
they turned to long-range cordless phones which do not pass through a telecoms network. Some jamming 

  



equipment can scramble these signals, as well as those from mobile phones, but the best kit devours 
battery power and costs more than €100,000 ($140,000). Also, jamming sometimes wrecks a security 
force’s own communications, a predicament known as “electronic fratricide”. 

Switching tactics again, the bombmakers reverted to simple triggers that avoid signals altogether. Cheap 
light sensors can detonate a bomb in a dark room when a door is opened. Colombian terrorists make 
bombs that detonate when a foot pushes down a concealed syringe that connects a battery-powered 
circuit. As John Adams, a colonel working at America’s National Security Agency (NSA), puts it: “We’re 
always one step behind them.” 

Rudimentary “contact” detonators, using two wires or metal plates that are pushed together, are now 
common in Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere. American forces fitted some vehicles with extra wheels that 
protrude from the front (explosions ahead of a vehicle are less destructive than underneath it). But 
insurgents started placing contact triggers a few meters beyond the bomb. Using powerful vehicle-
mounted air blasters, soldiers can search for contact wires by blowing away leaves, sand and soil. But it is 
not fail-safe. 

BAE Systems, a British defence firm, is devising an alternative. It uses a vehicle-mounted camera, object-
recognition software and satellite positioning to create detailed 3-D maps of roads, pinpointing features 
such as pot-holes. When vehicles subsequently pass along the same road the system can spot any new 
features, such as a rubbish heap or anything else that might hide a bomb. James Baker of BAE, who is 
working on the project, says defeating IEDs is now the operational priority for Britain’s defence ministry. 

Many explosives are made of volatile compounds that readily release particles into the air. Equipment that 
can sniff these vapours could help find bombs. Lynntech, a company based in Texas, is working on a 
hand-held sniffer which is expected to cost about $20,000 when it is ready in about three years. It uses a 
small spectrometer to bounce infrared light off particles in the sample. By analysing the wavelengths of 
the reflected light it can identify specific chemicals. The company plans to fit these sniffers on airborne 
drones, too. 

At least this technology has some foundation in science. A few years ago an east European company 
offered the American army a device that resembled a car antenna on a fancy handle. “The story went that 
somehow this rod and your body generated static electricity” and the antenna would twitch if pointed 
toward explosives, says a colonel who tested equipment in Baghdad. Once it became clear that this claim 
would be tested, the vendor was never heard of again. 

Nevertheless, wands of this sort became widely used in Iraq and beyond. According to one tally, the Iraqi 
government purchased more than 1,500 of them from one company at $16,500-60,000 each. It has since 
emerged that explosives that killed more than 150 people in Baghdad on October 25th 2009 had probably 
been smuggled through a checkpoint equipped with these wands. Britain recently banned exports of such 
devices and arrested a businessman who was selling them. 

Discovering IEDs, however, is not enough; they must then be neutralised. Robots can move them and 
place explosives to blow them up. But many robots are too big and heavy to be carried by soldiers on 
foot. QinetiQ, a British firm which makes the widely used Talon robot (pictured above), has a new 
lightweight back-packable version called Dragon Runner. It costs more than $150,000.  

An alternative is to zap an IED with a laser. The Laser Avenger, which is being developed by Boeing, is a 
vehicle-mounted system that can slowly heat explosive material from several hundred metres. This can 
eventually cause a bomb to explode, but with less than half of its usual force. 



 
A simpler contraption has been crafted by the leader of a bomb squad in Cotabato City in the Philippines. 
Francis Señoron, an army captain, has built “IED disrupters” out of small blasting caps and a water 
canister the size of a beer can. When positioned close to a device and detonated remotely with a wire, the 
canister squirts water into the circuitry of the device to short it out. Curious American officials have asked 
for more details, but Captain Señoron, who hopes to patent his innovation, is keeping it under wraps for 
now.  

Better blast protection helps, too. Mine-resistant ambush-protected vehicles (MRAPs) have V-shaped 
underbellies to deflect blasts outward. In 2008 America spent more than $16 billion on MRAPs, according 
to Visiongain, a market-research firm based in London. But some MRAPs weigh more than 30 tonnes, are 
unwieldy to drive and can damage roads. 

A new generation of MRAPs is on its way. These feature suspended seats to protect riders from shock 
waves below. The Ocelot, an MRAP built by Force Protection of South Carolina, is made from lighter and 
stronger steel. At only a quarter of the weight of some vehicles, it also has a new and more effective V-
shaped hull and a removable “crew pod” that allows more of a bombed vehicle to be salvaged.  

Kevlar airbags may eventually provide even better protection. Survival Consultants International, a small 
Florida company, is using several layers of Kevlar and other tough materials to design external airbags 
that would inflate nanoseconds after a blast and absorb some of its force. 

Yet as vehicles get tougher, the blasts get fiercer. Already in Afghanistan, Iraq and Pakistan makeshift 
“explosively formed projectiles”—disks of copper or other metals that are shaped by a blast into a hurtling 
lump—can smash through some of the toughest armour. 

An improvised explosive device



 
 
An endless war? 

Can technology really win the fight against IEDs? The bombmakers’ equipment may appear to be 
relatively crude, but it is cunning enough to stymie counter-IED systems, admits Wayne Shanks, a 
spokesman for NATO’s International Security Assistance Force in Kabul. Yet Colonel Adams of the NSA 
sees something that could tip the balance in the army’s favour: predictive-analysis software.  

Computers are good at determining how myriad variables might affect events. Bombs, for example, are 
more likely to be planted in damp ground on dark moonless nights in areas where opposition is high. 
Bombers tend to communicate frequently with certain clerics, drive slowly through potential attack zones 
and return home without having got out of their cars. Separately these things mean little, but by 
combining data from hundreds of different sources, software can calculate how probable it is that IEDs 
have been placed and possibly the area where they are. 

Richard Rowe, an American major general in Baghdad, says predictive software is already helping identify 
terrorists. For example, he says, bombmakers could be spotted if they rent apartments near potential 
targets to bring apparently harmless IED ingredients past checkpoints, rather than completed bombs.  

Capturing or killing bombers may, however, reduce attacks only briefly. The reason for this, says Kenneth 
Comer, deputy director of intelligence at the Joint IED Defeat Organisation, an American defence agency, 
is that taking them out of circulation can actually strengthen terror networks by encouraging the 
remaining members to jostle for power and experiment with new and more lethal techniques. Predictive 
analysis, he says, often appears to serve as an “evolutionary algorithm” that replaces the weak with 
others who may be even more capable. If such “survival of the fittest” is really going on, then the 
technological leap-frogging in the IED war will sadly continue—and only a political settlement will end it.  

 
 

American soldiers in Afghanistan remotely control a bomb-defusal robot
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Plumbing the depths 
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Inside story: A recent wave of advances is enabling oil companies to detect and recover 
offshore oil in ever more difficult places 
 

 
IN OCTOBER 1947 a group of engineers from Kerr-McGee, an American oil company, drilled the world’s 
first offshore oil well that was completely out of sight of land. Located 17km (10.5 miles) off the coast of 
Louisiana in the Gulf of Mexico, the project involved a drilling deck no bigger than a tennis court. This 
platform was complemented by a number of refurbished navy barges left over from the second world war, 
which served as both storage facilities and sleeping quarters for the crew. A single derrick enabled drilling 
into the seabed, 4.6 metres (15 feet) below. Kerr-McGee’s offshore drilling gear is still used in the Gulf of 
Mexico. The reused barges, however, are long gone. Instead, far more elaborate equipment is now being 
used, and in much deeper water. 

In 2005 the company installed its Constitution platform 300km south-west of New Orleans. Moored to the 

  



ocean floor 1,500 metres below the surface, the $600m structure comprises a 13,600-tonne cylindrical 
floating “spar” supporting a 9,800-tonne upper section or “topside”. Constitution, which is now owned and 
operated by Anadarko Petroleum, an independent oil producer that acquired Kerr-McGee in 2006, has 
plenty of company. In 2007 BP finished work on Atlantis, a 58,700-tonne semisubmersible platform, which 
is tethered to the seabed over 2,150 metres below. Upon completion, the platform was the deepest-
moored oil-and-gas production facility in the world. 

But the record did not last long. In 2008 Shell’s 22,000-tonne Perdido spar (pictured) was towed from its 
construction site in Finland to its new home 320km off the Texas coast. Standing nearly as tall as the 
Eiffel Tower, the Perdido rig is chained to the seabed 2,400 metres below, and is connected to nearby 
subsea wells in even deeper water, at a depth of 2,900 metres. The same year, two more huge 
semisubmersibles—Chevron’s 36,300-tonne Blind Faith and BP’s colossal 130,000-tonne Thunder Horse—
also started operations. 

These hulks owe their existence to a combination of geopolitical and technical developments. Growing 
resource nationalism in countries that hold most of the world’s onshore oil reserves is forcing private oil 
companies to go farther afield. Inconveniently, that means looking for oil in deep water, miles offshore. 

This poses daunting physical challenges. Drill strings, the interlocking sections of pipe that are used in 
offshore drilling, are heavy: the pipe used by Transocean, an offshore-drilling company, weighs over 30kg 
per metre, for example. Deeper water means a longer and heavier drill string, which in turn requires a 
bigger platform to support such a large “hook load”. Ever-larger platforms and the increasing use of drill 
ships—giant vessels that are even heavier than moored platforms—have given companies the heft 
required to work at greater depths. 

With miles of water overhead, the pressure on the seafloor presents a further challenge both to equipment 
designers and production engineers trying to get oil back to the surface. Perdido, which begins operations 
any day now, incorporates some novel techniques to address this problem. Its “subsea boosting system” 
uses electric pumps on the seafloor to help the oil on its one-and-a-half-mile journey to the surface. And 
combining the streams from multiple subsea wells and separating oil from gas on the seafloor means 
fewer risers, or pipes to the surface, are needed. 

Despite the adverse working conditions, there have been several big deepwater discoveries in recent 
years. In 2007 Petrobras, a Brazilian oil giant, stunned the industry with the announcement that it had 
found as much as 8 billion barrels of oil at its Tupi field, 240km off the coast of Rio de Janeiro. The 
discovery, beneath 2,000 metres of water, 3,000 metres of sand and rocks and a 2,000-metre layer of 
salt, was touted at the time as potentially the largest offshore find ever made. Subsequent “ultra 
deepwater” discoveries—those in water deeper than 1,500 metres—have included finds off the coasts of 
Angola, Sierra Leone and Nigeria, and a spate of finds in the Gulf of Mexico, where Anadarko made five 
discoveries in 2009 alone. 

 
A seismic shift 

Such discoveries were literally unfathomable just a few years ago. Until the mid-1990s, says Robin Walker 
of WesternGeco, an oil-services company, there was a general view that successful offshore oil-drilling 
operations were limited to a water depth of around 600 metres. But this had less to do with the challenge 
of accessing the oil than with finding it in the first place. Giant platforms like Thunder Horse and Perdido 
provide the necessary muscle, but advances in computing at the exploration stage have been just as 
important when it comes to tapping deepwater oil. In this most physically demanding of industries, 
software, as much as hardware, is changing the game. 

To give an idea of the difficulty of deepwater drilling, Mr Walker uses an analogy. “Imagine a large 
offshore oil rig as a matchbox,” he says. Next, imagine the matchbox on top of a two-storey building, with 
the upper floor filled with water and the lower floor filled with rock, sand and, in some cases, salt. Striking 
an oil reservoir with a drill pipe is then like hitting a coin at the base of the building with a strand of 
human hair. The penalties for getting it wrong are enormous. An industry rule of thumb puts the cost of 
drilling a deepwater “dry hole”—a well that does not strike oil—at around $100m; BP says it can be as 
high as $200m. 

With the stakes so high and the margin for error so small, “you need to know before you drill,” says Stuart 
Strife, Anadarko’s head of exploration in the Gulf of Mexico. The knowledge in question takes the form of 
precise data on the composition and structure of the geological formations beneath the seabed, which 
provide insight into the areas likely to hold oil deposits. For decades this has been collected in the form of 



seismic surveys, a technique originally developed on land and then adapted for offshore exploration. 

Typical marine seismic surveys, which date back to the 1980s, are done using a boat which tows eight to 
ten parallel streamers, each several kilometres long, behind it. The boat is also equipped with a seismic 
source that creates sonar signals, or “shot points”, using blasts of compressed air. These signals are 
detected by uniformly spaced sonar receivers, called hydrophones, incorporated into the streamers. By 
analysing the way the sonar signals bounce off the various geological layers beneath the seafloor—each of 
which reflects the signals in a different way—seismologists can identify patterns in the subsurface that are 
likely to indicate the presence of oil-bearing rocks. 

Although the data are collected in two dimensions, the spacing of the streamers (about 25 metres apart) 
enables oil companies to process the data using computer programs that generate a rough three-
dimensional model of the subsurface, says David Rainey, BP’s head of exploration in the Gulf of Mexico. 
The models created from such survey data were accurate enough to enable oil companies to identify 
formations such as anticlines or faults—the underground structures that typically contain oil. Access to 
such relatively easy oil was good while it lasted. 

 
But it quickly tailed off. This is partially because oil companies tend to maximise production rates to 
minimise the high cost of maintaining offshore operations, and partially because around two-thirds of the 
seabed in the Gulf of Mexico is covered by shallow salt canopies. Having formed a crust on the seabed 
during periods of seawater evaporation, the salt has since been covered by millennia of silt deposits from 
rivers emptying into sea, which over time turned to rock and formed the base of the seafloor. Under 
pressure, the salt has pushed into the rock layer, forming a convoluted subsurface of rock and salt. 

The patterns formed by the commingled salt and rock create a huge headache for the companies trying to 
access the oil below them, because the waves emitted from seismic sources travel more quickly in salt 
than in rock. With a combination of reflected and refracted waves returning to the hydrophones, it is 
difficult to put together a clear picture of the subsurface from a traditional sonar survey. 

 
Pass the salt, please 

Initial efforts to improve the clarity of subsalt mapping focused on trying to improve the data processing. 
But although better algorithms enabled clearer mapping of smooth and flat (or “well behaved”) 
formations, they were of limited use for more complex structures. “About five years ago we reached a 
point of diminishing returns,” says Mr Rainey. 

So the oil companies and their partners went back to the drawing board. Instead of collecting data in two 
dimensions using streamers and then processing the data to produce a 3-D image, they decided to move 
to three-dimensional acquisition. This approach, called a “wide-azimuth” survey, involves using 



hydrophones and multiple seismic sources on three or four vessels moving in parallel. The subsurface 
structures can then be probed from several different angles at the same time. Accuracy can also be 
improved by passing over the same region several times from different angles (a “multi-azimuth” survey). 
Additional techniques include “coil shooting”, which involves performing a wide-azimuth survey on a 
spiralling trajectory, and so-called “4-D” surveys, in which repeated wide-azimuth surveys are used to 
gauge the effects of production on a subsurface structure over time. 

To gather a consistent picture of the subsurface and to ensure “repeatability” during 3-D and 4-D surveys, 
the towed streamers need to be kept in a fixed position relative to the source vessels and to each other. 
So the oil-services companies devised techniques (such as the Q-Fin system from WesternGeco and the 
Nautilus system from CGGVeritas) to measure and adjust the position of the streamers as they travel 
through the water. 

But the mechanics of the new acquisition techniques are a doddle compared with the challenge of making 
sense of the vast amount of data produced. A typical 3-D survey uses about 80km of streamer cable 
containing a total of around 25,000 hydrophones. Shot points occur every 10-15 seconds, and after each 
one the hydrophones record a 24-bit signal every two milliseconds. This results in around 500 megabytes 
of data per shot point. With 50 seismic vessels working around the clock industry-wide, this adds up to a 
total of around 12 petabytes of new data every year, according to Mr Walker. 

The resulting data must then be processed to produce a picture of the subsurface. The amount of 
computing power used for such calculations is staggering. BP’s computer centre in the Gulf of Mexico 
operates at 270 teraflops (270 trillion calculations per second), nearly 3,000 times faster than a decade 
ago. 

When seismic surveys show that there is a good chance of finding oil, companies set about the delicate 
process of drilling an exploratory well. During drilling, a fluid called “mud” is pumped through the drill 
string to remove the borehole cuttings, to cool the drill bit and maintain pressure at the base of the well. 
As the drill progresses through the rock and sand below the seabed, the pressure of the mud in the drill 
string must be kept within a limited range. If the pressure is too low, the forces from underground fluids 
and gases pushing in on the well wall (“pore pressure”) will cause it to collapse; if it is too high, the mud 
can aggravate and expand existing fractures in the surrounding rock, leading to a loss of circulation as the 
mud escapes into the newly created fissures. 

 
Drill, baby, drill 

Maintaining the mud within a “pressure window”, therefore, is critical. To estimate the correct pressure, oil 
companies traditionally relied on rock samples and stress data taken from the well bore after initial 
drilling. They then produced a model to estimate pore pressure and fracture pressure, and calculated the 
mud pressure accordingly. But this was an imperfect science, and subsalt formations only made things 
harder. Large pressure differentials between the salt and rock layers make it difficult to keep the drill 
within the pressure window when passing from one to the other. Even with vast amounts of seismic data, 
identifying the boundaries between salt and rock from the surface, many miles above, is nearly 
impossible. 

A new wave of tools and communication systems enabling the collection and transmission of “down-hole” 
data in real time is beginning to change this. Rather than approaching a well with a fixed drilling plan, 
companies can now use “measurement while drilling” (MWD) tools to determine the pressure, 
temperature, vibration and electrical resistivity (useful for inferring rock properties) of the well as they 
drill. Typically, MWD data are transmitted via “mud pulses”—pressure waves sent through the mud that 
relay information from the down-hole sensors to the surface. These pulses allow information to be sent to 
the surface at just a few bits per second, but this is enough to transmit useful data about what is going 
on. MWD is particularly valuable in directional drilling, because it provides feedback about the material 
being drilled through and the angle and position of the drill bit, enabling more accurate steering. 



 
“MWD really changes the workflow of the drilling process,” says Bráulio Xavier Bastos of Petrobras. Armed 
with a continuous flow of well data, his offshore engineers are able to run simulations on rock behaviour 
and pore pressure during drilling, and then adjust parameters such as drill speed accordingly. Lisa Grant, 
a drilling engineer at Shell, says MWD enables the drilling of wells today that were “not even 
contemplated” five years ago. 

With an in-well communications channel established, oil companies are devising new ways to analyse the 
subsurface, including the use of “borehole seismic” tools. By attaching seismic sources and receivers to 
the drilling module, such systems provide a more accurate picture of the underground geological 
environment than can be obtained from the surface alone. 

Sophisticated MWD tools require faster information transfer. One potential solution is Intellipipe, a 
telemetry system that relies on cables embedded in the pipe walls of the drill string, with inductive 
coupling to transmit data between pipe segments. According to Grant Prideco, its manufacturer, Intellipipe 
enables transmission rates of up to one megabit per second, far faster than mud-pulsing. 

As new techniques emerge, oil is being found in ever harder-to-reach places. The rate of large offshore 
discoveries has already begun to tail off, says Mike Rodgers, a partner at PFC Energy, an energy 
consultancy. He thinks the principal value of deepwater mapping and measurement technologies will lie in 
finding smaller, marginal oilfields that can then be “tied back” to existing platforms. But the oil industry 
makes a habit of springing surprises, as the unexpectedly large offshore finds in the Gulf of Mexico and off 
the Brazilian coast demonstrate. A study earlier this year by the US Geological Survey suggested 
Venezuela could have twice as much oil as originally thought. 

However things develop, history suggests that technology will be a decisive factor in the determining the 
winners and the losers in the oil industry, given the enormous value of being able to reduce uncertainty. 
Just as Kerr-McGee was establishing its pioneering offshore platform in the 1940s, four other American 
firms joined forces to form Aramco, now the state oil company of Saudi Arabia and owner of the world’s 
biggest reserves. Exploration rights in the kingdom had previously been declined by Anglo-Persian, BP’s 
predecessor, whose geologists’ reports saw “little room for optimism” for oil discovery there. An incentive 
to “know before you drill” if ever there was one.  

 
 

A 3-D seismic rendering of the Thunder Horse field in the Gulf of Mexico
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Consumer electronics: Tiny semiconductor crystals, called quantum dots, enable new forms of 
energy-efficient lighting 
 

 
HOW many inventions does it take to change a light bulb? More than you might think. Around the world, 
many people are switching from traditional incandescent bulbs to compact fluorescent (CFL) bulbs, which 
require less energy to produce a given amount of light, and therefore save money and reduce carbon 
emissions. But CFLs themselves may soon be overhauled by light emitting diodes (LEDs), which are even 
more energy efficient and have the further advantage that they come on instantly at full brightness, unlike 
CFLs, which can take a while to warm up. Advocates of LEDs note that the technology is versatile enough 
to work in almost any situation, from stadium lighting right down to the tiny light on your phone that 
flashes to indicate a new message. 

But not even LEDs, it seems, are the end of the story. Yet another lighting technology is on the horizon 
that offers further advantages: even greater power efficiency and softer, warmer light, the colour of which 
can be precisely controlled. Even though it will be put to rather mundane uses, the technology in question 
has an exotic name: quantum-dot lighting. 

Quantum dots are tiny crystals of semiconducting material just a few tens of atoms, or a few nanometres 
(billionths of a metre), across. They are typically made using some combination of zinc, cadmium, 
selenium and sulphur atoms. Their origins go back to work published in 1983 by Louis Brus, then at Bell 
Labs, in New Jersey, though it was several years before another physicist, Mark Reed at Yale University, 
described these tiny semiconductor clumps as “quantum dots”. When excited by light or electricity, a 
quantum dot emits light of a colour determined by the dot’s size and the material from which it is made. 
Light of a particular colour can therefore be produced by exciting dots of a specific size. 

Seth Coe-Sullivan, co-founder and chief technology officer of QD Vision, a start-up spun out of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, likens a quantum dot to a tuning fork: when it is struck, it 
oscillates at a specific, fixed frequency, producing a note of a particular pitch (or, in the case of a quantum 
dot, light of a particular colour). This has immediate applications in general lighting, but quantum dots can 

  



also be put to many other uses.  

 
Shine a light 

In lighting, quantum dots allow the colour of the light from a light source to be precisely controlled, says 
Jason Hartlove, the chief executive of Nanosys, based in Palo Alto, California—one of a handful of 
companies making quantum dots and selling lighting components based on them. The first products to 
come to market use quantum dots to produce warm, white light from blue LEDs. In essence, quantum 
dots are used to change the colour of the light. The advantage of this approach is that blue LEDs are the 
brightest, most energy-efficient kind. 

Existing white LEDs are also based on blue ones, the light from which is used to excite a phosphor layer 
made of yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG). The phosphor absorbs some of the blue light and is “pumped” 
into an excited state. When it relaxes, the energy it has absorbed is re-emitted as yellowish light. The 
combination of blue and yellow produces a rough approximation of white light. But it contains less red 
light than is found in natural light, says Mr Hartlove. As a result, the light seems cold and harsh. The same 
is true of some kinds of fluorescent lighting, which are also deficient in red light. “The light is not very 
pleasing to the human eye,” says Dr Coe-Sullivan. 

QD Vision’s first product, developed in conjunction with Nexxus Lighting of Charlotte, North Carolina, 
consists of a film embedded with quantum dots of different sizes in carefully chosen ratios. The film 
attaches to the front of a bulb containing several blue LEDs, and acts like a phosphor: blue light from the 
LEDs excites the quantum dots, causing them to emit light in a range of colours which combines to form 
white light. 

This approach has two advantages over using a YAG phosphor: with the right combination of quantum 
dots, the resulting light can be tuned to be much warmer; and quantum dots convert blue light to white 
light with an efficiency approaching 100%, so less energy is needed to produce a given amount of white 
light. The bulb (shown above) will go on sale this year. It will offer the performance of a 70-watt 
incandescent bulb but will draw only 11 watts. (A comparable CFL bulb would draw around 15 watts.) 

 
Nanosys is using a similar approach, coating blue LEDs with quantum dots to produce highly efficient 
white LEDs for use as backlights for the liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) used in computers, mobile phones 
and televisions. In January the company signed an agreement with the component-manufacturing arm of 
LG Electronics, which will use its products to produce backlights for mobile-phone displays. Nanosys calls 
this quantum-dot backlighting technology Quantum Rail (see picture above). It requires only about half as 
much energy as the conventional white LEDs used in backlights, which should help extend the battery life 
of mobile devices, as well as providing richer, more saturated colours.

Quantum Rail 



This trick of stimulating quantum dots using light in order to get them to emit light of their own is called 
photoluminescence. Solutions of quantum dots in chloroform glow vividly when illuminated with ultraviolet 
light, turning light that is imperceptible to human eyes into bright colours (see picture below). But 
quantum dots can also be made to glow using direct electrical stimulation—a phenomenon called 
electroluminescence. The problem is that this latter approach is currently much less energy-efficient, says 
Dr Coe-Sullivan. Provided this problem can be overcome, however, it should be possible to manufacture 
quantum dots in large, flexible sheets, opening up many new possibilities in lighting. The first 
electroluminescent products are likely to be light bulbs, which will probably be available from around 
2012, he says. But the technology would also make possible glowing wallpaper that emits light directly, 
and could be used to make new kinds of signage and displays. 

 
 
Dots on display 

A quantum-dot display would work by arranging quantum dots that emit red, green and blue light in a 
grid-like pattern, and getting those dots to emit light directly. LCD displays, by contrast, filter light from a 
backlight through an array of tiny coloured filters and liquid-crystal shutters. This approach works well 
enough to have made LCDs the dominant display technology, but only a small fraction of the light 
(typically 10-20%) from the backlight passes through the display. An “emissive” display that emits light 
directly could therefore be five to ten times more energy-efficient. 

One type of emissive display that already exists is based on organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). These 
displays offer deep blacks and high contrast ratios (because no light is emitted from the display in black 
areas), and are lighter and thinner than LCDs. But the organic materials have a limited lifetime and the 
technology is expensive to scale up. As a result OLED displays are used in some mobile phones and small 
televisions, but they have not caught on widely. Researchers have already built experimental displays that 
combine quantum dots with the underpinnings of OLED displays. Such QD-LED displays may well dethrone 
LCDs as the dominant display technology in a decade or so. They would offer the benefits of OLED 
technology, including deep blacks and low power consumption, but with a much longer lifetime, says Mr 
Hartlove.  

Such considerations are likely to become more important in the next few years, says Michael Edelman, the 
chief executive of Nanoco Technologies, based in Manchester, England, which also produces components 
based on quantum dots. California has introduced legislation to reduce the power consumption of 
televisions and computer displays by 33% by 2011 and 50% by 2013, he says, and other parts of the 
world are likely to follow suit. As a result, manufacturers are actively looking for new ways to reduce the 
energy consumption of their displays. Quantum dots can help, first by making backlights more efficient 
and then, potentially, in the form of quantum-dot displays. 

But this will mean making quantum dots in much larger quantities, says Mr Edelman. So far, demand for 
quantum dots has been relatively small: they are used in medical imaging, for example, as a form of 

Glowing solutions of quantum dots 



highly stable and extremely bright dye. (Cells or molecules of interest that are tagged with quantum dots, 
sometimes coated with polymers to reduce their toxicity, glow brightly when illuminated.) The volume of 
quantum dots required is minuscule, however: they are made in batches of a few milligrams at a time. 

In order to meet the growing demands of the display market, by contrast, around three tonnes of 
quantum dots will be needed each year by 2012, Mr Edelman predicts. Moreover, environmental 
regulations such as the European Union’s Restriction on Hazardous Substances directive are encouraging 
manufacturers to move away from heavy metals such as cadmium, which is commonly used in quantum 
dots. Accordingly, Nanoco has spent the past five years devising ways to mass-produce cadmium-free 
quantum dots. “The performance is now as good as, if not better than, cadmium products,” says Mr 
Edelman. 

Quantum dots are still a technology in their infancy. Researchers are also investigating their use in solar 
panels, where they could turn light into electricity, instead of the other way around, or make existing solar 
panels more efficient by enabling them to harvest more of the solar spectrum. Most bizarre of all is the 
use of quantum dots to build quantum computers, which operate in a fundamentally different way to 
traditional computers, with each quantum bit, or qubit, able to exist in multiple states simultaneously, 
rather than storing a straightforward one or zero. Such outlandish possibilities aside, however, it seems 
likely that quantum dots could become widespread in the next few years in banal household devices such 
as light bulbs, televisions and mobile phones. It is often said of new technologies that their future looks 
bright, but in the case of quantum dots that is no exaggeration—it is the literal truth.  
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Energy: The idea of recycling paper, glass, metal and plastics has become commonplace. New 
technologies allow heat to be recycled, too 
 

 
“WATER, water everywhere, nor any drop to drink,” lamented the becalmed Ancient Mariner. Oddly, the 
same is true of energy. As with the water that surrounds a desert island, there is abundant energy right 
under people’s noses, in the form of wind, sun, tides and heat. The trouble is that, like saltwater, none of 
these sources is easily tapped. Wind turbines, solar panels and devices that extract energy from wave and 
tide have become more common in recent years. But technologists have been slower to exploit the vast 
amounts of ambient heat available in the atmosphere, or produced by machinery. 

True, some simple forms of heat recycling have been around for a while: using heated waste water to 
warm flooring and melt ice on driveways, for example. Such systems can also reduce the need to heat 
water in a home. By running pipes that carry outgoing waste hot water alongside those carrying incoming 
fresh cold water, it is possible to warm the inlet stream and thus reduce the amount of energy needed to 
heat it up. “Combined heat and power” stations produce electricity while also warming nearby homes 
using their waste heat. In industrial settings, waste heat from boilers and large refrigeration units is 
sometimes recycled to reduce heating costs elsewhere. And some green-minded householders are fitting 
“air-source heat pumps” to keep their homes cosy using heat extracted from outdoor air. 

Yet, with the spread of computers, which generate vast amounts of heat and need to be kept cool, tactics 
for recycling are getting ever more creative. Power and cooling demands grow in tandem and, as 
machines get more powerful, the world is paying dearly to keep them cool enough to run properly. From 
2006 to 2011 the cost of powering and cooling servers in America alone is expected to grow from $4.5 

  



billion to $7.4 billion, according to the country’s Environmental Protection Agency. 

Frustrated by seeing ice on his roof at the same time as being told that his computer simulations could not 
run faster because cooling costs were too high, Paul Brenner, a computer scientist at the University of 
Notre Dame, in South Bend, Indiana, decided to take action. Dr Brenner and his colleagues explored the 
idea of using waste heat from computers as part of a thermostat-controlled indoor heating system. In 
theory, such a system would save on heating and cooling bills by exposing computers to low-temperature 
offices while exposing office workers to the warmth of the computers. 

To try the idea out, the team secured an office and plonked some servers in it, linked to the Notre Dame 
campus computer pool used for big calculations. A thermometer in the office detected when it was getting 
too cold and sent a signal to the network requesting that calculations be diverted to the servers in the 
office. Once the temperature had risen, a second signal suspended work on the servers.  

Having proved that their idea worked on campus, Dr Brenner and his team tried it out in the wider world—
specifically, at the South Bend Botanical Conservatories and Greenhouse, a botanical garden that was 
spending $115,000 a year running boilers and propane heaters to keep temperatures high enough for its 
plants to survive. 

By constructing a computer rack similar to that used in the office test, the researchers were able to 
provide the greenhouse with badly needed heat. A short while later, the rack was joined by three more 
racks that today provide the greenhouse with enough heat to cut its gas bills by $15,600 a year—while 
simultaneously saving Notre Dame $38,000 in cooling costs. 

 
More than just hot stuff 

Dr Brenner’s system, then, is helpful when heat itself is a valuable commodity, and it is simply a question 
of delivering it where it is useful. The most transportable form of energy, though, is electricity, so systems 
that convert waste heat into electricity are also desirable. The usual way to do this is with a 
thermocouple—a sandwich of two metals that produce a current when one side of the sandwich is hotter 
than the other. But Steven Novack, Dale Kotter and their colleagues at the Idaho National Laboratory are 
working on a new approach, using devices called nanoscopic antennae (nantennae), which are built out of 
gold or a nickel-chromium alloy. 

Hot objects emit infrared radiation, and the electrons in these metals vibrate when exposed to such 
radiation. This vibration creates an alternating current that can be tapped. Though the current in each 
nantenna is small, an array of them can produce a useful amount of electricity. The nantennae themselves 
are built with a large-scale stamp that is used to emboss their underlying structure onto slightly heated, 
thin sheets of plastic. Once these structures are in place, the trenches made by the stamp are filled with 
metal. Only small amounts of metal are needed, though, so the end result is a cheap and flexible material.

The main problem is that the alternating current created is very high frequency. Mains electricity in 
America is supplied as alternating current at 60 hertz. The nantennae produce about 30 terahertz, or 
some 500 billion times that frequency. To make use of such a current, the nantennae require a device 
called a rectifier that reduces the frequency to something manageable. The trouble is that commercially 
available rectifiers can only cope with frequencies of up to 100 gigahertz. The frequency of the current 
from the nantennae is around 300 times higher.  

To deal with this problem, Dr Novack and his collaborators are trying to embed a nanoscopic diode into 
the nantennae. A diode is a device which only allows current to flow in one direction. This would turn the 
rapid alternating current into a direct current, which is easier to handle. The researchers hope this 
addition will turn their heat-scavenging technology into a practical reality. 



 
 
Getting closer 

Another way to recycle heat that is being explored is to capture infrared with photovoltaic cells similar to 
those used in solar panels. Photovoltaic cells depend on packets of light (photons) knocking electrons free 
from atoms. They then employ the electrons so liberated to create a current. Photovoltaic cells are usually 
most responsive to photons in the visible and ultraviolet parts of the spectrum, but they can also respond 
to high-frequency infrared photons. Objects at a temperature of 1,000-1,500ºC produce plenty of such 
photons. 

But only those that are travelling at a near-perfect right-angle to the surface of the hot material can 
escape and travel outwards. Photons travelling at any other angle within the material are reflected back 
inside when they reach the surface. As a result, photovoltaic cells placed near hot objects have only been 
able to generate around 0.02 watts per square centimetre. By contrast, photovoltaic cells absorbing 
sunlight can produce about 20 watts per square centimetre, provided the light is carefully concentrated 
using mirrors.  

Bob DiMatteo of MTPV, a start-up based in Boston, is working on a way around this problem. He and his 
colleagues have discovered that the conditions change if a photovoltaic cell is placed a few hundred 
nanometres (billionths of a metre) from a hot surface made of silicon carbide alloy. When the width of the 
gap is smaller than the wavelength of the infrared radiation coming off the alloy, the photons are not 
internally reflected, but continue to travel into the cell. This approach, which is being called micron-gap 
thermal photovoltaics (hence MTPV), is capable of generating 5-10 watts per square centimetre, a 
massive increase over what has been possible before. The technology looks most promising for use in 
industrial facilities near exceedingly hot objects, like the machinery used to manufacture glass, or to 
reclaim waste heat in power stations. 

Peter Hagelstein, an electrical engineer at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is pursuing a related 
approach that also involves very small gaps between hot objects and photovoltaic cells. As an object heats 
up it radiates heat, but it also generates an electric field near its surface as a result of the random thermal 
motion of its atoms. Although this electrical field is exceedingly small, Dr Hagelstein and his colleagues 
theorised that if they could expose the electrons in a photovoltaic cell to it, those electrons would be 
knocked free from their atoms just as if they had been struck by photons. 

But even the tiny gap involved in Mr DiMatteo’s approach proved to be too wide: the electric field of the 
hot object was still too far away to interact with the electrons in the photovoltaic cell. The researchers 
found that they had to close the distance to just 5-20 nanometres. At such close proximity, the electrons 
in the photovoltaic cell were being liberated by the electric field generated by the hot object, but the usual 
process of generating a current was going awry. Normally, in a photovoltaic cell, electrons knocked free by 
photons are then carried away by an electric field within the photovoltaic material to a contact wire. The 
electrons knocked free at the surface of the cell, however, were not being carried away in this manner. 
Instead, they were merely shuffling between different atoms at the surface.



So Dr Hagelstein and his colleagues changed the design of the cell, adding tiny metal wires to the usual 
sandwich of semiconductor materials in order to pick up the liberated electrons and allow them to be 
carried off to create an electric current. Although the new device is still at an experimental stage, the 
team’s calculations, published in a paper in the Journal of Applied Physics in November, suggest that it 
could convert heat to electricity at a rate of 100 watts per square centimetre. Installed on a laptop, it 
could recycle heat from the microprocessor and extend running time by around 20%. One way or another, 
it seems likely that the abundant reservoirs of waste heat are about to be tapped.  
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Hugh Herr lost his lower legs as a teenager. He has since gone on to become a leading light in 
the development of artificial limbs 
 

  





 
“FIFTY years from now I want people to be running to work,” says Hugh Herr, director of the 
biomechatronics group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Far from being some kind of 
motivational guru, Dr Herr hopes to achieve this using technology. His goal is to augment people’s limbs 
with what he calls a “mobility platform”, akin to a pair of magic trousers, that allows people to move 
quickly with minimal effort—like riding a bicycle, but without the bicycle. “They won’t need parking lots,” 
says Dr Herr. “People can run straight into their offices, remove their mobility platform, as if they were 
undressing, and then hang it right on their coat rack.” 

It sounds implausible. Roboticists have struggled for decades to understand bipedal locomotion, and even 
today’s most sophisticated robots require huge amounts of energy and computer power to walk on two 
legs. But Dr Herr’s credentials are sound. He is a leading authority on the biomechanics of legs, and in the 
past decade he has made several advances in the development of artificial legs and assistive walking 
devices, or “orthoses”, enabling amputees to walk with a more natural gait than was previously possible. 

As well as enhancing the lives of disabled people, Dr Herr’s work on exoskeletons—the precursors of his 
planned mobility platforms—could make life easier for able-bodied people, too. By contrast with the bulky, 
cumbersome exoskeletons featured in science-fiction movies like “Aliens” and “Avatar”, or those being 
developed for military use, Dr Herr’s devices are smaller and lighter, and will require much less power. 
This will, he hopes, allow people to walk and run greater distances, or carry heavier loads, than they 
would otherwise be able to. 

Dr Herr’s interest in the biomechanics of walking stems from his own personal experience. He is a double 
amputee, having lost both his legs below the knee after a climbing accident in 1982, at the age of 17. At 
the time he was regarded as one of the best climbers in America. But after ascending a 200-metre wall of 
ice on Mount Washington, in New Hampshire, Dr Herr and his climbing partner Jeff Batzer found 
themselves caught in a blizzard. Blinded by the snow, they became lost in the wilderness as they 
struggled to find their way to safety. By the time they were rescued, more than three days later, they 
were both suffering from severe hypothermia and frostbite. “We were in pretty bad shape,” Dr Herr 
recalls. He had both his legs amputated below the knee and Mr Batzer lost a leg, the toes from his 
remaining foot and all the fingers from his right hand. 

“Climbing was my life’s passion,” says Dr Herr. Angry with the mistakes he’d made on Mount Washington, 
he was determined to rebuild his life and prove to himself that he could climb responsibly once again. 
Within just a few months he was out climbing once again, wearing a pair of temporary legs made of 
plaster that could, he was warned, easily fracture. “I think my family saw it as great therapy,” says Dr 
Herr. “They were probably more frightened that I would become frustrated and depressed if I hadn’t been 
able to climb again.” He is certain if he hadn’t got back on the rock he would be a very different person 
today. Driven on by the desire to create better legs for himself he has spent the past three decades 
turning his loss into a personal gain that has also benefited many others. 

 
Climb every mountain 

He began by customising his new artificial limbs so that they were optimised for climbing. “I realised I 
didn’t need a rock climbing shoe—I could just bond climbing rubber right to the artificial foot,” he says. 
Convinced that artificial limbs could be improved further, he started to make his own. “I studied tool-and-
dye at school so I knew my way around tools,” says Dr Herr. His efforts resulted in a dedicated pair of 
limbs that could be adjusted for different types of climbing, and could even have their length extended or 
reduced to match the demands of the wall. As a result he was soon climbing at an even higher standard 
than before the accident, and certainly better than the vast majority of able-bodied people. 

Having created better legs for moving vertically, he turned his attention to ordinary, horizontal 
locomotion. He studied physics at university, on the basis that it would provide a good foundation for 
designing prostheses. His first focus was to make artificial limbs more comfortable to wear. By his senior 
year he had been granted his first patent, for a socket interface that used a series of bladders to 
compensate for the wide variation in the shapes of different people’s residual limbs. Over the next few 
years, as he studied for a master’s degree in mechanical engineering at MIT and a PhD in biophysics at 
Harvard before returning to MIT as a postdoctoral fellow, Dr Herr worked on a novel knee-joint 
mechanism. 

This work, which was eventually commercialised as the Rheo Knee, used a magnetorheological (MR) 
fluid—a fluid whose viscosity can be controlled by applying a magnetic field—to act as a variable damper, 



and thus create a more natural knee swing. Traditionally, artificial knee-joints use hydraulic damping, 
which presents more angular resistance to fast rotational motion than to slow motion. A joint with a 
computer-controlled “smart” MR fluid, by contrast, can present a more even resistance, allowing for a 
more natural gait and enabling a prosthetic leg to adapt the knee swing as the wearer’s gait changes. The 
joint can also be more easily tuned to meet a particular user’s needs. 

Having improved upon existing artificial knees, Dr Herr decided that designing radically better prostheses 
and orthoses required a return to first principles, and a greater understanding of how human limbs work. 
“It’s surprising to most people that we, the human race, do not yet understand biological walking,” he 
says. It turns out to be complex and often counter-intuitive. In many respects walking should be an 
inefficient process, but because of the way the human body is designed, it is quite the opposite, says Dr 
Herr. Although effort is required to bend a joint or flex a muscle, the body is able to recycle much of the 
energy expended through spring-like tendons and elegantly arranged muscles. There is a constant 
shuffling, as potential energy is transformed into kinetic or elastic energy, and then back again. “That’s 
why, when you walk, it’s so economical and uses so little energy,” he says. 

With most prosthetic devices, including the Rheo Knee, much of the energy put into them by the body is 
lost, rather than being recovered. With this in mind Dr Herr went on to develop, in 2003, the first powered 
ankle-foot orthosis—a device designed to fit around the ankle joint of someone with walking difficulties, 
such as a stroke patient. It provides active correction, ensuring that the foot flexes in the right way, and is 
used to teach a patient how to walk again. Then in 2007 Dr Herr took this a step further by incorporating 
assistive power into an artificial leg, or prosthesis. The result, the PowerFoot One, will be launched this 
year by Dr Herr’s spin-out company, iWalk, and will be the first powered artificial leg on the market. 

The PowerFoot One uses motors, springs, sensors and an elaborate control system to emulate the energy-
transfer mechanisms of the foot and ankle at each stage of a stride. It adapts to different terrain angles 
and different gaits, can tell whether the user is going up or down stairs, and increases both speed and 
stability. It will even hang naturally when the user crosses his legs. “Some of our patients actually start to 
cry when they use it,” says Dr Herr. The powered mechanism, which will require daily recharging, creates 
a natural gait and ensures that no “metabolic cost” is imposed on the wearer, he says. 

 
An unfair leg-up? 

The question of metabolic cost was highlighted by the case of Oscar Pistorius, the South African double-
amputee sprinter who runs using blade-like prosthetics made of carbon fibre. In 2007 he was banned from 
trying to qualify for the 400-metre race at the 2008 Beijing Olympics by the International Association of 
Athletics Federations. The IAAF argued that his prosthetics gave him an unfair advantage by enabling him 
to run at a much lower metabolic cost—in other words, with much less effort—than an able-bodied person. 
Dr Herr was brought in by Mr Pistorius’s legal team to argue against this claim. With less than a month to 
prepare a defence, Dr Herr and his colleagues Rodger Kram and Peter Weyand carried out tests to 
demonstrate that Mr Pistorius’s prosthetics, which are not powered, do not enable him to run with less 
effort. As a result the decision to ban Mr Pistorius was overturned. (In the event, he did not qualify for the 
South African team and did not compete in Beijing.) 

The science is still very immature when it comes to assessing whether prosthetics provide an advantage, 
says Dr Herr, though the evidence so far suggests that they do not. “We want to get the science done,” he 
says, “because the next time Oscar or anyone else wants to compete against people with intact limbs, 
there will be certain people in the world who will claim augmentation—so we need to be prepared for 
that.” He would like to produce prosthetics that can emulate biological limbs so precisely that they ensure 
that the likes of Mr Pistorius are neither advantaged nor disadvantaged. 

Although Mr Pistorius’s unpowered prosthetics do not provide any metabolic advantage, there is no reason 
why powered prosthetics, or exoskeletons worn by able-bodied people, cannot do so. Indeed, with his 
latest work on exoskeletons, Dr Herr is moving in this direction. His latest powered exoskeleton, which in 
effect helps carry the wearer, has already been shown to reduce the metabolic effort involved in hopping 
by 30% (the tests for running have not yet been completed). And it does not require much energy to 
work: in its current form the exoskeleton has just two small clutches which only draw a quarter of a watt 
of power each. “That’s negligible,” says Dr Herr. He plans to add regenerative capabilities to the 
exoskeleton, so that it will require little or no power when moving on level ground. 

This sort of device is primarily aimed at improving distance rather than speed, says Dr Herr. Wearing it 
enables you to walk or run with less effort, so it will improve your marathon time (because you will not 
get tired so quickly over long distances) but will not enable you to sprint any faster than your existing top 



speed. “Think of it as a bicycle for your legs,” he says. “A bicycle profoundly augments human locomotion 
in terms of human metabolic rate and speed, and yet it requires zero energy itself.” 

Dr Herr plans to add regenerative capabilities to his prosthetic devices, such as the PowerFoot One. After 
all, one advantage of having artificial limbs is that you can upgrade them. And for Dr Herr, there will 
always be room for improvement in the speed, stability and energy-efficiency of his legs. “When I’m 80 I 
want the artificial part of my body to be completely superior to the biological part,” he says. It is a distant 
goal, but he has already taken several steps in the right direction.  
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Fake goods are proliferating, to the dismay of companies and governments 
 

 
IMITATION is supposed to be the sincerest form of flattery, but that is not how most brands see it. On 
March 1st Philip Morris, a tobacco giant, sued eight American retailers for selling counterfeit versions of its 
Marlboro cigarettes. Thanks to the rise of the internet and of extended international supply chains, and 
more recently, to the global economic downturn, counterfeit goods are everywhere. Fake Porsches and 
Ferraris zoom along the streets of Bangkok. A German bank has discovered an ersatz gold ingot made of 
tungsten in its reserves, according to a German television channel investigating persistent reports that 
many of the world’s financial institutions have been similarly hoodwinked. NASA, America’s space agency, 
has even bought suspect materials. 

Counterfeiting “used to be a luxury goods problem”, says Therese Randazzo, who is in charge of 
protecting intellectual property at America’s customs service. Now people are trying to traffic counterfeit 
items that have a “wider effect on the economy”, she says, such as pharmaceuticals and computer parts. 
A new study by America’s Department of Commerce shows that fakes have even infiltrated the army. The 
number of counterfeit parts in military electronics systems more than doubled between 2005 and 2008, 
potentially damaging high-tech weapons.  

The OECD estimates that the international trade in counterfeit and pirated goods was worth around $250 
billion in 2007. The International Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition (IACC), a lobby group, says the true figure 
is actually closer to $600 billion, because the OECD’s estimate does not include online piracy or 
counterfeits that are sold in the same country as they are made. Counterfeit goods make up 5-7% of 
world trade, according to the IACC.  

Several factors have contributed to the growth of counterfeiting in recent years. The shift of much of the 
world’s manufacturing to countries with poor protection of intellectual property has provided both the 
technology and the opportunity to make knock-offs. The internet in general, and e-commerce sites like 
eBay in particular, have made it easier to distribute counterfeit goods. MarkMonitor, a firm that helps 
companies defend brands online, estimates that sales of counterfeit goods via the internet will reach $135 
billion this year. 

  



The recession in the rich world may also have given a boost to counterfeit goods. Frederick Mostert of the 
Authentics Foundation, an anti-counterfeiting group, has noticed a “spike” in knock-offs this recession, as 
consumers short of money trade down from the real thing. Cost-cutting measures may also have made 
firms’ supply chains more vulnerable to counterfeit parts. In 2008 the value of fake goods seized at 
America’s borders increased by nearly 40% over the year before. It subsequently fell by 4% last year—far 
less than the 25% decline in imports overall (see chart). In Europe in 2008 customs services confiscated 
more than double the previous year’s haul of counterfeit goods. 

 
Businesses, which feel the revenues lost to counterfeiters all the more acutely in a downturn, are making 
an even greater effort to root out impostors. Complaints from Louis Vuitton, a luxury-goods firm, for 
example, led to nearly 9,500 seizures of knock-offs last year, 31% more than in 2008. Lawsuits brought 
by companies against manufacturers and distributors of counterfeits are at an all-time high, says Kirsten 
Gilbert, a partner at Marks & Clerk Solicitors, a British law firm.  

The technology used to counter pirates is also becoming more sophisticated. Holograms are a cheap way 
to distinguish real items from fakes, although counterfeiters are getting better at copying them. Special 
inks, watermarking, and other “covert” technologies (meaning those invisible to the naked eye) are 
becoming more popular as a result. Many “brand protection” firms have also started to peddle radio-
frequency identification (RFID) technology to help companies track shipments. This allows firms to tag 
boxes and crates with chips which send out signals identifying them as authentic. 

The most foolproof technique for identifying genuine goods involves incorporating materials with special 
genetic markers into the packaging or product itself. Firms or officials can then literally check an item’s 
DNA to ensure that it is real. This is more expensive than other anti-counterfeiting measures, but 
companies with very valuable wares, such as the grandest wineries, are splurging on it. James Hayward, 
the boss of DNA Applied Sciences, which sells such technology, insists that new clients are “knocking down 
our door”, in spite of the recession. 

Online brand-protection services, which track counterfeiters on the web for their clients, are also thriving. 
OpSec Security, which provides physical and online brand protection, has seen revenues from its online 
monitoring business grow by more than 20% annually for the past two years, even as revenues for its 
shipping services declined (because companies are shipping fewer items). MarkMonitor raised the price of 
its online brand-protection service by 18% last year because demand was so high. America’s biggest firms 
spend $2m-4m a year to combat counterfeiting on average—a figure that is growing along with internet 
shopping.  

Governments are also boosting their efforts to crack down on counterfeiting, which deprives them of tax 
revenue in addition to harming legitimate businesses. Counterfeiting and piracy cost G20 economies €62 
billion ($85 billion) a year in lost taxes and higher spending on unemployment benefits, according to a 
study by Frontier Economics, a consultancy. For every dollar invested in the fight against counterfeiting in 
America, the government receives $5 in extra tax revenue, estimates the US Chamber of Commerce, a 
business lobby. In recent years France and Italy, among others, have enacted laws that threaten 
consumers who buy fake goods with steep fines and even imprisonment.  

America appointed its first “IP tsar” last autumn and is developing a new enforcement strategy. The 



European Union has formed an anti-counterfeiting “observatory” to collect better data and disseminate 
tips on how best to detect fake goods. The EU, America and Japan, among others, are also discussing a 
new treaty, called the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA), that would strengthen international 
controls on counterfeits and piracy. It is expected to be launched later this year. 

But in China, where 80% of the world’s fake goods are thought to be produced, officials are loth to crack 
down on a thriving local business. China is not expected to sign ACTA—undermining it before it has even 
been unveiled. Perhaps China could make a just-as-good fake treaty instead.  
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Italy’s biggest telecoms firm faces an uncertain future 
 

 
THERE could not be a better warning of the risks of getting involved with Italy’s national phone company: 
in late February Telecom Italia said an investigation into alleged large-scale tax fraud and money-
laundering involving Sparkle, its wholesale voice and broadband unit, and a rival broadband firm, Fastweb, 
had forced it to delay the announcement of its 2009 results by a month. The pair are thought to have 
become embroiled in a scam orchestrated by the Calabrian mafia. Meanwhile, discussions about Telecom 
Italia’s future are coming to a head, with Telefónica, Spain’s leading operator, expected to play a crucial 
role.  

In 2007, in the aftermath of two leveraged buy-outs which left Telecom Italia with a massive burden of 
debt, the government arranged for the Benetton family, Telefónica and a group of local financial 
institutions—Mediobanca, Intesa Sanpaolo and Generali—to take control of the operator. Telecom Italia’s 
controlling shareholder at the time, Pirelli, had been in serious talks about selling to America’s AT&T and 
Mexico’s América Móvil, but the government had wanted to keep Telecom Italia in national hands.  

Pirelli lost more than €3 billion ($4.1 billion) on its stake in Telecom Italia, and the operator has proven a 
similarly disastrous investment for the present shareholders. The price of its shares has fallen by more 
than half since they took control due to declining revenues and concerns about its debt. That, in turn, has 
put pressure on the banks to write down their investment accordingly. They are now pushing for a drastic 
solution. 

The most obvious exit, reckon some of the firm’s Italian shareholders, is for Telefónica to buy Telecom 

  



Italia, deepening an industrial partnership which has already yielded some €1.3 billion of synergies since 
2008. Apart from its debt and some operational problems at its Italian mobile business that should not be 
too hard to iron out, Telecom Italia is in reasonable shape. It faces comparatively little competition at 
home, has healthy margins and cashflow, and owns a Brazilian business that would complement 
Telefónica’s. In fact, the Spanish firm’s chief aim when it invested in Telecom Italia in 2007 was to prevent 
América Móvil from winning a dominant position in Brazil. 

Politically, however, selling Telecom Italia to a foreign company is probably still unacceptable. (Only one 
European telecoms incumbent, Sonera of Finland, has ever fallen into foreign hands.) Because Telecom 
Italia’s profits in both its fixed-line and its mobile business depend on regulation, good relations with the 
government are crucial. And Telefónica itself may be in no hurry to pounce on another European 
incumbent with weak growth prospects.  

After weeks of intense speculation about a merger with Telefónica, therefore, a messy Italian solution now 
looks likely. Intesa Sanpaolo has reportedly suggested to Italy’s prime minister, Silvio Berlusconi, that the 
government buy Telecom Italia’s fixed-line infrastructure, the most politically sensitive part of the 
business, ensuring it remains Italian and allowing the firm to pay down debt. The Brazilian mobile unit 
could also be sold.  

If the government did buy the national network, Mr Berlusconi’s media company, Mediaset, could benefit, 
according to people close to Telecom Italia’s main shareholders. Mediaset, which currently relies on a 
conventional broadcast model, could strike a deal with the nationalised unit to start selling television via 
the latter’s broadband network. 

Breaking up the firm along these lines would turn the rump of Telecom Italia into a customer-facing retail 
business. The company’s managers worry that shorn of its network, the firm would lose its competitive 
edge. They strongly oppose a break-up, as does Telefónica, although a dismemberment of Telecom Italia 
might give the Spanish firm opportunities to buy some or all of its component businesses. Telecom Italia, 
one of Europe’s pioneering telecoms firms in the 1990s, looks headed for an inglorious future.  
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Signs of a crackdown on the oligopolists who rob the poor 
 

 
MEXICO’S attempts to suppress narcotics gangs have gained worldwide attention but, so far, had limited 
success. Now its authorities are turning their fire on another sort of drugs cartel. On February 23rd the 
country’s antitrust regulator said it had uncovered schemes involving six firms to rig the bidding to 
provide insulin and other supplies to the health service. In an economy dominated by monopolists and 
oligarchs, the ruling—the regulator’s first big cartel-busting action in its 17-year existence—could prove to 
be a watershed, even if the companies involved eventually win their appeals. 

The alleged cartel’s behaviour seemed quite blatant. In any given tender, every bidder except one would 
offer prices within a 1.5% range, with the winner offering slightly less. In subsequent purchases of the 
same product, the pattern would be the same—except that a different firm would make the winning bid, 
until each one had taken its turn. The government reckons such collusion cost taxpayers over $46m 
between 2003 and 2006. The companies in question continue to deny wrongdoing, arguing that they were 
each independently using the health service’s stated maximum price as a reference.  

The regulator’s action is a sign that, after years of setbacks, the government may finally be starting to 
tackle the country’s corporate titans. Mexico’s economy is notoriously concentrated. Its 
telecommunications, television, cement, banking and brewing industries, among others, are oligopolies or 
near-monopolies. The central bank reckons this lack of competition costs the country a percentage point 

  

A victim of gouging?



of economic growth each year. The poor are particularly hard hit: a recent study by Carlos Urzúa of the 
Technological Institute of Monterrey found that Mexico’s poorest families devote 7% of their spending to 
overcharging by firms with market power. 

The problem is especially dire in public contracting. Since most government purchases must take place 
regardless of price—the health service could not stop buying insulin if officials felt it was too expensive—
they present a ripe target for unscrupulous firms. The size of most projects excludes all but the largest 
competitors, making it easier for them to collude. And bureaucrats have little personal incentive to ensure 
taxpayers are getting the best deal. As a result, says Manuel Molano of the Mexican Institute for 
Competitiveness, the pharmaceutical firms’ alleged scam “is standard operating procedure in the public 
sector.” 

Mexico’s Federal Competition Commission (CFC) was founded in 1993 to stop such practices. It has had 
few successes. Most notably, it lost a decade-long court battle to declare Telmex dominant in fixed-line 
telephones in 2007, even though the firm had over 90% of the market.  

But now the tide may be turning in its favour. In 2006 Congress gave it powers to require companies to 
open their books and to grant immunity to whistle-blowers. Another reform, in 2008, permitted some 
government agencies to use online auctions, rather than single sealed bids. These tools encouraged the 
CFC to shift its focus from abuse of market power to collusion. “Cartels are the low-hanging fruit,” says an 
official at the agency. “It’s easier to prove they exist, easier to get tips, and easier to explain to people 
that they’re wrong.” 

The potential savings are huge. The national health service says that adopting the CFC’s recommendations 
to consolidate its purchases into a single annual tender, allow foreign bidders and replace sealed bids with 
auctions has helped cut its costs by $3 billion over three years. This suggests that anticompetitive 
behaviour was as widespread as suspected, although lower raw-material prices may have contributed to 
the savings. Serge Brachet of Aklara, the firm that conducts the government’s auctions, says that if it 
used them whenever practical, in purchases representing 20-30% of the federal budget, the savings could 
add up to about 1% of GDP. 

However, Mexico’s trustbusters lack some of the weapons available to counterparts elsewhere. Unlike 
most Latin American countries, it does not allow class-action lawsuits. Violators of competition law cannot 
be tried in the criminal courts. Mexico is the only country to require its competition authority to give notice 
to targets of its investigations before conducting searches. And its maximum fine of $7m pales in 
comparison with the international standard of 10% of an offender’s sales—it can be profitable to cheat, 
even if caught. In April Mexico’s Congress is expected to debate reforms that could correct these 
deficiencies. Perhaps the biggest challenge will be persuading lawmakers that resisting the country’s most 
powerful corporate lobbies is politically profitable.  
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Apple uncovers poor conduct at some of its contractors 

APPLE is renowned for the control it exercises over every element of its business, from design to 
marketing. The resulting products, to its fans, verge on perfection. But there are clearly some steps in the 
manufacturing process that it does not supervise so closely. According to a report the firm released on 
February 23rd, the treatment of workers at several of its contractors in various countries broke both local 
laws and Apple’s own standards. Such problems are thought to be rife at Western firms’ suppliers in China 
in particular, but are seldom brought to light. Even Apple’s account raises more questions than it answers.

Apple says some of its suppliers hired underage employees, dumped hazardous waste illegally, made staff 
work unreasonable hours and paid less than the minimum wage. They also violated Apple’s own standards 
by discriminating against pregnant women, providing inadequate safety equipment and imposing onerous 
recruitment fees on workers. Remedial steps, the company says, have already been taken. But it does not 
specify where these events occurred or how many people were affected. Over the past three years the 
firm has increased the number of facilities audited each year from 39 to 102. But how much of its 
production this represents is not disclosed. The report does, however, observe that Apple’s suppliers are 
good at protecting its intellectual property, if not their workers’ rights. 

To be fair, Apple was under no obligation to commission the report or make its findings public. What is 
more, the report claims, “During most of our audits, suppliers stated that Apple was the only company 
that had ever audited their facility for supplier responsibility.” 

China’s reluctance to grant visas to foreign reporters and its censorship of the press does allow factories 
to elude the kind of scrutiny that would be routine elsewhere. But even China may have limits. On 
February 25th the People’s Daily, a government mouthpiece, reported that 62 workers had been poisoned 
in a poorly ventilated factory in Suzhou run by Wintek, a Taiwanese manufacturer that makes products for 
firms including Apple and Nokia. 

To defuse concerns about their contractors’ conduct, some Western firms, such as Nike, have made their 
entire supply chains public. That is something that Apple, which is notoriously secretive, remains unwilling 
to do. 
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Under pressure, GM is now putting up half the money needed to rescue Opel 
 

 
THE mood at this week’s Geneva motor show, if not exactly upbeat, was in contrast to the fear that 
gripped the event last year. Europe’s car market is expected to shrink in volume terms by around 10% in 
2010 as the scrappage schemes that helped underpin demand for smaller cars last year are withdrawn. 
But slowly reviving sales of larger, more profitable vehicles should underpin revenues. Moreover, the 
actions that carmakers have taken to strengthen their balance-sheets are working: most are expecting to 
generate cash this year. The big exception is Opel/Vauxhall, the European unit of General Motors. 

On the first day of the show, GM sprang a surprise with the news that it was tripling to €1.9 billion ($2.6 
billion) in loans and equity the contribution it was prepared to make to its original €3.3 billion plan for 
restructuring Opel. It was an admission both of how fragile Opel remains and how cross the German 
government still is with GM. 

At last year’s show GM, facing bankruptcy in America, put a majority stake in Opel up for sale. It 
eventually chose as preferred bidder a consortium consisting of Magna, an Austrian-Canadian auto-parts 
firm, and Sberbank, Russia’s largest retail bank. In fact, GM had little choice in the matter. The German 
government held all the cards. It was providing Opel with critical bridging finance and was willing to 
support Magna with up to €4.5 billion to restructure the business. With an election imminent, the coalition 
government wanted to ensure that Germany, where more than half of Opel’s capacity is based, escaped 
the brunt of the 10,000-odd job losses the firm had planned.  

All that changed when, under pressure from the European Commission’s competition directorate, the 
German government was forced to declare (through gritted teeth) that the money it was putting up would 
be available for anyone with a viable restructuring plan. To the fury of the Germans, that opened the door 
for a newly confident GM, which had emerged from bankruptcy and had never really wanted to sell such 
an important asset, to scrap the deal with Magna. GM hoped that promptly repaying the bridging loan and 
offering €600m of its own money would induce the German government, after some initial huffing and 
puffing, to support its cheaper and more realistic plan for restoring Opel’s fortunes itself. 

GM was to be disappointed. The jilted Germans called on GM to put up at least 50% of the money 

  



required under its restructuring plan. Although Britain and Spain, the other two countries where Opel has 
significant capacity, were less demanding, they both argued that if GM was going to retain 100% of Opel, 
it followed that it should put more of its own money in. One of the three governments demanded that GM 
add €415m to the plan to allow for a worse market outlook, says Nick Reilly, the experienced manager 
appointed to run GM Europe. “There had also been reports in recent weeks that Opel was going to run out 
of money in 2013,” he says. “Speculation about Opel not surviving damages the business.” To stop the rot 
and get the deal done, GM capitulated. 

It is some concession. Although Mr Reilly denies it, the more GM pumps into Opel, the longer it will take to 
repay the money it owes American taxpayers and thus cast off the unwelcome tag of “Government 
Motors”. Last month Ford, which fought successfully to avoid bankruptcy, sold more light vehicles in 
America than GM for the first time since 1998. 

Although GM rejects any accusation of playing one government off against another, Mr Reilly thinks the 
Germans will want to reach an agreement quickly, and stump up money of their own, to ensure that GM’s 
restructuring plan spreads the pain evenly. Mr Reilly says Opel should be cash neutral by the end of the 
year. 

But even after the restructuring is implemented, Opel will still have a long, hard road to negotiate. It will 
have cut its capacity, but political pressures have stopped others from doing enough of the same. As long 
as the European industry is running at about two-thirds of its productive potential, prices will stay soft. 
And though Opel’s cars are improving, the competition is relentless. The new Astra hatchback is a good 
car that already suffers in some comparisons against the older Volkswagen Golf and is likely to be even 
more outgunned when Ford’s latest Focus is launched next year. The sooner Mr Reilly can concentrate on 
running Opel rather than just battling to save it, the better.  
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Adverts that know where you are could be lucrative—not to mention controversial 
 

 
THE initiative was designed to draw attention to a serious issue and it achieved its goal. Pleaserobme.com 
is a simple website that publishes a live feed of posts that appear on Twitter, a microblogging service, 
showing that the authors are somewhere other than their home. Many of the tweets come from users of 
Foursquare, a service that lets people publicise their location so their friends can see where they are—and 
businesses can aim advertising at them. Pleaserobme.com’s creators, who also alert the potential victims, 
say they simply wanted to highlight the fact that users of so-called location-based services often give 
away information a burglar would love to have. 

Although the site is a salutary reminder of the perils of “oversharing”, it is unlikely to deter people from 
signing up to location-tracking sites. These are still dwarfed by the likes of Twitter and Facebook, but 

  



networks such as Foursquare, which has 500,000 users, and Loopt, which boasts over 3m, have been 
growing fast. They have also attracted cash from venture capitalists who reckon they could become 
money-spinners. A recent forecast by Juniper Research predicts that global revenues from location-based 
services could soar to $12.7 billion by 2014, up from $3 billion last year. 

Given that the market is in its infancy, such estimates should be treated with caution. Some veterans of 
the tech industry note that real-time location-based services have been talked up several times in the past 
decade, only to disappoint. But there are some good reasons to think that they may fare better this time 
around. 

One is that smart-phones with satellite-positioning baked into them are now widely available, making it 
very easy for people to broadcast their whereabouts. The rise of online stores with easily downloadable 
applications, or “apps”, for these phones is also encouraging users to experiment with new services, 
including location-based ones. And millions of people have become comfortable using smart-phones to 
share information about themselves, via mobile apps that access social networks such as Facebook and 
Twitter. 

All this has helped give birth to a number of location-based start-ups. Some use marketing techniques 
borrowed from the world of gaming to encourage people to tap into their services often. Foursquare, 
which celebrates its first birthday on March 13th and now covers most big cities around the world, rewards 
people who register their presence at (or “check in” to) a particular café or restaurant most often with the 
title of “Mayor”. That, in turn, can sometimes entitle them to, say, a free coffee or pizza. On Gowalla, 
another start-up, users are encouraged to collect as many “digital souvenirs” as possible by visiting 
various venues in a city. 

Corporate behemoths also have designs on the location-based market. Last year Google launched a 
service called Latitude that allows friends to track one another’s movements. The search giant’s recently 
unveiled (and much-criticised) social-networking service, Buzz, also allows users to tag messages with 
information about their location. Nokia has bought online-mapping and mobile-networking businesses in 
recent years to reinforce its offerings. Many observers think Apple has plans to offer geo-targeted 
advertising on its iPhone. In January the firm snapped up Quattro Wireless, which specialises in 
advertising on mobile handsets. 

The opportunity to offer targeted advertising based on a user’s location should help these and other firms 
win a slice (or in Google’s case, expand its slice) of the huge market for local advertising. But it may be 
quite some time before marketers become comfortable with the notion of pushing out ads on phones—and 
consumers get used to receiving them. Jeremiah Owyang of the Altimeter Group, a consultancy, points 
out that many marketing executives are still trying to get to grips with advertising on social networks, 
even though these have been around much longer than the new location-based services and have huge 
audiences already. 

That explains why some start-ups are trying to make money by getting firms to partner with them on 
direct promotions that reward users for specific actions, such as presenting them with a discount coupon 
via their phone screen if they check in to a specific location. Sam Altman, the boss of Loopt, says there is 
“a little bit of an arms race going on right now” between firms vying to become the location-based service 
provider of choice for America’s largest retailers. 

Both entrepreneurs looking to profit from location data and the venture firms (such as Sequoia Capital and 
Greylock Partners) that have bankrolled their efforts are unsurprisingly bullish about their prospects. But if 
they are to succeed, companies both big and small will first have to assuage growing concern over the 
privacy issues associated with collecting information about people’s movements. 

This question is starting to attract the attention of politicians as well as that of concerned individuals. Last 
month a congressional subcommittee held a hearing into the implications of commercial location-based 
services’ growth. Among the submissions it received was one from the Centre for Democracy & 
Technology, a privacy group, which argued that the privacy policies of companies collecting location-based 
data “are uneven at best and inadequate at worst”.  

Some companies have done more than others to institute safeguards against abuse. Loopt, which is 
rumoured to be a potential takeover target of Facebook, has added software that automatically monitors 
its service for suspicious patterns of behaviour. It also sends reminders to users that their location is being 
shared and allows them to post “fake” locations if they need to. Such efforts are admirable, but not 
sufficiently widespread to allay the fears of concerned folk such as the creators of pleaserobme.com. 
Burglars using location-based services to choose their victims, however, may still want to think twice. 
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The trouble with tandems 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Despite a few recent appointments, there are good reasons why joint bosses are a rarity 
 

 
AS ANYONE who has tried knows only too well, riding a tandem bicycle, with two seats and two sets of 
pedals, takes some getting used to. Even a small misunderstanding between the riders over the direction 
in which they want to go can cause the bicycle to wobble worryingly or spin out of control. Trying to steer 
a large company in tandem requires a similarly delicate balancing act, because a lack of co-ordination 
between joint chief executives can destabilise the business. Yet in spite of such concerns, two well-known 
companies have recently plumped for dual leadership. 

One is SAP, a German software giant, which on February 7th bid auf Wiedersehen to its boss, Léo 
Apotheker, and replaced him with two “co-CEOs”: Bill McDermott, the company’s head of sales, and Jim 
Hagemann Snabe, its head of product development. The other is MySpace, an ailing social network owned 
by News Corporation, which a few days later jettisoned its boss, Owen Van Natta, and replaced him with 
two “co-presidents”: Mike Jones, the firm’s chief operating officer, and Jason Hirschhorn, its chief product 
officer.  

The notion of shared leadership in the corporate world is hardly new. Business history is littered with 
examples of companies such as EADS, a giant European defence group, Unilever, an Anglo-Dutch 
consumer-goods company and Goldman Sachs, an American investment bank, that have, at one time or 
another, had two captains at the helm. But almost all of these relationships have ultimately come unstuck.

 
Duel track 

That should hardly come as a surprise because joint stewardships are all too often a recipe for chaos. 
Rather than allowing companies to get the best from both bosses, they trigger damaging internal power 
struggles as each jockeys for the upper hand. Having two people in charge can also make it tougher for 
boards to hold either to account. At the very least, firms end up footing the bill for two chief-executive-
sized pay packets. 

  



None of this would matter if there were compelling evidence that having two stars at the top of a company 
routinely led to stellar stockmarket performance. But research published last year in the Journal of 
Business Studies, which tracked the share price of 44 firms that took on dual bosses between 1993 and 
2005, found that their shares subsequently performed no better than those of similar firms that stuck with 
a single leader.  

Why, then, are some chief executives still being asked to work in pairs? One explanation is that dual 
stewardship can smooth the passage of a merger by giving bosses from both sides a say in running the 
fused business. Another is that boards sometimes turn to tandems when firms are in trouble. Take 
Motorola, which in 2008 named Sanjay Jha and Greg Brown as joint chief executives after the firm’s 
fortunes took a severe battering. The two have stabilised the business and will part next year when 
Motorola plans to split itself into separate listed entities, one focused on mobile phones and home 
entertainment (Mr Jha’s domain) and the other on enterprise networking (Mr Brown’s patch). 

A third rationale for doubling up is that such an arrangement can help family-owned firms avoid a clash 
among relatives (although it may also exacerbate one). Having joint bosses can also help companies hang 
on to talented executives who might otherwise leave if passed over for the top job. This may explain, for 
instance, why MySpace has promoted Messrs Jones and Hirschhorn rather than choosing between them. 
Mick Thompson of Mercer, a human-resources consultancy, reckons that many dual-CEO arrangements 
are “marriages of convenience” rather than the result of a deep-seated commitment to cohabitation.  

There do, however, appear to be a few genuine believers such as Wipro, an Indian software and services 
giant which is run by two chief executives, Girish Paranjpe and Suresh Vaswani. The company has argued 
that what it calls “the power of two” gives it the extra managerial bandwidth needed to cope with a 
complex, fast-changing global business. Mr Paranjpe has said that the ability to discuss difficult decisions 
with Mr Vaswani during the economic downturn has given Wipro’s bosses an advantage over sole 
supremos. 

That is hardly a clinching argument. Other technology firms such as Apple and Oracle have shone during 
the downturn and thrived despite the sweep and pace of globalisation even though their bosses—Steve 
Jobs at Apple and Larry Ellison at Oracle—can hardly be described as consultative, sharing types. If they 
need sounding boards they and most other chief executives can draw on experienced managers within the 
firm as well as on trusted external advisers. 

Nevertheless, the world of information technology does seem to contain a surprising number of joint 
bosses. In part, this reflects the fact that founders are still involved in quite a few firms and feel 
comfortable splitting responsibilities. For instance, Mike Lazaridis, the founder of Research In Motion, the 
Canadian firm that makes the BlackBerry, has shared the top job with Jim Balsillie since 1992. Joint 
leadership may also work well in the tech world because there is an obvious division of labour between 
technologically minded product managers and sales and marketing types. At SAP Mr McDermott is 
supposed to gladhand customers while Mr Hagemann Snabe coddles engineers. 

Yet even in the tech industry shared leadership works best when there is a power-broker behind the 
scenes. At SAP Hasso Plattner, one of the company’s founders and head of its supervisory board, wields 
considerable clout; Wipro’s chairman, Azim Premji, is an influential figure there. Jonathan Miller, News 
Corp’s head of digital media, is widely believed to be calling the shots at MySpace. While joint bosses keep 
a wary eye on one another, someone else may be steering the tandem. 
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Dealing with fiscal deficits  
 
Sharing the pain 
Mar 4th 2010  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
Increasing budget deficits and rising government debts are likely to entail fierce political 
battles—not least between taxpayers and public-sector workers 
 

 
WHEN times are hard, many people are tempted to let their credit cards take the strain for a while. And 
when economies fall into recession, many governments are happy to let their budget deficits widen, to 
tide the economy over.  

Sensible as this may be, deficits in several countries have increased so much and so fast during the 
economic crisis of the past 18 months or so that it is generally agreed that remedial action will be needed 
in the medium term. Deficits of 10% or more of GDP cannot be sustained for long, especially when 
nervous markets drive up the cost of servicing the growing debt. 

Market pressure explains why deficits have come to the fore in southern Europe. Greece and Portugal, in 
particular, have seen a sharp rise in their cost of finance and some investors have questioned their ability 
to roll over their debt. But deficits will also be at the centre of the forthcoming British election campaign, 
and in America the “tea party” movement has launched a populist campaign against rising government 
spending. 

There is no absolute rule on when deficits or public debts are too high relative to an economy’s size. Prior 
to the crisis the general consensus was that rich countries could safely have public debts worth 60% of 
GDP. Yet although Japan’s debt has exceeded its GDP for many years, the government has yet to suffer a 
financing crisis, perhaps because it has a large number of willing domestic buyers of its bonds. But when 
the markets do lose confidence in a government’s fiscal rectitude, a crisis can arise quite quickly, forcing 
countries into painful political decisions.  

Plainly, economic growth makes policymakers’ lives much easier. Growth reduces deficits automatically by 
increasing tax revenues and cutting spending on unemployment benefits and so forth. As the economy 
grows, deficits fall, debts become more sustainable, lightening the adjustment burden and reassuring 
investors. 

Nations have recovered from huge debt burdens in the past, often in the aftermath of wars, when men 

  



and resources were released from conflict and put to more productive work. When politicians turn to 
today’s deficit problems, it is vital that they choose policies that enhance long-term growth prospects. 
They will not lack opportunities: in several countries, for example, increases in statutory pension ages and 
other reforms that make labour markets more flexible are anyway overdue. 

It would, however, be unwise to assume that a burst of rapid and prolonged growth is imminent in many 
rich economies. Ageing or even shrinking populations make sluggish growth more likely. Growth also 
tends to be weak in the aftermath of financial crises. In a recent book on sovereign debt, “This Time is 
Different”, Carmen Reinhart of the University of Maryland and Kenneth Rogoff of Harvard conclude that 
“the evidence offers little support for the view that countries simply grow out of their debts.” 

So, short of debt default or implicit default via inflation, that leaves two other ways of closing the deficit. 
Spending must be cut or taxpayers must pay more. Many political battles of the next few years will be 
fought on these simple lines, with taxpayers on one side and the beneficiaries of public spending on the 
other. One imminent battle will be between taxpayers and public-sector workers. In some countries, one 
party can be seen as representing taxpayers (the Conservatives in Britain and the Republicans in America) 
and the other the workers (Labour and the Democrats, respectively). 

Another of these fights will be between generations. In America the biggest medium-term budget busters 
are pensions and health care for the old. A big deficit may ease the economic pain in the short term but 
risks saddling the next generation with a growth-sapping burden of higher taxes and interest payments. 
The battles are also intertwined: taxpayers finance the pensions of public employees which are, by and 
large, more generous and predictable than in the private sector. 

The outcome of these battles will vary from country to country. Both sides have potent weapons. Many of 
the biggest taxpayers are political donors and have access to people in power. If they are ignored, they 
may pack up and move to a more friendly jurisdiction. In Europe especially, public employees, together 
with recipients of public services, probably have numbers on their side. They are certainly better 
organised, via their trade unions, and they are political donors too. As French workers have often shown, 
public-sector unions can intimidate governments with strikes and demonstrations. Their Greek brethren 
have been trying to emulate them. 

 
The case for cuts 

 
Experience suggests that governments should focus on spending cuts rather than tax increases. An NBER 
study of 1996 concluded that “fiscal adjustments which rely primarily on spending cuts and the 
government wage bill have a better chance of being successful and are expansionary. On the contrary, 
fiscal adjustments which rely primarily on tax increases and cuts in public investment tend not to last and 
are contractionary.” A paper by António Afonso of the European Central Bank and Davide Furceri of the 
OECD found that increases in government spending as a proportion of GDP tended to be correlated with 
slower economic growth. And a paper published by Policy Exchange, a right-of-centre British think-tank, 
concluded that successful debt consolidations had put 80% of the emphasis on spending cuts (see table).



Some of the more successful deficit-cutting programmes were accompanied by falls in inflation and 
interest rates. These made it easier for economies to rebound and helped shore up governments’ electoral 
support. But today inflation is already low, as are most countries’ bond yields. So cutting spending may 
not bring much reward from the markets in the shape of lower interest rates. Yet the thought that 
spending might not be cut may bring punishment in the form of higher ones. 

Cutting public spending is, however, a hard slog. Spending on welfare rises automatically in a recession; 
pension payments continue to grow as the population ages. Western countries used the end of the cold 
war to slash defence budgets in the 1990s, but given continued military action in Afghanistan and the 
threat of terrorism, further big reductions are hard to envisage. Nor are there the easy, one-off gains to 
be made through privatisation of big industries pioneered in Britain in the 1980s under Margaret Thatcher.

Barack Obama’s promise to freeze discretionary spending (excluding defence and homeland security) 
saves $250 billion over ten years—not much when annual deficits are $1 trillion or more. So government 
will have to tackle much more politically sensitive areas. Changes to Social Security (pensions), which are 
not part of discretionary spending, are likely to form part of any fiscal reform in America. Should the 
Conservatives win the British election, they may change eligibility for welfare payments. 

Many governments have boxed themselves in by rewarding their own supporters with jobs or subsidies. In 
Greece, the right-wing New Democracy party came to power in 2004 pledging a liberalisation of the 
economy. When it left office in 2009, it had more civil servants than when it started. Such “clientilism” 
tends to lead to an ever bigger presence for the state in the economy, with more and more citizens 
depending on the government for employment and income. These people then vote in favour of the status 
quo. It may take a crisis to force governments to act in ways that hurt their core supporters.  

When a crisis does occur, the markets tend to insist on public-expenditure cuts as a kind of test of the 
government’s machismo. In a recent paper Ms Reinhart and Mr Rogoff say: “Even countries that are 
committed to fully repaying their debts are forced to dramatically tighten fiscal policy in order to appear 
credible to investors and thereby reduce risk premia.” 

Governments may thus find their political decisions driven by the need to keep markets onside. That is 
why the choice is so stark for the southern European countries, which are tied into the single-currency 
zone. No longer do these countries have the option of devaluing their currencies, which they have resorted 
to many times in the past. Nor can they combine tighter fiscal policy with loose monetary policy, because 
they do not control the latter.  

 
Voters or creditors? 

If the cuts demanded are particularly painful, governments may simply be unwilling to bear the political 
cost of pushing them through. A classic example occurred in 1931 when Britain was trying to remain on 
the gold standard. The then Labour government was told that cuts in the budget deficit, in particular 
unemployment benefits, were required to appease the markets; otherwise the Bank of England’s gold 
reserves would run out in two weeks. The cabinet split. Ramsay Macdonald, the prime minister, took 
charge of a (largely Conservative) coalition and has been reviled in left-wing circles ever since. And after 
all that effort, the austerity plan failed to do the trick; Britain left the gold standard within months. 

The 1931 episode was viewed in Labour Party history as a “bankers’ ramp” in which financiers tried to 
bounce a government into hurting the poor. Modern governments can also be tempted to blame 
“speculators”, a category covering everyone from bankers to hedge-fund managers, for their own failings. 
The idea that creditors might be concerned about the governments’ ability to pay their debts—and thus 
insist on a higher interest rate—seems to be hard for politicians to accept. At the Davos economic forum in 
January George Papandreou, Greece’s prime minister, said: “This is an attack on the euro zone by certain 
other interests, political or financial, and often countries are being used as the weak link, if you like, of the 
euro zone.” 

Even so, the Greek government has accepted that its deficit needs to be trimmed. In the politics of deficit 
reduction Mr Papandreou has some crucial advantages: opinion polls suggest that Greeks accept the need 
for austerity; he won a substantial election victory last year; the opposition is being supportive; and his 
Pasok party has strong links with the trade unions. It may be easier for a left-wing party to push through 
budget cuts. 

Supportive social cohesion may explain Sweden’s successful fiscal tightening after the banking crisis of the 



early 1990s. The Social Democratic government turned a budget deficit of 9.3% of GDP in 1994 into a 
surplus of 1.2% by 1998. Spending fell by more than five percentage points as a proportion of GDP and 
tax revenues rose by almost as much. Growth averaged 3.2% in 1994-98 and unemployment was lower 
at the end than at the start—surely a political as well as an economic boon. 

Politics within the government can help or hinder deficit reduction. Canada had three failed attempts at 
fiscal reform before a successful austerity programme was unveiled in the Liberal Party’s budget in 1995. 
Earlier efforts had been blocked by government departments. On the fourth attempt departments were 
encouraged to suggest sacrifices—and told that budgets would be cut by 10% across the board if they 
failed to agree. Cuts were made in several areas, including defence, farm subsidies and unemployment 
benefits. The budget went from a deficit of 6.7% of GDP in 1994 to a small surplus in 1997. 

It may be that tax hikes, particularly for the better off, are politically necessary to ensure popular 
acceptance that pain is being shared. But big tax increases can do economic damage. In the 1990s some 
of the more remarkable success stories were associated with countries that reduced taxes in order to 
attract business and capital. Ireland, which became known as the Celtic tiger because of its growth rate, 
has a corporate-tax rate of just 12.5% and chose not to raise it when it tightened its belt last year. 

 
The corporate-tax trend over the last 30 years has been remorselessly downward. A survey by Robert 
Carroll of American University in Washington, DC, found that the top rate in OECD countries (excluding 
America) had fallen from 51% in the early 1980s to 32% by 2009 (see chart). If businesses are attracted 
by low taxes, they may leave if rates rise.  

High-tax European governments have complained in the past about competition from countries like 
Ireland; the current crisis may lead to more calls for co-ordination of tax policies. Indeed, many countries 
will be raising taxes simultaneously, which may reduce the temptation for businesses to shift. Much 
depends on where countries start; it should be easier for those with lower tax burdens to increase their 
take. 

High earners can also be mobile. So many French professionals moved to London in the past decade that 
Nicolas Sarkozy, France’s president, pleaded with them (and offered tax deals) to come back. Britain is 
gradually losing its appeal to high-earning foreigners. Calculations by PricewaterhouseCoopers, an 
accounting firm, show that British authorities will take a bigger tax bite out of the pay packet of a married 
executive earning £250,000 ($373,000) than any other G20 nation except Italy. 

The need for countries to maximise their take from their citizens has caused a renewed interest in 
preventing tax evasion. Countries in the G20 have been pushing hard for low-tax countries such as 
Switzerland to provide information on foreign depositors. Nevertheless, there are plenty of legitimate ways 
for businesses and individuals to move to countries with more favourable tax regimes. 

So the temptation will be to impose taxes that will be difficult to escape, in particular sales or value-added 
taxes. The political drawback of such levies is that they fall more heavily on the poor than the rich. This 
will be unpopular, especially because many people regard this crisis as the fault of high-earning bankers. 
Furthermore, if higher taxes eat into demand, economies may slip back into recession. A Japanese 
consumption-tax increase in 1997 is still blamed for derailing its recovery.



European governments have accordingly produced a mix of measures in their austerity packages. Greece, 
Ireland, Portugal and Spain have all promised to attack the public-sector wage bill by cutting or freezing 
wages or by reducing the number of staff. Greece announced a new round of cuts on March 3rd. But the 
packages have also contained tax rises (motorway tolls in Portugal, fuel taxes in Greece) and assaults on 
tax evasion. 

In Greece, tax evasion seems to be rife among the professional classes, with very few citizens declaring 
high incomes; one response from the government has been to try to encourage the use of receipts. High 
earners claiming the personal tax allowance of €12,000 ($16,270) will need to provide receipts of at least 
that value.  

Despite this attempt to spread the pain, the Greek government has been confronted with a wave of strikes 
by public-sector workers. Governments can use outside financial pressure as an excuse to push through 
reforms that might otherwise be politically unacceptable. But it is a fine balance. Voters may be more 
resistant if harsh measures are seen as being dictated by foreigners, whether from the EU or the IMF.  

 
The people aren’t revolting 

 
Lord Salisbury, a British prime minister, and other 19th-century conservatives feared that democracy 
would lead to the overthrow of private property rights. Debtors tend to outnumber creditors, and thus can 
outvote them. 

Such pessimism has yet to be proved right. Sometimes, irresistible force meets immovable object. In 
California, for instance, voters have the right to vote on specific fiscal policies in referendums. The result 
has been a cap on taxes with no apparent limit on spending. Iceland is about to provide a specific test of 
this theory in a referendum, in which voters are being asked to accept or reject the terms for 
compensating foreign depositors in failed Icelandic banks. 

However, the efforts of Canada and Sweden suggest progress can be made, if the crisis is acute enough. 
And dictatorships are unlikely to be better than democracies. Military regimes in Latin America (except 
Chile) had poor economic records; they saw the state as a source of cushy jobs for officers and subsidies 
for arms factories. In addition, their very lack of legitimacy may tempt autocracies to bribe influential 
sections of the electorate. 

Nevertheless, democracies face awkward decisions in the years ahead. One of the biggest problems is 
pensions, which will dwarf the cost of the recent bank bail-out. When state pensions were introduced in 
1889 by Otto von Bismarck, the German chancellor, life expectancy was 45; the idea was to provide an 
income for those who simply could not work any longer. Women who make it to 65 these days can expect 
20 years of retirement. 



Even that tricky calculation relies on people working to 65 in the first place. Many employers, particularly 
in the public sector, developed the habit of letting workers retire in their late 50s or early 60s. Germans, 
who will soon face a state retirement age of 67, will resent being asked to bail out Greeks, who are only 
just being asked to work to 63. 

In Britain, most public-sector workers are still members of final-salary, or defined-benefit, schemes, 
whereas new employees in private companies are usually placed in defined-contribution schemes with 
uncertain benefits. The difference in cost may be as much as 30% of payroll.  

Raising the retirement age, probably to 70, and cutting the public-sector pension bill will deliver only 
modest savings in the short run, but will immensely improve the long-term picture. It will, however, be 
staggeringly unpopular. The proportion of the population in or nearing retirement is increasing; and older 
people are much more likely to vote than younger citizens. Without reform, however, those apathetic 
young voters face a crippling tax burden. 

There are many battles over deficits to come: taxpayers against public-sector workers; old against young. 
Well-chosen policies that foster growth may make them less fierce. They may be bloody even so.  
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Prudential buys AIA  
 
Grand Pru 
Mar 4th 2010 | HONG KONG  
From The Economist print edition 

 
 
The insurance industry’s biggest-ever acquisition has prompted the largest-ever rights issue: 
AIG and Prudential are both playing for huge stakes 
 

 
INSURANCE is a pretty stodgy business. This week’s agreement by Prudential of Britain to buy AIG’s Asian 
life-insurance operations, AIA, is anything but. If the $35.5 billion deal goes through—and given the 
convulsions in both companies’ share prices, that is not certain—it will radically alter both Prudential and 
AIG and will provide a closely watched test of what can and cannot be done by financial firms as they try 
to build Asian franchises. 

On paper, the transaction would transform Prudential into the region’s dominant insurance company. It 
will have a leading, if not the leading, presence in 15 big markets with a vast sales force offering critical 
health and investment products to a population that is becoming wealthy enough to appreciate them. 
Assuming the transaction goes through successfully, the proportion of sales Prudential generates from 
Asia should eventually expand from 30% to 80%. Prudential is paying a fraction of what AIA would have 
gone for prior to AIG’s implosion. It is a remarkable opportunity at a rather pedestrian price. 

AIG, meanwhile, is surrendering not only the promise of AIA’s future but the ties that come from its past. 
Included in the sale will be the building on Shanghai’s Bund where Cornelius Vander Starr, a lawyer, 
publisher and rumoured spy, spent the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s assembling AIG, putting down roots that 
would be impossible to plant today. AIG will be left with a string of other businesses, but none as 
distinctive or so plugged in to the world economy’s most vibrant region. 

But AIG will also take its biggest step yet toward becoming a normal company again. The Prudential bid 
pre-empted a plan to list a stake in AIA on the Hong Kong stock exchange. AIG reckoned that a straight 
sale would be a cleaner break and raise more money. The deal will net AIG $25 billion in cash and $10.5 
billion in Prudential shares and other securities. The cash will be put to use immediately to pay back some 
of the roughly $182 billion thrown at AIG by the American government. The proceeds from selling 
Prudential securities will follow in time. AIG will hope that the money reduces official meddling in its pay 
practices and operations.  

The deal could yet unravel. Prudential has announced a $20 billion rights issue to finance the deal, the 

  



largest ever for the London stockmarket. Each dip in its share price, which fell by 20% in the two days 
after the deal was announced, increases the amount of dilution its stockholders will suffer. That risks a 
toxic cycle, with each slide prompting further dilution and a further fall. If its shares to continue to drop, 
the deal could collapse. 

That prospect may yet lead to a reweighting of the company’s ownership structure, as well as its business, 
toward Asia. There are rumours that Asia’s large sovereign-wealth funds might take part in the rights 
issue. China and Singapore in particular, but also Malaysia, have government-controlled investment arms 
that could participate. 

Given the propensity of Asian governments to favour local champions, Prudential could find their 
involvement extremely helpful. In three critical markets, Thailand, Malaysia and China, AIA has special 
rights to operate independently, free from laws requiring local joint-venture partners. These rights are, in 
short, priceless, and it is an open question whether they can be transferred. Given both AIG’s and 
Prudential’s deep experience in Asia, approval would seem likely to have been sought and granted prior to 
the announcement of the deal. Having the relevant sovereign-wealth funds on board would give a little 
extra reassurance.  

Financial and political hurdles are not the only ones that Prudential must overcome. It must integrate two 
sales forces that have long been bitter rivals and have overlapping clients. It cannot even begin this 
process until receiving regulatory approval from countries that, in all too many cases, have little interest 
in promoting a more powerful foreign competitor, and by nature are achingly bureaucratic. And it must 
move quickly, or risk seeing its agents and clients flee to more stable operations. 

For AIG, the task is not to manage growth but the opposite: to shrink more cleverly. The sale of AIA is the 
biggest in a string of transactions announced by AIG since it was largely seized by the American 
government in September 2008. The process to date has been flawed. In the initial months after the bail-
out, a fire sale ensued. The firm’s headquarters in lower Manhattan were dumped in the middle of a real-
estate panic. Munich Re grabbed Hartford Steam Boiler, a subsidiary with a tremendous reputation for 
underwriting engineering projects, for just a bit over half of what AIG had paid nine years before. 

More disposals will follow. Another global life-insurance subsidiary, Alico, is reportedly being sold to 
MetLife, an American insurer. An aircraft-leasing unit that was valuable to AIG when it had a high credit 
rating but has been a drag ever since will be offloaded, too. Lots of other businesses spanning brokerage, 
annuities, property and casualty, mortgage insurance and so on, are all theoretically on the block.  

The sale of AIA and other similar deals will probably be accompanied by non-compete agreements, 
confining the opportunities for a company whose greatest historic strength was the flip side of its 
organisational sprawl: a hunger to seek out profitable opportunities wherever they were. It is surely no 
coincidence that several of the Prudential executives involved in initiating a deal that carries both risk and 
the prospect for extraordinary rewards had long prior tenures at AIG. Their former firm aims eventually to 
be in a position to start growing again. But first it needs new roots and fewer branches.  
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Back from the Fed 
Mar 4th 2010 | WASHINGTON, DC  
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The central bank loses a vice-chairman but starts to regain its standing 
 

 
THE Federal Reserve, accused by critics of monetary and regulatory malpractice, has seen its standing 
plummet. The House of Representatives has passed one bill to audit its monetary decisions and proposed 
others to strip it of regulatory duties. Almost a third of the Senate voted against confirming Ben Bernanke 
to a second term as chairman. 

It appears, however, that its rehabilitation has begun. As part of negotiations on a financial-reform bill, 
Chris Dodd, chairman of the Senate Banking Committee, is considering a proposal that would let the Fed 
retain most of its regulatory duties. Mr Dodd originally wanted to take oversight of banks away from the 
Fed and other regulators and give it to a new body. He wanted to hand oversight of consumer protection 
to another new creation, the Consumer Financial Protection Agency.  

But to secure passage of the bill he needs the support of Republicans, who dislike the idea of a separate 
consumer agency. Desperate to enshrine his legacy before retiring, Mr Dodd began negotiating with Bob 
Corker, a Tennessee Republican. Details remain fluid but their compromise would reportedly put the 
agency inside the Fed, which would also retain most of its oversight of banks’ holding companies. 

The Obama administration and the Fed consider holding-company supervision essential to the latter’s 
expanded mission of safeguarding financial stability. But the proposal is less popular with the House of 
Representatives, which has passed a bill with a separate consumer agency. Barney Frank, who chairs the 
House financial-services committee, has long blamed the crisis on the Fed’s failure to give consumer 
protection sufficiently high priority. When he heard of the new plan he initially thought it was “a joke”. But 
since Senate passage is the higher hurdle, the House will probably have to compromise most if anything is 
to become law.  

The Fed’s shot at redemption comes at a time when its governance is in transition. On March 1st Don 
Kohn, its vice-chairman and a 40-year veteran of the central bank, announced that he would retire in 
June. Mr Kohn is widely considered one of the most experienced and thoughtful central bankers in the 
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world. This newspaper endorsed him to succeed Alan Greenspan, who retired as chairman in 2006.  

Mr Kohn’s departure will leave Barack Obama with a chance to reshape the Fed, since there will then be 
three vacancies on its seven-strong board of governors. He plans to nominate someone with a background 
in macroeconomics, another in markets, and a third in regulation. Political palatability is critical, with 
senators worried about unemployment and ready to pillory anyone connected to bail-outs.  

That could bias Mr Obama’s choices in favour of candidates who are tough on banks and soft on inflation. 
The names circulating so far, however, are mainstream. They include Janet Yellen, president of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, and Christina Romer, chairman of Mr Obama’s Council of 
Economic Advisers. The ferocity of the confirmation hearings will be a test of how far the Fed’s 
rehabilitation has really gone.  
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Countries don’t like bad news about their creditworthiness 
 

 
WHEN the subprime crisis broke in 2007, credit-rating agencies were among the first groups to take the 
blame. Critics argued that investors had drawn false comfort from the AAA ratings that the agencies 
handed out on complex packages of mortgage-related debt. Furthermore, the raters were hamstrung by 
the conflicts of interest inherent in being paid by issuers to assess their bonds. Never again, it was 
solemnly proclaimed, should the markets rely on the word of the agencies. 

Now that investor attention has shifted to sovereign risk, the three big agencies (Fitch, Moody’s and 
Standard & Poor’s) once more find themselves at the centre of the action. Upgrades of sovereign debt 
exceeded downgrades in every year between 1999 and 2007. That has changed as a result of the financial 
crisis (see chart). 

The rules of the financial system make ratings impossible to ignore. If Moody’s joins its peers and 
downgrades Greece below A-, the country’s bonds risk becoming ineligible for use as collateral by the 
European Central Bank when the ECB tightens its rules at the end of this year. Politicians fetishise ratings, 
too. Tim Geithner, the treasury secretary, claims that America will “never” lose its AAA mark. Britain’s 
opposition Conservatives have promised to defend its AAA rating.  

Over the long term the ratings of most developed nations have been remarkably stable. No country rated 
AAA, AA or A by S&P has gone on to default within a subsequent 15-year period. Indeed, nearly 98% of 
countries ranked AAA were either at that rating, or the AA level, 15 years later. (Ratings are based on the 
probability of default so they are absolute, not relative; in theory, all countries could default on their 
debts.)  

That stable record may not persist. Investors have been buying government debt for years in the belief it 
is “risk-free”, almost regardless of the economic fundamentals. But if they lose faith in a government’s 
policies, the situation can change very quickly. “Countries can go bust in a matter of weeks if the markets 
close to them,” says one rating-agency executive.  

Governments and investors may well be attaching too much importance to the totemic AAA grade, 
however. “People’s perception is that a downgrade from AAA to AA means minutes later you default,” says 
David Beers of S&P. “In fact it means only a slight increase in long-term default risk.” Canada lost its AAA 

  



rating in the 1990s but regained it during the past decade. And Japan has managed to keep borrowing at 
a cheap rate, despite losing the highest level of approbation. 

The agencies are well aware that ratings changes are highly sensitive. Decisions are made by committee, 
rather than by an individual, to reduce the scope for outside pressure. Consensus is generally sought 
before a downgrade is made. The agencies also seek to protect themselves from criticism by being as 
transparent as possible.  

A number of factors helps determine whether a country’s AAA status can be maintained, including 
economic and institutional strength, the government’s financial strength and susceptibility to “event risk”, 
or specific shocks. In the eyes of Pierre Cailleteau, Moody’s chief economist, the key ratio is not debt-to-
GDP but interest payments as a proportion of government revenues. Once that gets beyond 10%, a 
government may face difficulties.  

That does not mean a downgrade is inevitable, however. If the government is implementing a credible 
plan to cut its deficit, then it may maintain its AAA status. Of course, what seems a credible plan to a 
government may appear less plausible to an agency. Agencies also have to make qualitative judgments 
about a range of other factors such as, for example, the willingness of euro-zone governments to bail out 
the likes of Greece (which unveiled another austerity plan on March 3rd, in part to head off a further 
downgrade). 

Trickiest of all perhaps is the question of contingent liabilities such as bank-insurance schemes, public-
sector pension schemes and the like. Even when the agencies are aware of such commitments, the scale 
of the problem may not be clear. “The state of public-finance accounting is extremely rudimentary relative 
to private-sector accounting,” says Mr Cailleteau. As more of those contingent liabilities become due, the 
agencies will be forced to make further decisions that could raise the cost of government debt and make 
budget-balancing even harder. The agencies will be in the limelight for a while yet.  
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Countries compete to weaken their currencies 
 

 
ONCE upon a time, nations took pride in their strong currencies, seeing them as symbols of economic and 
political power. Nowadays it seems as if the foreign-exchange markets are home to a bunch of Charles 
Atlas’s 97-pound weaklings, all of them eager to have sand kicked in their faces. 

First the dollar took a battering in 2009 when the return of risk appetite, and the ability to borrow the 
currency at very low rates, sent money flowing out of America for use in speculative “carry trade” 
transactions. Then the euro got pummelled because of concerns about the euro zone’s exposure to 
sovereign-debt problems in southern Europe. Finally sterling hit the canvas this week because of concerns 
about the British government’s deficit and the policy gridlock that may result from a hung parliament after 
a general election expected in May. 

Is there any sign that politicians and central bankers are upset by these depreciations? None at all. 
Mervyn King, governor of the Bank of England, seems to welcome sterling’s weakness as a boost to 
exporters. European politicians, such as Christine Lagarde, the French finance minister, have revealed 
their pleasure at the euro’s recent decline for similar reasons. The American authorities, while parroting 
their belief in a strong dollar, have done nothing to shore it up, neither raising interest rates nor cutting 
the fiscal deficit nor intervening in the markets.  

Nor has there been much sign of rejoicing in those countries whose currencies have tended to strengthen. 
The Swiss have intervened to hold down the franc. And Japan’s latest finance minister, Naoto Kan, has 
called for a weaker yen (although he received a rebuke from the prime minister for doing so).  

The one country that most economists agree should let its currency rise is China (in theory, faster-growing 
countries should enjoy real appreciation over the long term). But the People’s Republic also resists the 
temptation, intervening to stop the yuan from rising against the dollar. 

Why are weak currencies so much in favour these days? The answer seems to be that the interests of 
exporters are paramount, given the desperate scramble for growth that has followed the credit crunch and 
the global recession.  

Of course, because currencies cannot depreciate all at once, there seems to be a kind of “Buggins’ turn” to 

  



be the land of the rising exchange rate. The starring role tends to be brief, either because the government 
takes action to weaken the currency, or because economic news prompts the markets to drive it down.  

At the same time weaker currencies have not been punished in the traditional way—by higher inflation. 
Consider sterling. Using the currency’s 2007 peaks as a guide, the pound has fallen more sharply against 
the dollar and euro (around 25-30%) than it did after the exit from the Exchange Rate Mechanism in 
1992. 

In the 1970s that kind of depreciation was accompanied by double-digit inflation. But the year-on-year 
increase in the British retail-price index was just 3.5% in January and even that number was pushed up 
by higher rates of value-added tax, a home-grown factor. Nor is Britain paying any great price for losing 
its European and American creditors more than a quarter of their money in three years. Short-term rates 
are just 0.5% and ten-year government bonds yield a lowish 4%. 

To some, the lesson of all this is clear. If all the issuers of paper money want to see their currencies 
depreciate, then the only answer is to own an asset that central banks cannot debase—namely, gold. Part 
of bullion’s rise to more than $1,100 an ounce this year must be attributed to the conviction that 
governments will inflate away their debts. 

But it is hard to see how sustained rises in inflation will be generated in the next couple of years, given 
the amount of spare capacity in the global economy. It is also far from certain that governments could get 
away with a deliberate strategy of higher inflation, given the generally short maturity of their debts (less 
than five years, in America’s case). The markets would see them coming and increase bond yields 
accordingly. 

Indeed the current sovereign-debt jitters may be a sign that creditors are starting to assert themselves 
again, and demanding higher yields from less prudent governments. Where countries depend on 
foreigners to fund their deficits, they may find that the “easy” option of depreciation carries a much higher 
cost than in recent years. In time, having a strong currency may once again come to be seen as an 
advantage, not a handicap. 
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A difficult time for a fund-raising spree 

A SENIOR World Bank official describes its efforts to secure an additional $3 billion-5 billion in paid-in 
capital as a “once-in-a-generation increase to deal with the effects of a once-in-a-generation crisis”. The 
bank agreed to lend $32.9 billion to poor countries in the year to June 2009, two-and-a-half times the 
previous year’s outlay of $13 billion. If it carried on at this rate, Robert Zoellick, the bank’s president, 
warned in October, its lending would face constraints by the middle of this year. 

But its search for funds is being complicated by two factors. Some of its rich-country backers have 
overstretched budgets of their own, to put it mildly. And other large multilateral development banks 
(MDBs) are also seeking cash.  

Some are further along than others. The board of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved tripling its 
capital base to $165 billion last April, though only 4% of the increase would be paid-in capital. The 
shareholders of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) have reached a general 
consensus on augmenting its €20 billion ($27 billion) capital base by 50%, including €9 billion in callable 
capital (which countries commit but do not immediately pay)*. The African members of the African 
Development Bank want to triple its capital to $99 billion (94% of which would be callable). The Inter-
American Development Bank (IDB) and the World Bank are finalising their capital-increase plans ahead of 
their annual meetings in March and April respectively.  

The begging competition is affecting how much money the MDBs feel they can ask for, and how they plan 
to raise it. The World Bank, for instance, is only seeking enough money to allow its lending to return to 
pre-crisis levels. It wants to raise over half of its new capital from developing countries, partly in return 
for giving them greater say in its running. The dominance of callable capital in the other MDBs’ proposals 
also reflects the unfriendly climate for fund-raising. 

All the banks are keen to highlight improved efficiency. The IDB says that administrative costs per $1m in 
loans approved have declined by 57% between 2006 and 2009, to $26,833. But that still exceeds the 
$19,000 the World Bank spent per $1 million lent in 2009. The latter also raised charges on its loans last 
year, partly to assuage rich countries who want it to generate more income internally. 

Fine-tuning their demands and pushing further on institutional reform will probably ensure that no MDB is 
denied cash, even if the politics are likely to be messy all around. But Nancy Birdsall, a former senior 
official at both the IDB and the World Bank, thinks a more fundamental reorientation is needed. Although 
these institutions have begun to place greater emphasis on measurable results, she argues, their focus is 
on pushing money out. The percentage of the IDB’s projects whose impact was rigorously evaluated 
doubled between 2005 and 2009, but only to 14%. Changing that would be an excellent use of a once-in-
a-generation crisis.  

 
 

Correction: We originally said that the EBRD's shareholders had agreed to augment its capital. In fact, the proposal has not yet been voted 
on. A vote is scheduled for bank's annual meeting in Zagreb in May. This was corrected on March 5th 2010. 
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A FAB idea 
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Should every child receive a bank account at birth? 
 

 
YOU come into the world with nothing, the saying goes. A new campaign proposes to change that by giving every 
newborn child in the world an online bank account with $100 in it. The aim of the FinancialAccess@Birth (FAB) 
campaign is to do something about the fact that half the world’s population has no access to mainstream 
financial services. This is a huge handicap, exposing people who are typically already on the poverty line to risks 
that wealthier folk can manage through savings or insurance, and leaving them to pay unregistered 
moneylenders through the nose. 

The campaign is the brainchild of Bhagwan Chowdhry, a finance professor at the University of California, Los 
Angeles, and is starting to attract some prominent supporters, including Peter Singer, a well-known philosopher, 
and Vijay Mahajan, an Indian social entrepreneur.  

FAB dovetails with another big idea: an effort being led by Nandan Nilekani, an outsourcing tycoon turned 
government minister, to provide every Indian with a legal proof of identity in the form of an electronic smart 
card. The prospect of a bank account with $100 in it—this initial amount would be untouchable until the child’s 
16th birthday—would encourage parents to register their newborn babies. The account could then be used by 
governments or charities to make direct payments, to fund things like the child’s education or health care.  

Opening accounts for babies has been tried before, but only in rich countries such as Britain, Canada and South 
Korea, where its potential impact is far smaller. Mr Chowdhry expects the parents of the richest 35m children 
born each year voluntarily to forgo the free money, which would leave accounts for the other 100m newborns 
born each year to be funded. The campaign proposes that national governments each donate one-fiftieth of one 
percent of GDP to cover the estimated $10 billion annual cost. 

That is still a tough sell in today’s economic climate: one issue to be thrashed out is whether the accounts have 
to be funded at birth, or whether the money needs to arrive only when the child turns 16. But governments are 
not the only potential donors. The idea sounds perfect for banks, which would gain a potentially lucrative army of 
future customers and could polish up their battered images at the same time.  
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On deaf ears 
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Does India’s government pay any heed to its economic advisers? 
 

 
ECONOMISTS like nothing better than giving advice to governments. But why do they, of all people, 
imagine that anyone listens? In their models economists assume that governments, like other actors in 
the economy, have objectives of their own, which they seek to advance as best they can. They are not 
disinterested servants of the public good. So governments will ignore a recommendation from their 
advisers unless it suits them, in which case they would have done it anyway. 

In his book “Prelude to Political Economy”, published in 2000, Kaushik Basu of Cornell University wrestled 
with this paradox. “If, seeing high unemployment in an economy, a person… advises entrepreneurs to 
employ more labourers, or consumers to demand more goods, this typically causes economists to share a 
laugh.” And yet economists routinely advise governments to act in the economy’s interests rather than 
their own.  

Mr Basu is now living the conundrum he theorised about. In December he became the chief economic 
adviser to India’s finance ministry, occupying an office amid the sandstone domes and colonnades of Sir 
Herbert Baker’s Secretariat buildings in Delhi. On February 25th he released the ministry’s annual 
economic survey, a day before the minister, Pranab Mukherjee, presented the budget. What advice did Mr 
Basu give? And did his boss upstairs pay him any heed? 

 
Quintessential 

The survey welcomes India’s remarkable escape from both the financial crisis and a disappointing 
monsoon. The economy is expected to grow by 7.2% in the fiscal year ending on March 31st and it should 
return to growth of about 9% in the medium term, the survey argues. This government, however, will not 
settle for any old growth. It has committed itself to “inclusive growth”. The phrase is often invoked, but 
rarely defined precisely. In the survey Mr Basu offers a “statistical summing up” of what inclusive growth 
might actually entail.  

He proposes that the nation should measure its progress by the growth in per-capita income of the bottom 
quintile, or 20%, of the population. This simple yardstick gives due weight to both the poor and to growth. 
Mr Basu cites some figures crunched by S. Subramanian of the Madras Institute of Development Studies 
(see left-hand chart). They show India’s poor making what Mr Subramanian describes as “a modestly 

  



plodding climb out of considerable income deprivation”.  

For growth to be inclusive, Mr Basu suggests, it is not enough that the income of the bottom 20% rise at 
the same percentage rate as the average. Instead, they should get an equal absolute share of the income 
the economy adds. If the economy grows by $100 billion in a year, the poorest fifth should get $20 billion. 
That is a high bar indeed. Certainly, it would be impolitic for the government to hold itself to such a 
demanding standard. But as Mr Basu noted in his book, the adviser’s objectives are not always quite the 
same as the government’s. 

To help the poor plod a bit faster out of deprivation, the government will spend almost 1.9 trillion rupees 
($41 billion) this year on social services and rural development—including education, health and a 
workfare scheme for the rural poor—by the end of this fiscal year. That some of this money has reached 
the poor, Mr Basu argues, is demonstrated by the rising price of the foods they buy. Indeed, inflation (or 
“skewflation”, as Mr Basu calls the lopsided rise in prices) is now the government’s biggest political 
headache (see right-hand chart).  

One puzzle is why the government has not quashed food prices by releasing more grain from its 
overflowing stockpiles. There is, after all, little point holding a buffer stock if you never run it down. “If 
there are certain minimal amounts of grain that we are committed to holding at all times,” Mr Basu points 
out, “then it is the same as not holding them.” When the government has released grain, it has also made 
the mistake of doling it out in hefty batches to a handful of suppliers, who can then corner the market 
between them. In January the government sold smaller batches of grain to a larger number of traders, 
with far greater effect on prices. In this case, economic logic revealed a more effective means to the 
government’s chosen end.  

Another way the government purports to help the poor is to subsidise grain and fuel, selling them at 
controlled prices through “ration shops” to the poor. Some propositions, Mr Basu writes, seem obvious 
with a little thought, but far from obvious with a lot of thought. Price controls are one of them. It seems 
clear at first blush that one can cushion the poor from the vagaries of the market by regulating the prices 
of basic necessities, like food, fuel and fertiliser. But a good economic adviser knows better. Mr Basu 
points out that ration-shopkeepers divert much of the subsidised grain on to the open market, 
adulterating the remaining grain with gravel. Reetika Khera of the Centre for Development Economics in 
Delhi has found that in some states, when market prices rise the poor paradoxically get less subsidised 
grain, because so much is diverted. It would be better, Mr Basu argues, to give the money to the poor 
directly, through food, fertiliser or fuel coupons, which they could spend anywhere they please.  

Has his boss heeded any of this advice? The government recently decided to raise the price of urea, a 
fertiliser. Mr Mukherjee also increased import duties and production taxes on fuel. This will help him 
reduce the central government’s fiscal deficit to 5.5% in the next fiscal year, down from 6.7% this year. It 
also prompted the opposition and some of the ruling coalition’s own allies to walk out in the middle of his 
speech. Thanks to these measures, fuel prices will be higher—but no freer. Shortly before the budget an 
expert committee headed by another economist urged Mr Mukherjee to liberalise the prices of petrol and 
diesel. In his budget Mr Mukherjee left that decision to his cabinet colleague at the petroleum ministry. 
The government’s economic advisers, both in the finance ministry and outside it, may not be pleased by 
this dodge. But at least one of them should not be surprised by it.  
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Monitoring greenhouse gases  
 
Highs and lows 
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You might think that measuring the levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere would be a 
priority. If you did think that, though, you would be wrong 
 

 
IN NEGOTIATIONS on nuclear weapons the preferred stance is “Trust but verify”. In negotiations on 
climate change there seems little opportunity for either. Trust, as anyone who attended last year’s summit 
in Copenhagen can attest, is in the shortest of supplies. So, too, is verification.  

Barack Obama was asked when he was in Copenhagen whether a provision by which countries could peek 
into each others’ assessment processes was strong enough to be sure there was no cheating. He 
answered reassuringly that “we can actually monitor a lot of what takes place through satellite imagery”. 
That statement conjured up thoughts of the sort of cold-war satellite system that America used to identify 
and count Russian missiles. But the president was being a bit previous; at the moment, no such system 
exists, because America’s Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO), a satellite that would have fulfilled the role, 
was lost on launch this time last year. The purpose of OCO was to work out the fate of carbon dioxide that 
is emitted by industrial processes but does not then stay in the atmosphere—about 60% of the total.  

America is planning to build a new OCO. In the meantime, however, a small group of scientists labours 
away on Earth, doing its best to monitor emissions at ground level. At the end of February a number of 
these researchers met at the Royal Society in London, to discuss what they were up to. 

Measuring gas levels day in, day out can look a little humdrum to outsiders, including those who hold the 
purse strings. They tend to prefer scientists to experiment and test hypotheses, not just tally things. But 
that attitude galls the greenhouse-gas measurers, and not only because it denies them money. It also 
ignores the fact that careful measurement is a way of discovering new things, not just of checking the 
status quo. Monitoring is not just a necessary handmaiden of science—it is the real thing.  

 
De bas en haut 

Governments are required by treaty to inform the world about their greenhouse-gas emissions. To do this, 

  



they take a bottom-up approach, using data about how much of the relevant gases all sorts of activities, 
from steelmaking to dairy farming, are expected to produce and how much of each of those activities is 
going on. The researchers at the meeting work top down, looking directly at what is in the atmosphere, 
and how quickly it accumulates. 

Ray Weiss of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California, has been studying the 
difference between these approaches. In most cases, he has found that the top-down estimates are 
appreciably higher. In some, such as that of sulphur hexafluoride, a powerful greenhouse gas that is used 
as an insulator in high-voltage electronics, the trends as well as the values are different: bottom-up 
accounts say emissions are falling; top-down analysis says they are going up.  

Andreas Stohl of the Norwegian Institute for Air Research and his colleagues have been looking at weather 
patterns to discover where some of these gases are emitted. The level of a gas seen at a particular 
monitoring station depends on where it came from and which way the wind was blowing, so if you have a 
number of stations and some data on how their readings change with wind directions, you can have a 
good guess at the source.  

Among Dr Stohl’s conclusions is the positive one that China now seems to be emitting less HFC-23, a 
powerful greenhouse gas produced by the refrigeration industry, than it did in 2005. This suggests that 
the large amounts of money invested through carbon markets in reducing such emissions may be having 
an effect. More detailed studies might show precisely which industrial regions the gases are coming from, 
and thus reveal what is going on with specific HFC-23-mitigation projects.  

For gases that are sometimes or always produced biologically, such as carbon dioxide and methane, a less 
geographic way of assigning sources is possible. Living things treat carbon atoms of different weights 
slightly differently, and these differences show up in the weights of the gases they churn out. So it is 
possible to distinguish, for example, between methane that has been stored in permafrost and methane 
that is made by rotting vegetation.  

This is the sort of technique with which one could evaluate the release of methane from permafrost 
beneath the warming Arctic Ocean, a phenomenon that was reported in this week’s Science by Natalia 
Shakhova of the University of Alaska and her colleagues. If, that is, one had the chance. Euan Nisbet of 
Royal Holloway, part of the University of London, who was one of the organisers of the meeting, has not 
had his funding for work on monitoring Arctic methane renewed.  

Indeed, for all the noise that is made about climate change, much of this research is done with next to no 
money. Asked how she paid for her monitoring of various greenhouse gases in Baden Württemberg, 
Ingeborg Levin of Heidelberg University replied “by stealing”—meaning not that she robs banks, but that 
the monitoring work is cross-subsidised by grants intended for other studies.  

That is slowly changing. A European project called the Integrated Carbon Observation System, which will 
set up a network of monitoring stations, is on the verge of being approved by the European Union, though 
individual member states (which will have to cough up most of the money) have yet to give it the nod. 
One of the benefits of systems like ICOS is that their measurements will provide “ground truth” to 
calibrate the readings of the reborn OCO. 

Unfortunately, OCO is a one-off. Its potential successors, such as a European mission called CarbonSat 
that could identify and quantify emissions from large power plants around the world, remain, at the 
moment, on the drawing board. Dr Nisbet’s hope is that realising Mr Obama’s belief in remote verification 
means changing that, and will lead to a monitoring system with numerous ground-based and space-based 
components. Accurate measurement is the beginning of all science. It is a shame that so little attention 
has been paid to it in such an important field. 
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Weather forecasting  
 
Flaky science 
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How to predict the consistency of snow 
 

 
“THE wrong type of snow” became famous as a lame excuse in Britain in February 1991 when, caught out 
by a cold snap, British Rail blamed severe disruption to its services on problems clearing unusually soft 
and powdery snow from its tracks. But British Rail had a point. There are, indeed, different types of 
snow—and people who live in mountainous areas, or visit to ski, like to know which ones to expect. 
Forecasting what sort of snow will fall is not easy. But a pair of researchers at the University of Utah think 
they have cracked the problem. 

Jim Steenburgh and Trevor Alcott carried out their research in the Alta ski area, which is about 3,000 
metres (10,000 feet) up in the Wasatch range. Good record-keeping at the resort, including precipitation 
measurements that are taken automatically every hour, allowed them to analyse 457 snowfalls that took 
place between 1999 and 2007. 

What they were looking for was a correlation between the weather conditions at the time of a snowfall and 
the amount of water in the snow that fell. This is called the snow-to-liquid ratio. For example, if 10cm of 
snow falling over a given area contains the equivalent of 2cm of rain when it has melted, this ratio is 
five—a bit slushy. 

The higher the ratio (known, confusingly, as the density, even though bigger numbers mean the snow is 
actually less dense), the drier and more powdery the snow. This is the type skiers prefer. In the Wasatch 
mountains the average density is 14, although it can vary from well below five to 25 or more. 

Dr Steenburgh and Mr Alcott found, not surprisingly, that temperature plays a large part in controlling 
snow density. Where that temperature pertains, though, is crucial. It is the temperature above the crests 
of the range, where the snow crystals form, that seems to matter most. When this is around freezing 
point, the snow formed is dense (ie, the value of the ratio is low). As the temperature falls, snow gets 
drier and fluffier because of the formation of dendrite crystals (snowflakes, to the layman) that contain 
lots of spaces. As conditions get colder still, though, the crystals become more compact again, and the 
snow gets heavier. 

  

Schuss those dendrites 



What was less expected was the effect of wind. Wind at the mountain tops, says Dr Steenburgh, bashes 
the snowflakes into one another, knocking the spaces out of the crystals. The windier the conditions, the 
smaller the snow-to-liquid ratio.  

The study, to be published in Weather and Forecasting, found that the fluffiest snow at Alta occurs in falls 
that contain less than 2cm of water over 24 hours, with a mountain-top wind speed of 29-42kph (18-
26mph) and a temperature of -18˚C to -12˚C. If it gets warmer or colder the snow gets heavier with 
water.  

All of which is good news for skiers planning a last-minute trip to the slopes. They will have a much better 
idea before they set off of what they can expect. It should also help in the prediction of avalanche risk, 
because snow slips are often the result of dense snow falling on a less-dense underlayer. Now all that is 
needed is a version of the formula that Britain’s train companies can use, so they can prepare their 
excuses in advance. 
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If females must compete, evolution will furnish them with weapons to do so 
 

 
WHEN a species evolves traits that seem to have little to do with individual survival—bright colours, say, 
or oversize horns, it is typically the male alone who sports these excesses. Observing this, Charles Darwin 
proposed the idea of “selection in relation to sex” as a follow-up to his theory of natural selection. He 
defined it as the struggle between members of one sex, “generally male”, to possess the other. The 
plumage of peacocks attracts peahens. The stag’s antlers are there to fight off other stags. And so on. 

But females, it turns out, have some tricks of their own. Nicola Watson and Leigh Simmons of the 
University of Western Australia have published a paper this week in the Proceedings of the Royal Society 
about Onthophagus sagittarius, a species of dung beetle in which not only do both sexes sport horns, but 
those of the females are larger than those of the males. They set out to discover whether female 
competition accounted for these impressive armaments, and whether there was a trade-off between horns 
and fecundity.  

There are around 2,000 species of dung beetle. All, though, live their lives around faeces. In the case of 
O. sagittarius, each female constructs a tunnel after she has mated and then packs it with the stuff in the 
form of a brooding ball, on which she lays her eggs. Her mate guards the entrance, fighting other males to 
stop them entering the tunnel and cuckolding him. Tunnels are often so close together, however, that 
other females may break in to their neighbours’ underground, to try to steal dung. Females, therefore, are 
constantly in conflict with other females, which is why they need horns.  

In their laboratory in Perth, Ms Watson and Dr Simmons divided their female beetles into three groups, 
according to body size. Some of each group were allowed to mate with fertile male beetles. The others 
mated with beetles rendered sterile by irradiation. This ensured that all female beetles would become 
pregnant, but those who mated with irradiated males were impregnated by damaged sperm, and would 
not lay viable eggs. The researchers could thus put three females into a burrow and allow them to 
compete yet, by ensuring that only one of those females had mated with a fertile male, they could be sure 
that all the grubs in a burrow were hers. 

  



By comparing all possible combinations of females in this way (mating two of the three sizes with sterile 
males), and also looking at the success of females who were able to lay their eggs without competition, 
Ms Watson and Dr Simmons showed that the bigger a female is, the more reproductively successful she is. 
No surprises there. 

The next stage, though, was to do the same experiment, but match females who were the same size 
except for their horns, in order to see if a bigger horn results in more offspring. The reason to ponder that 
it might not—and the presumed reason why females of most species do not go in for sexually selected 
accoutrements—is that such things are costly to grow and maintain. The resources a female spends doing 
so are therefore unavailable for turning into eggs. 

In fact, Ms Watson and Dr Simmons found, horn size was even more important than body size for 
determining reproductive success. Fending off females who have designs on your dung-ball is evidently 
more important than laying extra eggs.  

If the evolutionary circumstances demand it, then, females can be just as aggressive as males. But they 
are being aggressive to a different end. This is no struggle to possess the opposite sex, so does it qualify 
as sexual selection?  

That is a matter of definition, but it does go to the heart of the difference between the sexes. Males 
compete because the more females they inseminate, the more genes they will leave behind. Females 
mainly let the males get on with this, and pick the winners. They increase their genetic contribution not by 
promiscuity but by nurturing. If that requires violence, so be it. As to whether there are any human 
parallels, Ms Watson herself would not be drawn. She did, however, observe that “somebody suggested 
stilettos.” 
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The earliest animal tracks yet found have been unearthed in Canada 

ONE of the greatest mysteries of the history of life is the Cambrian explosion. Prior to 560m years ago, 
animal fossils are rare. Then, in a geological eyeblink, they become common. Shelly creatures such as 
trilobites and brachiopods, of whose ancestors there is little sign in the rocks, are suddenly everywhere. 
Biologists would dearly love to know what happened. 

Recent discoveries at the delightfully named Mistaken Point, in Newfoundland, serve to lift the veil slightly. 
These findings are not of Precambrian animals themselves, but of their tracks. And these, paradoxically, 
may be more useful. 

Alexander Liu of Oxford University and his colleagues took an interest in Mistaken Point because it is a site 
known for so-called Ediacaran fossils, shell-less animals of unknown provenance that slightly predate the 
Cambrian. As Mr Liu and his team explored the rocks they came across more than 70 markings that 
looked like tracks—slight impressions in the sediment with tiny ridges sticking up along the sides. These 
markings, they report in Geology, are up to 13mm wide and up to 17cm long.  

What is most curious about these tracks is that the rock they are in is reckoned to have formed at least a 
kilometre below sea level. Fossil bodies might get into such rock by sinking to the sea floor. Tracks, 
however, must have been made by something that was alive. Precambrian animals must therefore have 
lived at such depths. 

The tracks also cast light on what the Ediacarans actually were. Some palaeontologists think them 
members of a phylum that is now extinct. Others, though, believe they were Cnidarians, the group that 
includes modern sea anemones and jellyfish. Cnidarians grow from embryos that have only two layers of 
cells. Most animals, including all the shelly Cambrian ones, grow from three-layered embryos. The tracks 
found by Mr Liu look suspiciously like those left by modern sea anemones which, despite their sedentary 
appearance, do move around slowly. 

That is not strong evidence that Ediacarans were Cnidarians, but it is something. Yet if that is the right 
interpretation, it leaves the question of what evolved into the trilobites and their kind as mysterious as 
ever. 
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In "Signs of life" (February 27th) we said that the Square Kilometre Array radio-telescope collaboration 
planned to build its grid over a square kilometre of land. In fact, it is the combined collecting area of the 
telescopes involved that is one square kilometre. The instruments themselves would be scattered over 
several hundred square kilometres. 
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Stalin’s violent henchman and his library may have inspired a modern classic 
 

 
Molotov’s Magic Lantern: A Journey in Russian History. By Rachel Polonsky. Faber and Faber; 388 
pages; £20. Buy from Amazon.co.uk 

EXPATRIATE spouses living pampered lives in Moscow often think it would be nice to write a book about 
their time there. The material is irresistible: vastness, extremes, depths and delights. But the trite, coy 
and overly personal jottings that result often prove quite resistible. Rachel Polonsky moved to Moscow 
with her lawyer husband and stayed for a decade. Her perceptive and erudite book is the exception and 
sets a standard to freeze the ink in others’ pens.  

Ms Polonsky was a fellow at Cambridge University who initially planned to spend her time in Moscow 
working on a follow-up to her previous book, a heavyweight study of Russian orientalism. Instead she has 
produced a spectacular and enjoyable display of intellectual fireworks for the general reader.  

The book’s core is other books: the fragments of a library that Ms Polonsky discovers in her neighbour’s 
flat, which once belonged to one of Russia’s greatest monsters, Vyacheslav Molotov. Stalin’s most devoted 
henchman in the blood-drenched years of the Great Terror, Molotov signed a record 373 death warrants 
for senior officials, including his close colleagues. He also co-signed, with Hitler’s foreign minister, Joachim 
von Ribbentrop, another death warrant—the deal that dismembered the countries of central Europe and 
the Baltic states. Toasted by Molotov and Hitler at a banquet in Berlin, the Nazi-Soviet pact consigned 
millions to death, slavery and destitution.  

The butcher was a bibliophile. His books, sometimes annotated, or even with his moustache hairs left, 
repellently, as page markers, are much in Ms Polonsky’s thoughts during her journeys to Russia’s bleak 
north, lush south and distant east. Her finely drawn literary travelogues on Taganrog, Murmansk, Vologda, 
Irkutsk and other places depict squalor, pomp, misery, exhilaration, heroism and brutishness, each cameo 
framed in its historical, cultural and physical context.  

Some of the material comes from Molotov’s books, others from Ms Polonsky’s well-stocked mind. Few 
readers will have her encyclopedic knowledge of the works of Anna Akhmatova, Isaak Babel, Anton 

  



Chekhov, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Alexander Herzen, Varlam Shalamov and Marina Tsvetaeva, to name but a 
few. But while reading the book they will feel that they do. Ms Polonsky wears her considerable learning 
lightly. 

She has a knack for putting herself into other people’s shoes with empathy and skill. During a visit to 
Moscow’s luxurious Sandunovsky bathhouse she spots a fellow-bather reading Oswald Spengler’s “Decline 
of the West”; another is applying a home-made unguent consisting of cream and coffee grounds. 
Spengler, a German historian, thought that cities were ulcers on the body of Russia. What, she asks, 
would he have made of this scene? That prompts a captivating excursion into the mystical significance of 
the steam bath, from its rural pagan roots to modern urban body worship. 

Ms Polonsky’s interest in the spiritual comes across strongly. She highlights the significance of Aleksandr 
Men, an inspirational Orthodox priest murdered as the Soviet Union died. Her description of the 
Bolsheviks’ desecration of the Savvino-Storozhevsky monastery in the midst of the last monks’ final 
liturgy is memorable. So is her icy account of the creepy religiosity, bordering on paganism, that is to be 
found in the upper reaches of the current Russian regime.  

The contempt she feels for the greed, filth and viciousness that she encounters is all the more compelling 
for being understated. Her sympathy and affection for the finest bits of Russia’s past and present shine 
through—whether for the civic traditions of ancient Novgorod, for the aristocratic rebels of the 
Decembrists or for more modern martyrs such as the Mandelstams or Anna Politkovskaya, a journalist 
murdered in 2006. The reader catches only fleeting glimpses of Ms Polonsky herself. That contrasts 
pleasingly with the self-centredness that is present in so much other Western writing about Russia. As her 
book shows, the author has grit, charm and style—and a gift for traveller’s tales. 
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Andrew Rawnsley's political vivisection 
 

 
The End of the Party: the Rise and Fall of New Labour. By Andrew Rawnsley. Viking; 802 pages; 
£25. Buy from Amazon.co.uk 

LABOUR under Tony Blair and Gordon Brown has ruled Britain for longer than any non-Conservative 
government in the past 100 years. With an election due in the next three months, there is a real chance 
that the last days of Pompeii are upon us. How will history judge New Labour—as an idealistic attempt to 
improve lives through a blend of free-market economics and social justice, or a cynical sucking of power 
from longstanding and broadly functioning institutions to a small group of media-hungry, manipulative 
politicians? 

This engrossing book by Andrew Rawnsley, like its predecessor a decade ago, “Servants of the People”, 
has pulled together a lot of clues. Less than a week old, it already has Westminster agog with its well-
sourced but roundly denied allegations, serialised in the Observer weekly newspaper for which Mr 
Rawnsley writes. Chief among these is the idea that the prime minister is a bully who shouts and throws 
things. But there is much more in this detailed account of the years since Labour’s second victory, in 
2001.  

We see Mr Blair change from a warmly communicative, consensus-seeking Peter Pan to a grey and 
embattled conviction politician, as the war in Iraq hijacks his agenda for social change and a role “at the 
heart of Europe”. Then there is Mr Brown, the clunking brainbox impatient for his turn, who bragged as 
chancellor that he had commanded boom and bust to cease and was caught behind the knees as prime 
minister when the economy collapsed. Around them flutters a Greek chorus of advisers, civil servants, old 
friends and new spinmasters, whose aggrieved or gloating comments bring these pages to life. 

Mr Rawnsley’s book is essentially about relationships, and three in particular. The central one is, of course, 
that between Mr Blair and Mr Brown. Once friends as well as allies, the two modernised the Labour Party 
in the early 1990s, dragging it from its industrial, collectivist roots to the sunlit uplands of middle-class 
aspiration. Then Mr Blair bagged the party leadership, promising Mr Brown his turn in time. From this 
alliance, poisoned by frustrated ambition, sprang both the good and the increasingly dysfunctional bad of 
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New Labour in power. In one encounter in 2006, Mr Brown “kept shouting at me that I’d ruined his life”, 
Mr Blair allegedly told his friends. The chancellor made his own arrangements for ousting the party’s most 
successful election-winner (or so Mr Rawnsley claims).  

Mr Blair’s ability to sway people was the key to his success. Yet he was fatally weak when dealing with 
strong men, says Mr Rawnsley. Just as he could not control his chancellor (he was, for instance, totally 
“boxed in” by Mr Brown on sterling and the euro), he found it next to impossible to stand up to George 
Bush. Time after time Mr Blair vows to his intimates that he will tackle the American president on the 
Middle East peace process, or reconstructing Iraq after the war, but fails to nail it.  

The other important relationship is that between Mr Brown and Peter Mandelson, the third architect of 
New Labour. Lord Mandelson backed Mr Blair over Mr Brown early on and incurred the latter’s hurt and 
resentful enmity. But in the depths of despair a year into a yearned-for premiership that had misfired on 
most fronts, Mr Brown turned again to his former friend. The return to government in 2008 of Lord 
Mandelson, with his fine Machiavellian hand, was one of the few genuine surprises of recent political life.  

Against this background of loyalties and betrayals, triumphs and gagging disasters, what are New Labour’s 
real achievements? Bringing peace to Northern Ireland, incontrovertibly; improving (though at excessive 
cost) health care and education; perhaps promoting a more tolerant Britain. Now New Labour has grown 
old in office: not only the notoriously tongue-tied Mr Brown but even that smoothie, Mr Blair, have 
struggled to preserve the alliance of working and middle-class voters who once supported it.  

Yet Mr Rawnsley may have been too quick to write off New Labour, as his book’s title suggests he has. 
The Tories’ once-commanding lead in the polls has narrowed in recent weeks and there is now a real 
contest for power. As has been said in another melodramatic context, “It ain’t over till the fat lady sings.” 
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The centre of global gendercide 
 

 
Message from an Unknown Chinese Mother: Stories of Loss and Love. By Xinran. Chatto & Windus; 
224 pages; £16.99. Buy from Amazon.co.uk 

DURING the past 30 years of economic reform, China has made what is probably history’s largest single 
improvement to human welfare, lifting hundreds of millions out of poverty. Yet millions have also been 
crushed by the vast engine of Chinese growth—and it is among these that Xinran Xue (who uses only her 
first name) finds her stories. In previous works of oral history, she has rescued from the chaos that is 
modern Chinese record-keeping personal narratives of her grandparents’ generation (“China Witness”, 
2008) and of women caught in China’s endless political turmoil (“The Good Women of China”, 2002). In 
her latest book, “Message from an Unknown Chinese Mother”, she turns to the relationship between 
women and their daughters in tales of loss and often unthinkable heartache. 

Visiting a peasant family in Shandong, she sees a newborn baby girl snatched from her mother and 
dumped headfirst in the chamber pot: the head of the family demands a son and, because of the one-child 
policy, will not let the daughter live. Two years later, the young couple pays Xinran a visit. They, along 
with the rest of the young people, have left their village to look for work in cities. The mother says she 
had two more daughters but her father-in-law gave them away to foreigners for adoption. “Have you seen 
any foreigners?” she asks Xinran, fearfully. “Do you think the foreigners know how to hold my baby?” 

Xinran now runs a charity in London for adopted Chinese children. But from 1989 to 1997 she presented 
one of China’s best-known local radio programmes, “Words on the Night Breeze”, in the southern city of 
Nanjing. Some narratives, such as that from Shandong, came to her because of her work. But what is 
astounding is how many she just happens upon, as if such tales are lying all around.  

At the tiny restaurant where Xinran eats lunch, the waitress tries to kill herself twice, each time after a 
little girl’s birthday party. The woman is tortured by the happy faces because, thinking it her duty to 
produce a male heir, she had smothered her baby daughters. She survives because, as well as the bottle 
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of agricultural fertiliser she swallowed, she drank one of washing-up liquid, thinking that any chemical in a 
bottle was poison. The detergent diluted the fertiliser’s fatal dose. 

Cycling to work one winter’s day, Xinran has a flat tyre. The woman who repairs her bicycle turns out to 
have been a midwife. Under the author’s patient questioning, she reveals the pricing system of her trade: 
three times the normal price for a first-born son; six times more if the father is first-born, too; yet more if 
a daughter is “done”. The trick is to strangle the baby with the umbilical cord as it emerges, and call it 
stillborn.  

Most of Xinran’s mothers submit stoically to the cruelties of “son preference” and the one-child policy. But 
a few go to extraordinary lengths to have more than one child. On a train journey she meets one of 
China’s so-called “extra-birth guerrilla troops”—families with daughters who leave home and move 
secretly from city to city, hoping to escape the birth-control regulators long enough to produce a son. The 
father rocks his daughter tenderly to sleep, as he explains the dangers of their life. At the next stop, 
Xinran sees the young girl talking to a food seller on the platform and waves goodbye, assuming the 
family has got off. But later she meets the father on the train: he has abandoned his beloved daughter to 
strangers because his wife is expecting another child and the family cannot hide more than one. She was 
the fourth daughter they had given up. 

One might perhaps object that some of Xinran’s stories are not as typical as she implies: she blames the 
unflinching “son preference” of traditional Confucian culture for the families’ decisions to abandon or kill 
their daughters. But, in fact, the number of “missing girls” is highest in richer, better-educated provinces: 
prenatal ultrasound scans and selective abortion have proved even deadlier to girls than the cruel dictates 
of village elders. But this is quibbling. The core of “Message from an Unknown Chinese Mother” is the 
individual stories of women who have lost their daughters. One would have to have a heart of stone not to 
be moved by them. 
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Beyond Business. By John Browne. Weidenfeld & Nicolson; 310 pages; £20. Buy from Amazon.co.uk 

DURING his 12 years as boss of BP, John Browne was the master of many complicated briefs. He launched 
three big takeovers, sparking a wave of consolidation that reshaped the industry; to the horror of his 
peers, he admitted that oil firms had a part to play in the fight against global warming; he invested in 
Russia’s lucrative but lawless oil business with much greater success than other Western oil firms—and he 
made pots of money for BP’s shareholders, year after year. 

Mr Browne confronted NGOs accusing BP of human-rights abuses, environmentalists in uproar about oil 
spills and African potentates demanding bribes. He visited Vladimir Putin in his dacha (the Russian leader, 
he confides, is always more relaxed in the company of his dogs), received China’s prime minister at his 
offices in London (but was not willing to grant him the favour he asked) and recruited Margaret Thatcher 
to help him win a deal in Azerbaijan (although a faulty sound system meant that no one could hear the 
speech she gave on BP’s behalf). His sex life was splashed across Britain’s tabloids after he lost a legal 
battle to stop a former lover selling the story of their relationship. In the course of the fight he was forced 
to resign, having made a false statement about how he and his lover had met. 

In other words, Mr Browne is not short of interesting material to write about. But he is true to his roots: 
his memoir reads like a brief designed to bring the public up to speed as quickly and dispassionately as 
possible with the life of a powerful oil executive. Repressive regimes: it’s alright to do business with them 
as long as your presence helps nudge them in the right direction. Corporate social responsibility: it is not 
just political correctness, but a means to safeguard investments for the long term. The media: they’ll turn 
on you sooner or later, so best to keep a low profile. Leadership: you have to give your subordinates lots 
of rope, but not enough to let them hang themselves.  

Mr Browne’s 26-year career at BP prior to becoming chief executive is dispensed with in 42 pages. There 
are tantalising glimpses of the exalted circles he moves in when he gets to the top, as with his visit to Mr 
Putin. By the same token, Mr Browne always seems to know just the American or British politician to turn 
to in a scrape. But there is little time for introspection, and not much detail. Rows with colleagues and 
rivals are distilled to such terse phrases as “I took a different view.” 

Mr Browne himself comes across as likeable, if painfully reticent. He readily admits mistakes, spends little 
time basking in his (many) achievements and is quick to make a compliment. He paints a pleasing picture 
of himself as an expatriate child in Iran, thrilled by the exploits of firefighters trying to quench burning oil 
wells, but also fascinated by the architecture of the mosques and palaces of Isfahan. He wistfully recalls a 
spell as a bon viveur in Greenwich Village in his 20s, collecting paintings by David Hockney, poaching 
striped bass for dinner parties and setting up a darkroom in his apartment. 

But these passages soon give way to an oddly flat account of Mr Browne’s time at BP. He sounds much 
more enthused about his holidays in Venice than he does about his triumphs at work. For some time after 
his resignation, he writes, “I looked at my career with BP with distaste and dissatisfaction.” It is poignant 
to think that one of the most lauded businessmen of a generation should be racked by regret, but it also 
sucks the life from his book. 
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Dining with al-Qaeda: Three Decades Exploring the Many Worlds of the Middle East. By Hugh Pope. 
Thomas Dunne; 352 pages; $26.99 and £18.99. Buy from Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk 

PALESTINE is yesterday’s news, sighed a bored editor as he rejected Hugh Pope’s offering. It was a familiar 
reaction. Mr Pope, a principled and thoughtful reporter, tramped the Middle East for 30 years in a forlorn bid to 
decipher its subtleties to a Western readership encased in its own prejudices: moderates versus radicals; an 
Arab-Israeli peace process that would work were it not sabotaged by Palestinian violence; Islamic Iran as the 
mortal enemy of Western civilisation. After his long time on the road, Mr Pope’s sad conclusion is that all the 
words he wrote, and all the risks he took, had made no perceptible difference to the crude way a largely 
insensitive and meddling West views a dysfunctional region. 

But his travels have made a very good book. “Dining with al-Qaeda” is a collection of stories and essays, in no 
very clear order, garnered from Mr Pope’s life as a journalist, from his beginnings as a wet-behind-the-ears 
freelancer in Syria through his appointment in 2000 as the sole Middle East correspondent for the Wall Street 
Journal. His beat stretched from north Africa to Afghanistan. He was to be based in Istanbul, contribute a story 
or two a year on Saudi Arabia and the Gulf and keep an eye on everywhere else—a grand solitary status that 
was all too soon exploded by events.  

Too gentle and cautious to probe indelicately for his stories, Mr Pope is an excellent linguist (speaking fluent 
Persian, Turkish and Arabic), a good listener and a cultured observer. What you see in Iran, he says, is not 
what you get. He tries to explain that when Iranians say “Death to America” they sometimes mean “Please 
America, show me more love.” In Shiraz he embarks on an improbable attempt to explain Iran’s “full 
complexity of inner truths and multiple meanings” through the works of its great 14th-century poet, 
Mohammad Hafez. He has learned conversations about religion in Mecca and reports a clever Saudi dissident 
saying: “The Wahhabis say ‘al-Qaeda is not us’ and it’s believable. But for me it’s the difference between 
Marlboro and Marlboro Light.” 

The episode that provides the book’s title has its comic aspects even though it took place in Riyadh a couple of 
months after September 11th 2001 and even though the interviewee, a young missionary for the Wahhabi 
faith, sporting “an unhappy” beard, remarks at an early point, “Shouldn’t I kill you?” Mr Pope dissuades him by 
quoting the Prophet’s diktat that those with permission to be among believers should enjoy safe passage. The 
missionary had attended al-Qaeda training camps in Afghanistan, not learning to fight but spreading his 
fundamentalist faith to all nationalities. He claimed to know some of the September 11th terrorists, calling 
them “wonderful boys”. At a second meeting, they repaired to a Chinese restaurant, where he poked a spring 
roll without eating it. He was a rather absurd young man. But his defence of terrorist action against the West 
was serious, and much less familiar then than it is now.  

The Journal declined to publish a report on this meeting because the missionary was unidentified, only a walk-
on al-Qaeda actor and a bit flaky with it. Mr Pope had a plum job and respects the Journal for being an honest 
newspaper. But all the same he had deep trouble with its editing criteria, especially regarding anything 
destined for its coveted front page. By means of omissions and headlines, editors, in his view, would turn out 
finished stories that were politically correct in the context of America’s pro-Israeli and anti-Islamist beliefs. The 
demand, particularly concerning Arab-Israeli affairs, was for upbeat stories reporting good news about what 
the author calls the “virtual world” of the peace process.  

Mr Pope’s frustrations intensified in the months leading up to the invasion of Iraq, as he struggled to report 
what he saw as the truth to a country led by a government fixated on overturning Saddam Hussein. He 
managed to get a long prophetic story on the dangers ahead onto the front page of the Journal (whose 
editorials, like others, including those of The Economist, supported the war), but a delay meant that it 
appeared only a day before the tanks rolled in. He spent the war reporting from Iraqi Kurdistan. Pleasantly 
self-deprecating, he acknowledges that he is not always right. But he usually is.  
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The short sad life of whites in Africa 
 

 
Correction to this article 

TWO compelling documentaries illuminate the dilemmas facing Africa’s dwindling white tribes. One is set 
in Zimbabwe, the other in Kenya. The Zimbabwean film, “Mugabe and the White African”, is the more 
straightforward and should be shown as widely as possible to help end one of Africa’s great tragedies: the 
ruin of one of the continent’s most successful countries and the moral bankruptcy of the governments of 
the nearby states (bar plucky Botswana) for failing to isolate and oust a vile dictator. 

It shows how a brave film company, embedding itself with a beleaguered family of white farmers off and 
on for a year, can bring to life the horrors that have befallen an entire country. Like the large majority of 
the 5,000-odd white farmers who stayed on after Robert Mugabe became prime minister in 1980 and later 
president, Mike Campbell and his son-in-law Ben Freeth acquired their farm and the regulation 
government certificate showing that no black citizen also sought to buy the same farm, which then 
became Zimbabwe’s largest producer of mangoes and employed 500 locals. When a man with ministerial 
connections claimed the property for himself a few years ago, Messrs Campbell and Freeth refused to go, 
prompting a campaign of intimidation, arson and assault, including the beating up not just of the two 
farmers but also their wives, all horrifically shown on screen. 

When they took their case to a tribunal of the Southern African Development Community, a 15-nation club 
including both Zimbabwe and South Africa, and won, Mr Mugabe’s thugs ignored the verdict and burned 
down the farmsteads. Much of this is covertly filmed, sometimes by the farmers themselves, with wobbly 
camera shots enhancing the sense of chaos and terror. It is impossible to watch without feeling sympathy 
for the farmers and their loyal but terrified black workers, and revulsion for the barbarities of Mr Mugabe’s 
regime. A shocking postscript is that, although the film is to be screened on British television's Channel 4, 
no cinema in neighbouring South Africa, which could stop Mr Mugabe in his tracks, has yet seen fit to air 
it. 

  

Wild eyes 



The Kenyan film, “Murder on the Lake”, is more intriguing and complicated. Already screened on the BBC 
and elsewhere, it looks at the murder in 2006 of a famous wildlife photographer, Joan Root (pictured), 
who was shot in her home beside Lake Naivasha, the centre of Kenya’s flower industry. The film offers a 
tangled web of whodunnit theories. What is certain is that in the last decade of her life, Mrs Root set up a 
local task force to wage a harsh but ecologically admirable campaign against fish poachers destroying the 
lake’s resources. When she was made to disband the force, some of its aggrieved members turned against 
her. But she had made other enemies along the lake. It has never been clear who killed her. 

The film shows the ecological and social turmoil of modern Kenya: the success of horticulture on the lake’s 
edge, at a cost of draining the lake’s waters; the growth of the riparian village from a one-horse town to a 
seething metropolis of 350,000 in a couple of decades, creating tribal tension and mass poverty in 
burgeoning slums; the greed and corruption of politicians and police; and the resentment of many locals 
who feel that white conservationists care more about wild animals than people. Above all, it highlights the 
awkwardness of the role of the engaged white person in the midst of a society that is still, in many 
respects, at odds with Western norms. 

Is there room for the Joan Roots, let alone the Mike Campbells, in modern Africa? One hopes so. Africa 
needs both of them. But, judging by this pair of films, one cannot, in the long run, be too confident. 

 
 

Correction: “Mugabe and the White African” has not, as we originally wrote, been shown on the BBC. In fact Channel 4 will be showing it. 
This was corrected on March 5th 2010. 
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Michael Foot, politician and man of letters, died on March 3rd, aged 96 
 

 
HE DIED a much-loved Englishman, renowed for his untidy shock of white hair, his shambling wanderings 
on Hampstead Heath with his dog Dizzy, his devotion to literature, and the modesty that allowed him, 
when leader of the Labour Party, to stand in his anorak waiting at the bus stop, comme tout le monde. 
Deep into old age, half-blind, he never failed to keep up with the latest works on his great loves, Shelley 
and Byron, and to hold forth over breakfast—several eggs running all over his plate—about the latest 
troubles of his beloved party, and its prospects for the future.  

He was not always so popular. As a left-wing journalist working for the right-wing proprietor Max 
Beaverbrook before, during and after the war, the vituperative scorn of his prose injured those who did 
not realise that it masked a complete lack of personal malice. But age and familiarity smoothed the sharp 
edges. “Sweet man, Michael,” remarked Anthony Crosland, a revisionist socialist who, in the 1970s, had 
spent most of his time fighting him.  

The leadership of the Labour Party was not a job which—for most of his life—he sought. When Jim 
Callaghan stood down as leader in 1980, the two men most likely to succeed him were Denis Healey on 
the right and Peter Shore on the left. But Mr Foot, by then 67, had developed a certain fond vanity which 
was worked on by a Machiavellian trade-union leader, Clive Jenkins, to persuade him to stand. The result 
was the worst disaster that could have befallen Mr Foot. He won. 

The Labour Party then was a veritable Bermuda triangle, containing both ardent followers of the left-wing 
policies advocated by Tony Benn, and a right-wing group, led by Roy Jenkins, which was threatening to 
start a new centre party. Mr Foot’s appeal was that, being of the left but not of the far left, he could hold 
this combustible mixture together.  

To a degree, he did. The breakaway was contained. Mr Foot accepted most of the policies of the left, 
including unilateral nuclear disarmament which he had always agreed with, and many others that he 
hadn’t. This was just enough to preserve his party broadly intact. Unfortunately, it also made it 
unelectable. In the 1983 general election, fought on a manifesto described by one shadow minister as “the 
longest suicide note in history”, the party started badly and finished worse. 

  



Even before the election, Mr Foot was not an effective leader. He dithered terribly. At one point, he 
insisted in the Commons that Peter Tatchell, a left-winger, would never be a Labour candidate while he 
was leader. A little later, he decided that he could be. Most voters could not conceive of him as a plausible 
prime minister. He seemed to come from another age, perhaps the 19th century, a West Country radical 
in his family’s best tradition. He could not get the hang of television, and horrified the country by 
appearing at the Cenotaph one Remembrance Day in a short, scruffy coat. By the time he stepped down 
gratefully after his defeat, he seemed a tragi-comic figure. 

Flying with Hazlitt 

His political judgment was dodgy from the beginning. In 1974-75, when he first went into government as 
employment secretary, he was responsible for relations with the trade unions. In the words of one cabinet 
member of the time, “The relationship was one of give-and-take. The government gave and they took.” 
Industrial subsidies, housing subsidies, even food subsidies flowed out in an effort to buy low pay 
settlements. All were enthusiastically supported by Mr Foot. None made a jot of difference to escalating 
wage agreements. 

Mr Foot was slow to realise this. But once he had, he entered perhaps the most effective period of his 
political life. In an extraordinary speech to his party’s conference in 1976, he quoted Joseph Conrad: 
“Always facing it, Captain MacWhir. That’s the way to get through. Always facing it—that’s the way we’ve 
got to solve this problem.” By 1978 the economy was back on an even keel and Labour was neck-and-
neck in the polls. 

But Mr Foot, by then the leader of the House of Commons, convinced himself that his party would lose an 
election that October. More important, he convinced the prime minister. The election was postponed to 
the spring of 1979. The “winter of discontent”, with widespread strikes, intervened. This was the first of 
two elections which Mr Foot delivered to Margaret Thatcher on a plate.  

He could seem unworldly. As a minister, he once boarded a plane to a Socialist International conference in 
Europe without a penny in foreign currency, carrying only a leather-bound volume of Hazlitt. Yet in one 
sense, he was entirely worldly. He had an instinctive understanding of people. He wrote beautifully and, 
after overcoming a stammer, was a wonderful orator: humorous, self-deprecating, empathetic. He could 
be a hater—anyone who failed to perceive the genius of his hero Aneurin Bevan, whose biography he 
wrote, had best look out—but he was incapable of sustained malevolence.  

Over the last few years of his life, Mr Foot contemplated writing a serious work of socialist philosophy. 
Instead, he embarked on a biography of an eccentric literary genius, H.G. Wells. In the end, that seemed 
to suit him better.　 
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An index of activity in America’s service industries rose sharply to 53 in February from 50.5 in January. 
February’s figure is the highest since October 2007. A reading above 50 indicates expansion. 

A similar index for Britain hit 58.4 in February, its highest level since January 2007. On February 26th the 
figure for GDP growth in Britain in the three months to the end of December was revised up to 0.3% from 
an earlier estimate of 0.1%. 

An early estimate put inflation in the euro area at 0.9% in February, down from 1% in January. The 
euro-area unemployment rate remained at 9.9% in January for the third month in a row. 

Japan’s unemployment rate fell to 4.9% in January from 5.2% in December. 

Australia’s GDP in the last quarter of 2009 was 2.7% higher than it had been in the same period in 2008 
and 0.9% higher than in the previous quarter. 

India’s economy expanded by 6% in the year to the final quarter of 2009. Manufacturing output rose by 
14.3%, but agriculture shrank by 2.8% after a poor monsoon. 

Industrial production in South Korea was flat in January, but still 36.9% higher than it had been a year 
before. Exports grew by 31% in the twelve months to February. 

Indonesia’s exports rose by 58.9% in the year to January. 
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Real Madrid have defended their title in Deloitte’s annual Football Money League. The Spanish club was 
the biggest earner for the fifth consecutive year and the first to generate revenues of more than €400m 
($560m). On the pitch, however, rivals Barcelona rank top, winning the domestic double and the UEFA 
Champions League, and increasing total revenues by 18% to take second place in the Money League, 
displacing Manchester United. Arsenal returned to the top five after a year’s absence with a 7% increase 
in revenue in sterling terms. Despite the recession, most clubs posted revenue growth. The combined 
revenues of the top 20 clubs exceeded €3.9 billion in 2008-09, an increase of €26m on the previous year. 
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